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Abstract
Forma1 Method integration
via
Heterogeneous Nota4'
mas
Richard Freeman Paige
Doctor of Philosophy
Graduate Department of Computer Science
University of Toronto
1997

Method integration is the procedure of combining multiple methods to form a new technique.

In the context of software engineering, this can involve combining specification techniques, rules
and guidelines for design and implementation, and sequences of steps for managing an entire
development. In current practice, rnethod integration is often an ad-hoc process, where links
between methods are defined on a case-by-case basis.

In this dissertation, we examine an approach to formal method integration based on so-called
heterogeneous notations: compositions of compatible notations. We set up a basis that can be
used to formally define the meaning of compositions of formal and semiformal notations. Then,
we examine how this basis can be used in combining rnethods used for system specification,

design, and implernentation. We demonstrate integration using this basis in a pure formal
setting, and in a setting involving both forma1 and semiformal methods. This culminates in a
description of a meta-method for formal method integration based or. heterogeneous notations,
and a discussion of the properties and benefits obtained through the use of such a method.

A nurnber of examples are provided that suggest how heterogeneous notations and integrated
methods can be used, and how formal method integration based on the meta-method can occur.
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Chapter O

Introduction
Software development is a challenging task. Brooks [Br00951 suggests thai this difficulty may
corne from the "essential complexity" of software entities.

As the study of the activity of

building software has progressed, and our understanding of it has grown, a number of problems
that may impact on this natural difficulty have been identified.
1. Scaling up. Software construction in the small is norv well-understood. We have proven

techniques to asçist us in this activity, including: structured programming, high-level
languages, programming t heories, code li braries, etcetera. T hese standard met hods are
less useful when directly applied t o building large software systems. In other words, ou r
well-known facilities for software development i n the small d o not always scale up. For
these situations, we need more powerful abstraction tools [ISP88]. Recent research on t o p
ics such as software architecture [GaÇh9%],process management [Scha95], software tools
[BCM94], object-oriented met hods [Booc94]. information systems engineering [I LR951,
and method integration [Kron93], has aimed a t helping to solve some of the problems
associated with scaling up.

2. Reuse. The issue of how to effectively reuse the products of software development (e.g.,
specifications) is a topic of ongoing research, e-g., see [PeWo92, IEE94b, BoHi941.

3. Propagation. As software engineering has become more widely-researched, many notations, tools7 and methods for accornplishing software engineering tasks have been developed. The problem of adopting and propagating such new inventions into existing practice
remains as a significant research issue. See [Webe93, ESEC95, Broy95, LFB96, HiBo951
for discussion on this topic.

4 . Fonnality. An indication of a maturing discipline is in the increasing use of rigour and

formality in its methods and processes [Hoar94, Broy951. Formality in software develop
ment is useful for many reasons: for its precision in capturing requirements [DaHs94]; for
writing system specifications [Spiv89]; for safety-critical or economically-critical systems
development [BoSt93, GCR941 where proof becomes important; for reducing costs, e.g., as

in the CICS project [HoKi92]; for animation [DiLo94] or mechanical checking of properties
[CORSq. The activities of integrating formality into existing practice, and determining
how and when to best use formality i n software development, are topics of continuing
research [WiZa92, PWM93, SFD921.
A general theme in t h i s dissertation is propagating the use of formality in software devel-

opment; aspects of the other aforementioned issues wilI be considered as wetl.
In software development, formality can play several roles, not limited to the following.
Requirements gathering: in precisely expressing the users' needs in a precise, mechanicallycheckable way [DaHs94].
0

Fonnal specificatiori: for precise system specification, using notations like Z [Spiv89] or
predicative programming [Hehn93]. Applications are discussed in [HiBo95, GaDe951.

O

Fonnal developrnent and niethod: for proof that, e.g., a sequence of development steps
results in an implementation that meets its specification; see [Hehn93, Morg94, Partgo].
Applications i n [HiBo951 al1 involve some level of proof.

We ask forniality to take two roles in this dissertation: for writing system specifications and
designs, and for the developrnent of specifications into an implementation. Other usages are not
considered directly. In this context, we define a method as follows (throughout the dissertation,
we speak of methods only in this way).

Definition 1 A method is a set of notations for writing and structuring spec$cations, and a
set of procedures to jollow in building a specification and in designing an implementation jrom

the specification.

A forma1 method (in our context) thus consists of forma1 notations for writing specifications,
and procedures for manipulating specifications written using these notations.

Definition 2 A formal

notation is a notation based on mathematical logic.

A notation without a formal semantics (but with a precise syntax) is calleci semiformal.

Definition 3 A formal method is a set of mathematical techniques for writing formal specijîcations, and for rnanipulating jonnal specifications using proof.
Our specific interest in formality is in bringing forma1 methods into practice. We propose
t o study this by examining how t o combine forma1 methods with other methods. There are
several reasons why this topic is worth investigating.
O

I t can be used to bring toget her existing, commonly-used techniques, and precise specifications and proof [FGL94, LKP9 11.

O

I t can be used to help make forma1 methods easier to adopt [SFDS'L].
It can be used to give insight into the applicability of forma1 methods in development

[FG L941.
Methods have been a vital research topic for many years, and several development paradigrns
are beginning to mature, including the various semiformal paradigms (e.g., structured, objectoriented, real-time), and the forma1 paradigms (e.g., prograrn design calculi, specification methods). A significant amount of method research has emphasized the creation of different modeling
paradigms, novel notations, and new approaches to analysis or design. Only a small kernel of
this research has focused on synthesis: attempting to combine features of several methods or
notations into new techniques [ILR95, Kron93, Z d a 9 5 , SFD921.
Our point of view-which

is shared with others, e.g., [.lack95, DeMaBi?]-is

that no single

method is a panacea for software development. That is, there is no ideal method that will
suffice in al1 development stages and situations. There are bot h technical and philosophical
reasons for this.
rn Each individual method (or language) offers a different set of expressive capabilities a p

propriate for specifying clearly a different set of properties [ZaJa93]. Each method also
offers a different set of procedures appropriate for rnanipulating said specifications. To
require a developer to use a single method (or language) for a task may force undesirable
restrictions on expression, analysis, or the production of a solution [Kron93].

The complexity of the engineering process-as
both notation and development method-suggests

well as developer preference in terms of
that it is unrealistic t o expect to have

a standard method t hat perfectly conveys the process [KronSS, 1LR951.

We focus on the problem of combining two or more methods into a potentially more useful whole,
This is rnethod integration, and it has begun to receive investigation in the relevant literature
(e.g., see [Kron93, SeAI90, Zda931 and others from the references). Our research focuses on
a particular approach to one specific cIass of method integrations: those involving at least one

forma1 met hod. We introduce t his approach shortly, after describing met hod integration (and
its justifications) in more detail.

0.1

Rationale and Method Integration

Method integration is the activity of resolving existing incompatibilities between methoda, so
that they can be safely and effectively used together. To quote from Kronlof [Kron93]:
The aim of method integmtion is to combine strengths and reduce weaknesses of selected
methods when applied to the engineering p m e s s in question.

Method integration in a software engineering context is of growing research interest for
severat reasons.
It is a prerequisite for tao1 integration [ScBr93], which is an important issue in the creation
of integrated project support environments (IPSEs), and in combining CASE tools. One
approach to tool integration through method engineering is examined in some detail in
[Meta94].
Method integration is a procedure that is used in practice, e.g.. a t Rolls-Royce [Hi1191],

BT [SFDS'L], Philips [Krongq, Praxis [HallSG], and Westinghouse [HamrnS.lj. Many of
the approaches taken in these organizations are based on ad-hoc strategies. Systematic
and general techniques for method integration are required so as to simplify and formalize
the approach, and to avoid the potential for error associated with case-by-case solutions
[Kron93].
m As the complexity of

the problems being dealt with in software development continues to

grow, it becomes increasingly more unlikely that one method will suffice for development.
As Jackson [Jack951 says:
For any realistic pmblem, you will need more than one method. You will have to
see the problem as a complex of severul overlapping problems.. . Your problem 2s not

likely tu k a method X problem o r a method Y problem. It's much more likely tu be a

method X pmblem and a method Y problem - and a method W and a method Z problem
as well, no doubt.

And to quote DeMarco [DeMa82]:
The idea that a single method should goue-m euen t w o diltferent projects

is

highIy

suspect: the difierences between pmjects are much more important than the similadies.

The use of asingle method may require the developer to modify their thinking to conform
to the method. It may be preferable to provide a systematic way to engineer a method
to conform to the developer's t hin king and abilities [HeOs92].
Method integration is not a panacea. The use of a n u m ber of independently-developed met hods
may have drawbacks in particular situations, including:
O

how to manage multiple syntaxes in writing specifications;
how to const ruct relationships between several met hods;
how to handle the need for change that arises in a multi-method developrnent.

These issues will be addressed over the course of the dissertation.

The research presented here details a particular technique for combining methods for system
specification and design, which we now briefly introduce.

0.2

Heterogeneous Notations

-4 notation is a n important part of any niethod; it is used to describe the conrrntz products of

the technique. A good notation can greatly simplify a method; a poorly-chosen notation can

make a method difficult to use. A notation should be clear, concise, and expressive enough to
accomplish-but

not over-complicate-the

task at hand.

A heterogeneous notation is constructed from severat notations.

It generalizes existing

notations (what one rnight cal1 homogeneous languages) by letting specifications be constructed
from parts written in several different languages.

Definition 4 A

heterogeneous notation

composed from two or more notations.

is a notation that is syntactically and sernantically

T h e composed languages rnay be formal or semiformal; they rnay be visual or textual. The
only restriction we place upon them is that they have a precise syntax, and that they have or
can be given a precise interpretation wheii used in development.

In general, specifications written using more than one notation will be called heterogeneous.

Definition 5 A

heterogeneous specification is a composition

O/

partial specificotîons written in

two or more notations.
A nurnber of rationales can be given for why heterogeneous notations might be of use.
Expressiveness. One notation may be unable to express al1 the concepts required for

a particuiar problem or style of specification. Heterogeneous notations can be used to
express al1 desired concepts without having to extend individual languages.

Simpler specî$cation languages. With the use of heterogeneous notations, individual specification languages can be made much simpler than what is now considered to be stateof-t he-art [ZaJa93].

Simplicity. A heterogeneous combination of notations may be used to write sirnpler
specifications than via the use of one notation. Zave and Mataga [ZaEvIa93] demonstrate
an exarnple of this for a telephone switching system.
Ease of expression. Some specification languages are not as usefiil as others when used to

describe particular classes of systems [BoHi94]. For exampie, trying to specify a concurrent system in Z might not be as appropriate as using, e.g., CSP [Hoar85]. But the use
of CSP might not be appropriate for specifying statebased aspects of a system, whereas
Z may be of use. Heterogeneous notations aim at integrating such techniques to obtain

t h e most flexibility in constructing specifications.
Communication. Heterogeneous notations can be used to help different developers cornmunicate about the same system using different notations [GrVe95].

To obtain desimble specification pmperties. [ZaJa95] use multiple notations so as to formulate a specification wi t h clear in ternal boundaries upon which a consistency argument
can be strategically based.

Pmctice. Heterogeneous specifications have seen use i n practice, e.g., see [ZaJa95], the
combination of Yourdon notations with the VDM specification languaae a t Rolls-Royce

discussed in [SFD92], the combinations of formal notations used a t Praxis [Ha1196], or the
use of Z and Yoiirdon-based notations for specifying a security system in [SeA190].
The semantics of a heterogeneous specification is given by formally defining the meaning of
al1 the notation compositions. Such a semantics is provided by a heterogeneous basis.

Definition 6 A heterogeneous basis is a set of notations, translations, and formalizations that
is used to pmvide a formal semantics to compositions of partial specifications luritten in two or

more notations.

A heterogeneous basis is needed if heterogeneous specifications are t o be formally manipulated.
There are severaI ways to provide a heterogeneous basis. We present a basis beginning in
Chapter 3; other approaches are discussed, for example, in [AsCe93, WiZa92, ZaJa93].
Heterogeneous notations are not always useful or convenient.

The following reasonable

caveats can be raised about them.
e Heterogeneous specifications could be less understandable than their homogeneous coun-

terparts, due to: (a) the presence of multiple syntaxes; and (b) the need to understand
the underlying semantics of language compositions.
Heterogeneous specifications will be expensive to maintain and reuse, since personnel
famiiiar with al1 the composed notations must be available.
O

Methods for heterogeneous specifications will be complicated to use by the nature of their
reliance on multiple notations.

We discuss maintenance and reuse issues briefly in Chapter 4. And methods for heterogeneous
specifications is t h e main topic of Chapters 2 and 4. With respect to understandability, we

suggest that a heterogeneous specification will not be a s difficult to comprehend as one might
expect. Some reasons for this are as follows.
It is likely that developers will use (at least some of) those notations with which they are

the most comfortable or experienced. This rnay serve to Iessen comprehension difficulties.
0

The semantic basis need not be explicitly used. Once an informal understanding of a
composition meaning is made, the forma1 basis need be used only when precise handling
is required, e.g., for proof. ([LFB96] describes a project using forma1 methods for which

the precise semantics of a formal notation was not employed directly).

0

Some systems may be easier to specify using multiple notations, e-g., see the specification

of a switching system in (ZaMa931. With experience and practice, it should be possible to
determine understandable combinations of notations; this will necessarily depend upon
the applications a t hand and the developers' persona1 choices.
Since multiple syntaxes wiI1 see combined use in a heterogeneous specification. the understandability of such specifications can corne into ruestion. We cannot totally eliminate this
complication; it is a price that must be paid for the simultaneous use of several languages
and t heir respective met hods. Over the course of this dissertation-especially
examples-we

as we present

hope t o give evidence to suggest that understandability will Vary from situation

to situation.

0.3

Heterogeneous Notations for Formal Met hod Integration

Heterogeneous notations are combinations of existing languages. We consider the construction of heterogeneous notations for the purposes of providing a first step for formal method
integration. O u r rationale for this approach is as follows: notations are a significant part of
any rnethod, and are especially a significant part of any forma1 method. Without using these
notations, the rnethod cannot progress. If we want to combine multiple methods to form a new
approach, the notations of the methods in question rnust first be combined in some manner.
One way to do this is to provide a basis within which compositions of different notations are
given meaning [WingSO]. Our suggestion is that forma1 method integration can be partially
systematized with the use of such a basis, since language complications that wiIl arise by combining methods can be avoided or reduced, and the method integration process can then focus
on defining procedure reIationships. Over the course of the dissertation, we will supply evidence
to support this view.
There are other reasons why we believe this approach to method integration is worthwhile.
0

Existing approaches to method integration are typically ad-hoc, i.e., a new method integration approach has to be designed for each new integration (see [Kron93] for exam-

pies). By providing notation integration capabilities, we supply a basis upon which forma1
method integrations can be defined. The ad-hoc nature of method integration will still
remain t o an extent (because many software development methods have significant ad-hoc
aspects themselves), but parts of the integration p r o c e s will have been systematized.

The heterogeneous nature of notations means that we can (in certain situations, which
will be clarified in later chapters) change notations and thereafter methods, even while
carrying out a developmen t.
0

The approach is part-wise extendible and changeable: new methods and notations may be

addeù to the technique without changing or altering the manner in which other methods
and notations have been added.
0

Heterogeneous notations have properties of themselves t h a t may prove beneficial; these
will be discussed in more detail beginning in Chapter 2.

Heterogeneous notations provide the first step towards the creation of a method for integrating
particular rnethods. We do not claim that the heterogeneous approach solves al1 the problems
of method integration; nor do we suggest that the approach is completely general, and produces practical results in al1 situations. We claim that heterogeneous notations can provide a
systematic basis for dealing with formai method integration, and it is for this reason that we
study them in some detaiI herein.

0.4

Scope of the Research

iMethod in tegration and heterogeneous notations are bot h broad concepts wit h wide applicability. They can be and have been used in many different settings, and for many different
purposes. We clarify restrictions on the scope of our exaniinations in this section.
O

We consider the use of notations and rnethods only for systern specification, design, and
implementation. We do not consider their use for other tasks.

a The heterogeneous b a i s that is constructed in Chapters 2 and 3 will consist of several

of the most well-known forma1 notations, and several of the most well-known semiformal
notations (i.e., notations without a formai semantics). \?Je do not explicitly consider realtime or reactive notations (e-g., CSP [Hoar85]) in writing specifications or in carrying
out method integration (though some of the notations and methods we wili consider-in
particular, predicative programming [Hehn93]-include

features for specifying and devel-

oping real-tirne systems). The general approach taken to specification and integration
should be extendible to dealing with such notations and methods.

Our focus in terms of method integration is o n combinations t h a t involve a t least one
forma1 method. Our reasons for this focus are rnany, but two in particular stand out: it
attempts to make forma1 rnethods more usable and attractive by demonstrating how their
use can be combined with less forma1 and more widely-used techniques, e.g., [SeAlgo,
PWM931; and, it attempts to add forrnality to otherwise semiformal methods, e.g., as
discussed in [SFD92, BryaSS]. And while our work emphasizes t hese specific combinations,
we do present other classes of exarnples as weI1. These issues are discussed more in
Chapters 3 and 4, and in t h e literature [FGL94].
There are at least two fundamental classes of method integrations: those that combine
methods with complementary features (e-g., as discussed in [PWMSB, SeAI9OI); and, those
that combine methods with similar features. We consider both.

- In Chapter 2, we combine two prograrn design calculi, and in a separate integration, combine a specification notation (and d a t a transformation technique) with a
refinement calculus. These are exarnples of similar met hod integration.

- In Chapter 4, we present two exarnples that combine formal methods with semi:forma1
methods. These are examples of complementary method integration.
0

We do not stress the issue of when to apply a particular notation or method, since t h i s is
a complicated and significant problem in itself. [.Jack951 has ideas on this s u bject.

Throughout the course of this dissertation, the focus of the methods, notations, and compositions that we consider will be as described above.

0.5

Summary and Overview

This dissertation has two main goals. The first is to construct techniques for writing and provid-

ing formal meaning t o heterogeneous specifications. The second is to present and demonstrate
a meta-method for formai method integration based on the use of heterogeneous notations.
We commence discussion of these matters i n Chapter 1, where we present the forma1 and
semiformal notations and methods that will be used throughout the dissertation. We also briefly
examine previous work related to heterogeneous notations and method integration.
Construction of a heterogeneous b a i s begins in Chapter 2, where we build a set of translations involving only formal notations. We then consider pure formai method integration via the

use of heterogeneous notations. We provide examples of forma1 heterogeneous specifications,
and several exarnples of using integrated formal methods.

In Chapter 3, we extend the heterogeneous basis and continue our examination of method
integration. We add a collection of semiformal notations to the heterogeneous basis, and provide
a number of examples of semiformal heterogeneous specifications. The additions are carried out
with specific interpretations piaced on notations; this clearly places specific restrictions on the
manner in which notations can be used. Interpretations and restrictions different from what we
provide can certainly be made and applied. In Chapter 4, we focus on methodological issues
and present a general approach to method integration via heterogeneous notations. We discuss
method properties obtained through integration using heterogeneous notations, and apply the
general approach to two exampler of impure forma1 method integrations, Le., combining formal
methods with semiformal methods. At the end of the chapter, we summarize two exarnples of
using the integrated methods in development (the details of the examples are in the appendices).
Finally, in Our last chapters, we suggest future directions for work on heterogeneous notations and method integration, and sumrnarize some of the benefits and problems with our
particular approach.

Chapter 1

Background and Relat ed Work
In this chapter, we present the background materiai relevant to our work on method integration and heterogeneous notations. We provide a short description of each of the forma1 and

semiformal methods t h a t will be utilized in the later chapters. We will also briefly discuss some
work from the Iiterature that is related t o heterogeneous notations and method integration.

1.1

Met hods for Software Development

T h e methods used in software development can be roughly partitioned into three classes: the
forma1 methods, the informal methods, and the semiformal methods. O u r work concentrates

on the semiformal and forma1 kinds, which provide the most precision to a developer in specification, analysis, design, and communication.

1.1.1

Formal rnethods

We briefly describe the forma1 methods that will be used throughout the dissertation. We concentrate our formalism attentions on 2, weakest preconditions, Larch, predicative programrning,
and Morgan's refinement calculus. These are among the most well-known and documented of
the formal methods, and include program design calculi, specification notations associated with
transformation rules, and tool-based methods. Extension of the research to further modelling
formalisms (e.g., CSP [Hoar85] and other real-time notations) and methods will have to wait
for anot her time.

The format notation Z is due to Abrial (agood reference is [Spiv89]); it is a specification notation
based on typed set theory. The fundamental specification construct in Z is the schema, which

groups declarations with predicate invariants. Schemas can be cornbined using the various
operators of the schema calculus. Here is an exarnple of a schema:

Birthda yBook
h o w n :B N A M E
birthday : NAME

C

+ DATE

known = dom birthday

The schema part above the horizontal line contains the state declarations and inclusions for the
schema; in particular, the schema above declares a set known and a partial function birthday.
The part below the line is the invariant. It is written as a relation on pre- and poststates,
and is restricted to representing only feasible (i.e., non-miraculous) specifications. Schemas can

be composed via conjunction, disjunction, restriction, and other operations, as described in
[Spiv89]. Typically, a Z specification is made up of a number of composed or disjoint schemas;
informa1 text is also included with the forma1 specification, describing the intended meaning of
the parts and the whole specification.

Z is often used in the context of a 'house method', which is a set of informal procedures
designed to organize the construct of a state and operation specification, and to suggest when
operation refinement and data transformation are to be applied.

1.1.1.2

Weakest preconditions

Weakest preconditions are predicate transformes (total functions from predicates to predicates); they first appeared in Dijkstra (Dijk761. Weakest preconditions (usually abbreviated
tup) can be used t o give a formal semantics for a programming language. wp is commonly used

for calculation and post-hoc verification. In programming, a designer begins with a formal specification of what is to be done; this is typically given in the form of a pre- and postcondition.
This specification is then manipulated in an attempt to determine a program that implements
it. wp can be used t o verify these manipulation steps and to help in calculating programs from
specifications. One proves

in order to demonstrate that, from a precondition pre, a program S estabIishes a postcondition
post (where w p ( S , post) is interpreted as the set of al1 states from which S is guaranteed to

terminate and establish post).
Weakest preconditions are not particularly well-suited themselves for use as a program
design calculus ([Grieg11 uses tliem for calculation), but they d o form the basis for instances
of such calculi, e.g., Morgan's refi nement calculus. Weakest precondi tions are similar to Hoare
Iogic [Hoar69], but instead present proofs in an equational style, as opposed to the natural
deduction style of the latter formalism.

1.1.1.3

Morgan's refinement calculus

The refinement calculus is a formal method for the derivation and development of programs from
specifications. Its primary aim is to present imperative prograrn construction as a collection of
part-abstract, part-operational prograrn fragments. Each fragment is related to a predecessor
prograrn fragment by a matheniatical notion of refinement.
The refinement calculus was first presented by Back [Back78] and was subsequently reinvented by Morgan [Morg94] and others (we consider only Morgan's version in this dissertation).

In Morgan's calculus, programa and specifications are written in a version of Dijkstra's guarded
command language, which is extended t o inctude a new non-executable specification statement
of the form w : [ pm, post

1, where

w is a frame of variables and pre and post are pre- and

postconditions, respectively. The interpretation of this statement is, informally:
For an initial state described by p r e , by changing only the variables listed in w , establish
some final state described by post.

The notation can express extreme specifications li ke abort (arbit rary behaviour) , magic (terminating and establishing false), and havoc (terminating yet otherwise arbitrary behaviour.)
Program development in the refinement calculus proceeds by writing specification statements and refining them into the command language subset. T h e mathematical notion of refinement is based on tup, and is applied typically by weakening preconditions and strengthening
postcondi tions:

Definition 7 A specification statement S is mfined &y a specification statement T (written
S

T ) ifV R r w p ( S , R )

* w p ( T ,R ) .

Properties of the relation Ç include transitivity, and monotonicity over standard program
cornbinators. A set of laws is given in [Morg94], al1 of which can be verified using the above
definition.

1.1.1 -4

Predicative programming

Predicative programming is due to Hehner (Hehn931. It is a program design calculus like the
refinement calculus, but has a much simpler underlying basis, treating programs as specifications. With this approach, programs and specifications are predicates on pre- and poststate
(final values of variables are annotated with a prime, initia1 values of variables are undecorated).
Refinement is just boolean implication. The weakest predicate specification is therefore T Tand

the strongest specification is 1.

Definition 8 A predicative specification P is refined by a specification Q if V O, a'
where

O

(Pe Q ) ,

and a' denote the prrstate and poststate, ~spectiuely.

The refinement relation enjoys various properties (summarized in [Hehn93]) t hat allow specifications to be refined by parts, steps, and cases. As well, specifications can be combined using
the famiiiar operators of boolean theory, along with a11 the usual program combinators.
Predicative programming is somewhat more generaI than many other formalisms, in that
(unextended) it appIies to concurrent, interactive, and real-time programrning.
1.1.1.5

Larch

Larch [GuHoY3] is fundamentally different from the forma1 techniques we have previously described. Larch takes a two-tiered approach to the forma1 specification of software components.
More precisely, a Larch specification has components in two different languages.
a

One Ianguage designed for a specific programming language (a Larch Behaviounzl Interface
Language).

One language independent of any programrning language (the Larch Shamd Language).
Interface languages have been designed for specifying components in notations like C, C++,
and SML. They encourage a styIe of specification that emphasizes the use of abstractions. As
their name suggests, interface languages are used to specify the interface between components of
a system. Each specification provides the information needed t o use an interface. For example,

consider a srnali specification of a fragment of a scheduler for an operating system. written in

LCL [GuHoSl], an interface Ianguage for C.
t a s k *getTask(queue q) {

modifies q;
ensures

if isEmpty(qe) then resultl=NIL A unchanged(q)
else (*result)'=first(q')

A q'=tail(qd) ; )

The modifies clause specifies that getTask may modify only q; the ensures clause is a
relation on pre- and poststates. The operation is written with a C interface style, and it uses
names (and axioms) defined in a corresponding shared language specification.
The Larch Shared Language (LSL) is used to define s specialized vocabulary for interface
specifications. An LSL specification provides the mat hematical definitions of the terms appearing in the interface specification (e.g., queue, in the interface specification above). It defines
operators and sorts (basic types and operations thereupon). The LSL unit of specification is
the trait, which introduces operators and properties and can be used to characterize an abstract type. Traits are written in an algebraic style, where operators, types, and axioms are
introduced within a structuring mechanism.

1.1.2

Semiformal methods

An alternative to forma1 methods are semiformal methods, which use notations without a

forma1 semantics, and which have no proof-based procedures. There are many different serniforma1 method paradigms, including: structured methods, ad-hoc methods, real-time methods,
object-oriented methods, iterative methods, etcetera. They are typically more widely-used
than forma1 methods for a number of reasons, inclnding: ease and cost of use: visualization
capabilities; structuring facilities; avoidance of use of mathematics; and so on. Examples of
semiformal methods include St ruct ured Analysis and Structured Design [DeMa79, YoCo791,
SADT [ScRo77], and Coad-Yourdon object-oriented analysis and design [COYO~O].

In this section, we describe the semiformal notations that will be considered in this dissertation: specificaliy, data flow diagrams, structure diagrarns, structure charts, program description
languages, a setection of object-oriented notations, and (subsets of) programming languages.

We then very briefly outline the semiformal methods of interest. The methods and notations

presented are meant only to be a representative sample of those available. We do not make any
attempt t o provide a comprehensive presentation of each notation; the references contain more
details, including examples of use.

1.1.2.1

Data flow diagrams

Data fiow diagrams are commonly used as a means for describing the passage of data through

a system. They are featured in severa! analysis and design methods, including SA/SD and

SSADM. T h e notations are relativety eâsy t o understand, but as they have no forma1 basis,
they may be interpreted in several ways.

A d a t a flow diagram (an example of which is depicted in Figure 1.1) shows d a t a Bow as
labeled arrows. T h e processes, representing the activities t h a t produce the outputs, are shown

as labeled circles. The s t a t e is represented by d a t a stores drawn as parallel lines. The data flow
diagrom modelling technique is described fully in [DeMa79].

Reports

Figure 1.1: -4 d a t a flow diagram

In methods t h a t use d a t a flow diagrams, augmentation of the notations can occur via
textual process specifications (PSPECs); these are usually expresseci in structured English or
pseudocode. Further elucidation of the basic notation occurs by adding a d a t a dictionary that
gives the definitions and declarations for the system.

1.1.2.2

Structure charts

Structure charts are a visual notation often used in the design phases of Structured Analysis and
Design. They can be formed from data flow diagrams using transform or transaction analysis,

the process of which is described in, for example, [Pres92]. A typical structure chart depicts
the modular structure of a systern, along with unit intercommunication. An example is shown

in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: A structure chart
In Figure 1.2, a rounded rectangle represents a "unitn-typically

a system module. Parent

units can be the callers of child units. The labeled arrows represent information flow, both to
and from child units. Such labelings are typically made in collaboration with a d a t a dictionary.
where the types and names are defined. (The left-tu-right ordering of units, together with the
unit information flow, is sornetimes used to indicate the order of unit invocation.) The ellipses
represent origination of data (i.e., a data source).
1.l.2.3

Structure diagrams

Structure diagrams (SDs) might be better known as Jackson diagrams, one of the graphical
notations used in Jackson Structured Programming (JSP) [Jack751 and Jackson System Development (JSD) [Jack83]. The SD notation can be used to specify both d a t a and p r o c w views
of a system. In a process view, the SD describes systern entities in terms of the actions they
perform. An example of a process SD is shown in Figure 2.3.
In Figure 1.3, the branch nodes represent processes and leaf nodes represent actions. A box
is an iteration process if its child is inarked with a n asterisk. A box is a selection process if its

children are al1 rnarked wit h circles. Finally, a box is a sequence if al1 its children are unmarked,
with the left-to-right order of the child boxes indicating the order of sequential coniposition. A
nul1 action for a selection is indicated by marking one of the child boxes with a dash. Further
implementation details can be added to the notation by annotating the leaf nodes of a n SD
with more specific actions, and by adding conditions to the iteration and selection nodes. This
process is fully described in [Jack75, Jack831.

Figure 1.3: A process structure diagram

1.1.2.4

Program description languages

In software development, one of the most commonly-used design notations is a program description language (PDL)[Pres92], sometimes known as pseudocode or structure text. These
notations are typically informally defined, with (if we are fortunate) a precise syntax. The
notation is very often similar to a programming language, albeit typically less concrete and less
operational. Standard PDLs typically offer facilities like subprogram definition, interface description, data declaration, block structuring, condition constructs, repetition constructs, and
1 / 0 operations.
In t his dissertation, we make only modest use of program description languages (mostly in
the examples of Chapter 4). In Chapter 3, we list a few constructs t h a t we require in any PDL
that is to be used in a heterogeneous setting.

1.1.2.5

Programming languages

Programming languages are a w idely-used notation in software development. Programming languages see pervasive use throughout the process: al1 software will eventually be irnplemented
in a programming language; very often, specification or design parts are written in a programming language; furthermore, prototyping, tuning, reuse, and testing are al1 commonly done at

a programming language level. Developers rely heavily on such notations, though frequently
a programming language will be used t o perform tasks for which it was not initially intended.
nor best suited (e.g., specification).

In our considerations, we will make use of subsets of programming languages, primarily
those commands that can have their semantics expressed in a forma1 notation like predicates

or weakest preconditions- Our specific considerations here include subsets of the languages C
[KeRi88] and C++ [Stro94].
1.1.2.6

Structured Analysis and Structured Design

Structured Analysis and Structured Design (SA/SD) [DeMa79, YoCo791 is a corn bined modelbuilding and design activity. It is an amalgam of methods that has evolved over aImost twenty
years of research and application. It combines two distinct phases: analysis (the model- building)
and design. It is a well-known and widely-used structured method for software engineering, and
its fundamental approach has inspired and infiuenced the devetopment of similar methods-such

as SADT and SSADM-and

even new paradigms, like object-oriented analysis and design.

SA/SD is based on several of the semiformal notations we described earlier, specifically
data flow diagrams, structure charts, and PDLs. The data flow diagrams are used in analysis;
t his visual notation is often augnlented by text process descriptions. Transform or transaction
analysis can be used to map the flow diagrams into a structure chart, whereupon structured
design can commence; this process is also often done informally. Annotation of both kinds of
diagrams with PDL text assists in the production of an implementation. Various extensions
of pure SA/SD include new notations and procedures for reaI-time analysis (e.g., by adding
control flow diagrams), and inclusion of information modeling via entity relationship diagrams.

The mechanics of SA/SD are summarized as follows.
1. Create an information (data) flow model.
2. Construct a data dictionary.
3. [Opt ional] Describe proccss specifications (PSPECs) .
4. Refine the data flow diagrams.

5 . ldentify the type of flow and map t a a transaction or a transforrn structure.

6. Factor and refine structure.

7. Develop the global and local data structures.

8. Detailed design (optirniration. postprocessing. construction o f processirtg narratives, etc.)

Research on integration of other methods with S.4/SD includes: work on cornbining SA with
information modeling [Kron93]; integrating SSADM with Z [PWM93]; and linking SA with

VDM [LKP91]. Ward [Ward89] examines how to combine SA with object-oriented analysis.

1.1.2.7

Object-Oriented Anaiysis and Design

Object-oriented analysis (OOA) and design (OOD) are a relatively new approach to software development. They have been studied extensively over the past 10 or so years. In this dissertation,
we focus our attentions on one object-oriented method in particular-Coad-Yourdon

[CoYoSOI-not

OOA/D

because it is necessarily the best, but because it is one of the easiest to present

in this kind of forum, and because it integrates analysis, design, and programming. Other
examples of object-oriented methods are descnbed in Booch [Booc94] and Meyer [MeyeSO].
The focus in OOA is identifying objects and classes and the relationships between thern.
Coad-Yourdon OOA features a number of visual notations for depicting classes and objects and
t heir interconnections, many of which are developed from or inspired by entity-relationship dia-

granis. For example, an object with attributes and methods is specified as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Coad-Yourdon object specification

OOA concentrates on describing key objects and classes and their relationships. OOD
then focuses on refining the specifications created in OOA by examining class derivations, and
refining and detailing relations between objects by characterizing messages. The sub-phases of

OOD also encompass data, architectural, and procedura1 design.
The mechanics of Coad-Yourdon OOA are as follows.
1. ldentify objects.

2. ldentify structures, i.e.. assemblage or classification relationships among objects.
3. Define subjects, i.e., abstractions o f large collections o f structures.
4. Define object a ttributes and instance connections.

5. Define operations and message connections, e.g.. using transition diagrams.

In design, the object mode1 developed in analysis is refined and detailed to include operational aspects:

6. Model subclasses,

message characterizations, and elaborations.

7. Represznt data structures.

8. Repruent procedural details.

Many of the notations and rnethodological aspects used in phases 6-8 are or can be reused
from other developrnent methods, such as SA/SD or SSADM.

The final stages of Coad-Yourdon inciude a mapping from the specifications created in analysis and design into a typical (object-oriented) programming ianguage. This process focuses on
bu iIding core classes, adding connections and services, and implementing t hreads of execution.

1.2 Related Work
There h a s been some work presented in the Iiterature that is reiated to heterogeneous notations
and method integration. In this section, we describe some of this work that has preceded Our
own. We provide brief surrimaries of each approach and technique, along with indications as to
how the work relates to or differs from our own.

1.2.1

On heterogeneousnotations

Combining languages to form new ones is not a modern idea. The notion has arisen in many
disciplines-including,

recently, software engineering-and

has seen novel and interesting a p

plications. Sorne examples of instances of heterogeneous Ianguages (not just restricted to a
software engineering setting) indude t h e following.
0

Compositions through an openzting system. -4n operating system like UNIX supports

implicit language composition through input and output piping. In this case, the heterogeneous basis is supplied by the O/S kernel, the shell, and the machine language.
0

Culling FORTRAN subroutines in C. C permits the invocation of FORTRAN su broutines.
The heterogeneous basis is supplied by the C compiler and linker.

0

lex and yacc. A scanner and parser for a context-free langiiage can be specified using
the notations of lex and yacc. These components can be composed, for example, i n the
construction of part of a compiler front-end. In this case, the composition between the
two parts is defined in C.

Tools. CASE software tools [Meta941 and tools supporting formal methods [FrLa96] have
been used to combine notations and to support the use of such notations in specification
and design. A heterogeneous basis is implemented in the tools themselves. in order to
support multiple notation use.

We summarize a few results from the literature that compare most notably to our own considerations on combining notations.
Ward pardg31 presents an example of heterogeneous specifications. He adds the

Z schema

combinators Y (disjunction) and A (conjunction) to Morgan's refinement calculus. The intent
here is to be able to write expressions of the form:

for any specification statements. The refinement calculus will then be used to refine such combinations. Ward provides a frarnework in which such combinations are defined; the underlying
semantics of the heterogeneous specifications are provided using conjugate weakest preconditions. Unfortunately, Ward's definitions do not preserve al1 of the properties of the refinement
relation C: the integrated operators are not rnonotonic with respect to

E.

In Chapter 2, we will take another look at this problem, by composing specification statements with the predicate combinators i/ and A.
Zave and Jackson [ZaJa93] take a more general approach to composing specifications than
Ward, in their work on "conjunction as composition." They attempt to address the broad
question of how to compozr partial specifications written in different languages. In their forma1
domain, composition reduces to the conjunction of specifications. Their goal is to facilitate multiparadigm specification, specificat ion reuse, and the creat ion of simpler specification languages.
Their general approzch is t h a t of [WingSO]: heterogeneous specifications are translated into a
common semantic domain. The work atieiripts to accommodate a wide variety of paradigms
and specification styles, the capability to compose specifications regardless of overlaps or gaps

in coverage, and intuitive expectations of the behaviour of a composition operator. In [ZaJa93],
they focus on applications that have event-oriented input and state-oriented output. This a p
proach fits certain systems very well, but many others cannot be conveniently described in this
way.

In the authors' second paper [ZaJa95], the approach of [ZaJa93] is instantiated and thereafter
applied to exam ples, such as the specification of a graphical user interface, and a telecommunications system. The general technique of [ZaJa93] is filled in with proof procedures (e-g., for
consistency checking), and is applied to specific example problems.
Astesiano and Cerioli [AsCe931 describe a first attempt at a forma1 foundation for specification languages. T heir frarnework allows basic modules ta be defined in several formalisms,
in a way that copes with modularity and refinement. In [AsCe93], specifications are regarded
as classes of possibly non-isomorphic models. To this end, they consider only specification

Ianguages based on a restricted model class (e.g., languages like ASL, or CLEAR), rather than
languages where specifications describe one model (e.g., Z and VDM).
Frolich and Larsen [FrLa96] integrate Cf+ with VDM-SL by extending the IFAD VDM-SL
toolbox so that the combined specifications can be interpreted. This integration occurs at a tool
level, through implicit compositions that are defined by providing extra type information and
module abstractions for the C++/VDM-SL

interface (the authors draw similarities between

their approach and that of Larch [GuHo93]). The approach emphasizes reuse of C++ code. but
does not fully define the composition between C++ and VDM-SL, likely because of the former
language's inherent computational nature. The work in [FrLaSG] is an initial investigation of
an instance of heterogeneous notations; method-related aspects remain to be studied.
Another tool-based approach to notation linking is in [CaHa95]. In this paper. the authors
formally define interfaces between different notations i n the HOL t heorem proving system. Their
primary emphasis is on the forma1 development of real-time systems, and they demonstrate the
use of several integrated (and similar) notations in solving a selection of problems.

1.2.2

On comparative sernantics

Our work on heterogeneous notations has its basis in comparative semantics: understanding
how notations are related, bot h syntactically and semantically, and investigating t heir relative
expressiveness. We now summarize a few results in this area of research.
A cornprehensive paper on comparative semantics is that of Hehner and Malton [HeMa88].

They describe the semantics of several formalisms: an early version of predicative program-

ming, VDM, wp, Parnas7s Lirnited Domain, and Partial Relation. A set of mappings between

the notations is determineci, and is presented along with a brief discussion of the relative expressiveness of the notations, The paper provides a cataIogue of specification semantics and
some comparative cornments, and suggests that "striving for more expressiveness" in developing
new specification forrnalisms may be u nproductive: we can always produce a more expressive
formalism. A factor limiting the use or acceptance of such a forrnalism will be its cornplexity.

Hoare [Hoar94] and Dijkstra [Dijk93] separately provide unifications of several theories of
programming. Hoare examines a denotational, an afgebraic, and an operational style of theory,
and derives each presentation from its predecessor in a cyclic fashion, thus maintaining consistency. Dijkstra does similar for the predicate, relational, and regularity calculus. The main
goal with these works is to study how the same ianguage can be presented in different styles,
al1 of which can be derived from each other.

The work of Morgan and Woodcock [WoMoSl] is similar in approach to that of Hehner
and Malton. The authors link a statebased (action systerns) and event-based (CSP) approach
to concurrency through the use of weakest preconditions.

A mapping from action systems

to CSP traces, faiIures, and divergences is described, Furthermore, a translation from such
a derivation back to a normalized form of action system is also expressed.
for proving refinements in CSP are given-forward

Two methods

and backward simulation-and

t hey are

integrated into a refinement calculus. Ciaims are made that the work also applies to VDM and

2, in the sense that state-based approaches to concurrency in these formaIisms can be Iinked
to the event-based approach of CSP.

The work of King [King901 describes a technique for mapping Z schernas into the specification statements of Morgan's refinement caIculus. This occurs under an appropriate syntaxdirected translation. The main goal in this work is to facilitate a completely formal development
starting with a Z specification, thereafter translating into the refinement calcuIus in order to
carry out procedural refinements. The work gives no explicit consideration of heterogeneous
use, nor is a reverse mapping from specification statements to schemas provided (we give one
in Chapter 2).

1.2.3

O n method integration

Method integration has begun to receive consideration in the literature. Kronlof [Kron93], in
particular, focuses on a number of semiformal integration case studies that have been applied in
an industrial setting, and attempts to plant the first roots for a general approach to semiformal
method integration.
.4 great deal of the work on combining forma1 and semiformal methods has concentrated

on the semiformal structured techniques, e.g., SA/SD and SSADM. Typically, t here are two
general approaches to combining formal and structured rnethods of software development.
1. Use the forrnal and structured approaches side-by-side without a forma1 Iink between

t hem.
2. Formalize the link between the formal and structured notations. Deveiopment of code is
intended to proceed in a purely forrnal manner, guided by the structured specifications.
Approaches of both types are described, for example, in the summary paper [ÇFD92].
Here, we briefly describe a few of the works that are related to our approach to method
integration. We emphasize research t hat focuses on the integration of forma1 methods and
notations with semiformal methods.
Metamorphic programming is discussed in [PHGSI]. The authors are interested in the integration of formal specifications into the software lifecycle. Metarnorphic prograrnming allows
gradua1 metamorphosis between development versions through minimizing the interstage semantic gaps that arise by integrating a forma1 notation. Minimization can be accomplished
through notational consistency between development stages. The authors give one possible set
of such notations. Their work is not really appropriate for heterogeneous use, since it requires
the notation consistency between stages: if one notation is changed, al1 the notations must be
altered accordingly. Even so, it is an interesting alternative to solving one of problems that has
inspired our consideration of heterogeneous notations and integrations.
Semmens and Allen [SeAISO] examine linking Z with Yourdon S A in order t o introduce a
structured and forma1 specification into a development. ln Yourdon SA, entity-relationship
diagrams and d a t a flow diagrams are used to model the state and d a t a fiow, respectively. In
Semmens and Allen's approach, the d a t a Row and ER model are expressed in 2. The approach is

as follows: mode1 the system use ER diagrams and data 0ow diagrams, and create a data dictie
nary. Then, transform these specifications into 2. After translation, the development proceeds
in a fully forma1 rnanner, using existing

Z approaches. Al1 specifications used in t h e method

are homogeneous, and the development-at

the specification level-remains

homogeneous.

The work of Larsen, et al [LKPSI], details the method SA-VDM, which both links and
integrates VDM with Structured Analysis. The combination of SA and VDM occurs a t the
(obvious) level of process specifications in a data flow diagram: al1 the PSPEC details-at
context diagram or more concrete level-are

a

given in terrns of VDM specifications. The method

also provides a way to automatically generate full VDM specifications along wi t h structure
charts from such combinational specifications; as such, SA guides the construction of VDM
specifications. The work does not consider backtracking or the restrictable use of notations;
the specifications used in the method are heterogeneous, but no formal semantics is given, and
development occurs a t a homogeneous level.
Wing and Zaremski [WiZa92] consider integrating Larch with the data 0ow diagrams and
structure charts of Structured Analysis. Their work is similar in style to that of Larsen [LKPSI];
the Larch traits define data elements in a dictionary, while the Larch interfaces and traits are
used to describe module behaviour. This is really a *loose9?integration: there is no underlying
forma1 semantics for the combined notations (i.e., Larch could be replaced by Z, or some other
notation, without altering the general approach). The work presents a general franiework for
(unintrusively) introducing any forma1 notation into a developrnent met hod, and descri bes some
basic rules of thumb to accomplish such use.
Method engineering is a notion similar in philosophy to that of method integration. The
former process tends to apply to combining techniques at a higher level of abstraction than the
latter; it also tends to be focused on information systern engineering. Definitionally, method
engineering is the disciplined process of building, improving, or modifying a method by means
of specifying the met hod's corn ponen ts and t heir relations. Met hods are explicitly rnodeled a t
a meta-level [HeOs92].
Recent method engineering work has been associated with the MetaPHOR project [Metagd],
among others groups. The primary goal in this project is in adapting methods into CASE
environments and i n the customization of CASE support for local needs.

Summary
In this chapter, two important matters have been examined: the notation and method domain
for integration; and, the related work in the literature. Previous work related to heterogeneous
notations has been described, as has work on method integration involving forma1 notations.
We have not examined this work in any great detail; we leave that, as usual, to the references.
We now proceed from this background material to our initial examination of heterogeneous
notations, and consider the development of a forma1 basis upon w hich compositions of notations
can be created.

Chapter 2

Pure Forma1 Method Integration
The major theme in this dissertation is forma1 method integration: combining forma1 methods
with other methods. Formal rnethod integration can occur in two particular styIes.

1. By combining two or more formal methods to form a new forma1 technique, Le., pure
forma1 method integration.

2. By combining one or more forma1 methods with one or more semiformal methods, i.e.,
impure forma! method integration.
We examine instance 1 in detail in this chapter, and consider 2 i n Chapters 3 and 4.
There are many reasons why we rnight want to combine multiple forma1 notations and
methods in a development setting.

r For ezpressiveness: so as to be able to say more t han is possible wit h the notation(s) of
a single met hod.
8

For deafing with complexity: by applying notations and methods to those problem aspects
for which they are best suited. it may be possible to deal with large prohlems more
satisfactorily than with current single-method techniques [Zda95].

~r
For

-

proceduml aspects: to acquire the use of procedures available to one met hod, but not

another method; e.g., for adding a refinement relation to Larch.

For semiformal notation combination: it can be beneficial-for
reuse, and extendibility-to

reasons of sim plicity,

use forma1 heterogeneous specifications to give a semantics

to semiformal heterogeneous specifications.

For gradua1 introduction: so as to be able t o manage the introduction of a new notation
or rnethod into an existing method or development setting [LFB96].
0

For mstrictability: so as t o confine the use of a notation or method to certain parts of a
specification and development [Webegâ].

The general approach taken to pure formal method integration is to first combine forma1
notations. Notations can be combined by resolving syntactic incompatibilities-therefore
mitting compositions of notations to be parsed-and

per-

by providing a heterogeneous basis in

which compositions of specification parts are givcn a forma1 meaning. Without such a basis,
composition meaning will be left in forma1 and hence any specification manipulation, analysis,
or proof of properties will have to be carried out semiformally. While semiformality will suffice in certain development circumstances, there may be situations-e.g.,
work-where

for critical systems

a formal understanding of compositions becornes crucial. It is simpler for us t o

construct and present a heterogeneous basis in advance of examining particular compositions.
Then we can selectively make use of this basis as dictated by the situation a t hand.
There are many ways to construct a heterogeneous basis. One idea, proposed by Wing
[WingSO], is t h a t a single, fixed expressive forma1 notation be used as a basis, and that all
specification parts in a composition be translated into this notation. Since we are constructing
a heterogeneous basis for use in a meta-method, we do not make the basis a fixed notation.
Instead, we construct a heterogeneous basis that can be used by developers to fix the forma1
meaning of heterogeneous specifications in a single forma1 notation of choice. In this fashion,
they can use the basis to emphasize simplicity of refinement, or expressiveness, or ease of communication, by appropriately selecting a semantic basis notation, instead of having to work in
a basis notation that accentuates only one specific aspect. This facility is essential in defin-

ing a meta-method for method integration (though it is arguably l e s important in a rnethod
integration technique for a specific CI-

of applications).

We construct such a flexible heterogeneous basis by supplying translations between notations. This lets u s give a semantics to a forma1 heterogeneous specification in a (formal)
notation of choice. and allows developers to emphasize particular development criteria by fixing
the semantics of heterogeneous specifications for the project a t hand.
In this chapter, we produce an extendible heterogeneous basis for a small selection of forma1
notations. In Section 2.1, we provide mappings between specification notations. We examine

the exprwiveness of notations, and in particular we catalogue those specifications that cannot
always be translated. It is necwary that we provide a catalogue of untranslatabie specifications so as to inform developers of when problems might anse in using specific translations or
semantics, and so as to clarify the specific approach that is to be taken in giving a semantics
to heterogeneous specifications.
After developing the basis, we provide severai examples of forma! heterogeneous specifications. Then, after we have demonstrated how to write and provide a semantics for these
examples, we examine how to integrate forma1 methods by considering:
0

rules for procedural refinement applied to formal heterogeneous specifications;

0

how to check for satisfiability of forma! heterogeneous specifications;
how to carry out data transformation of forma1 heterogeneous specifications;

a further translations that describe how to introduce specification combinators across which

procedural refinement, satisfiability checking, and data transformation can take place in
a piecewise o r partwise manner, e-g., similar to what is done in [King901 or [Ward93];

By showing how proof rules for individual forma1 methods operate on forma1 heterogeneous
specifications, we can show how the individual formal methods thernselves can be integrated.
Once we have considered some of the theory behind forma1 method integration, we put it
into practice by demonstrating how to use multiple formalisms in development. We provide
three examples in Section 2.6: a combination of two program design calculi, where notations
are introduced within refinement steps: and two exarnples that use Z, predicative programming,
and the refinement calculus in specification, procedural refinement, and data transformation.
We begin by constructing a basis that can be used to give a formai meaning to a heterogeneous specification.

2.1

A Heterogeneous Basis

A heterogeneous basis is used to provide a forma1 semantics to heterogeneous notations. it

furnishes the foundation upon which proofs of refinement, satisfiability, and property validation
are carried out. Its existence is a precondition for pure forma1 method integration: without a n
appropriate basis, we have no way of composing notations or of using the compositions in a
rigorous manner.

A heterogeneous basis can be constructed to allow users to emphasize one (or several) of
the following dependent criteria.

Expressiveness: that is, the basis is used so as to maximize the expressive capabilities of
the combined notations.

Simplicity of refinernent: the basis is used so as to make heterogeneous specification
refinement as simple as possible.
a Simplicity of translation: the basis is used such that translations from a heterogeneous

specification into a homogeneous specification, or between languages so as to facilitate
communication, are straightforward to accornplish.
There are likely other criteria that can be accentuated by using a heterogeneous basis.
The heterogeneous basis we create in this section is forrned by devising translations. For
every formal notation of interest, we present a mapping into (at least) a second forma1 notation
of interest. By doing sol we present a technique which describes ways in which to translate a
heterogeneous specification into a homogeneous specification. We depict these translations in

Figure 2.1.

1

predicates

Larch LCL

w :[ pre, post

-

/

wp ( S, R' I

Figure 2.1: Heterogeneous basis containing only forma1 notations

In Figure 2.1, the arrows represent translations that will explicitly be written down; other
translations can be constructed by composition (with carefuI consideration of expressiveness).
The translations we write down will be total; users of the translations may be required to place
restrictions on domain and range, in order to describe how the translations are to be used in
giving a semantics to heterogeneous specifications.

In general, a forma1 heterogeneous specification composed from the notations in Figure 2.1
is given a semantics as a (homogeneous) specification in exactly one of the notations, although

we do not s a y outside of the context of an application which notation will be used to provide
this semantics. The task at hand-be

it refinernent, satisfiability proof, or specification-will

dictate the particular semantic b a i s notation that is used.

T h e heterogeneous basis consists of

six formalisms; we now present translations between

them. In doing so, we do not concern oursehes with syntactic issues. To this end, we make two
assumptions.
We assume throughout the dissertation that al1 notations use the unprimed-primed convention of Z to represent initial and final variables, as was done in [HeMa,88].
r We assume t h e existence of a set of syntactic mappings that translate the primitive types

(e.g., naturals, integers) , type operations and const ructors, and function interfaces, from
one notation to another.

The

notations in the b a i s are not equivalent in ternis of their expressive capabilities; some

specifications cannot be translated with preservation of interpretation (without extending languages). With each translation, we will describe t hose specifications or specification classes
that cannot be translated. In Section 2.1.6, we summarize t hese specifications, and provide
suggestions as to how to deal with them in practice. As we shall see, options available to u s will
incIude restriction of translation domain or the semantic extension of notations, among others.
The particular approach that we use in Our examples is to take the intersection of language
semantics; the examples could be reformulated to use an alternative semantics if necessary.
The translations in the basis will be modelled as total functions from Ianguage to language.
Each function will be extended so as to be rnonotonic over al1 conibinators not in the language

of its domain, and to be the identity function on a11 non-domain Ianguage specification parts.

In other words, the translations will operate on the parse trees of heterogeneous specifications.
This formally means that if we define a translation f from language X to language Y ? then
there is a hetemgeneous eztension

: ULi -t Y, with dornain being al1 the formal languages Li

in the basis, and range the formal notation Y (where

for al1 combinators

O

L, = X for some j). It is defined

as

and specification parts z not in the language X (but in notations of the

basis), and z in X (a sirnilar result holds for ?(r

0

x)). If z is also in X , but

0

is not, then

To express that translations do not affect specifications in notations outside of their domain.
we write

for al1 x not in X.

If finally x and the combinator

where

O

are in X , then

5 is the extension for a translation

we will use / for

g from language Z to language X. For convenience,

7 from here on, and will let the context suggest how the function is to be used.

We provide such extensions so as to describe (algorithmically) how the translations can be
applied xross heterogeneous specifications. Informally, the translation process can be described
as occurring over a parse tree of a heterogeneous specification.

Throughout the thesis, we refer the reader to the glossary in Appendix C for clarification
of definitions or notations that are used.

2.1.1

Predicates and specification statements

Let frame tu

P be a predicate specification [Hehn93] not involving time, i.e., there will be

no references to the time variables t and tt in P . The developer must specify the frame w of
variables that may be changed by P.

We give two mappings for predicates into specification statements. Neither is exact; information is added in both translation.
1. The specification frame w

P is translated to a specification statement by the function

Pred ToSSi.

PwdToSSl is approximate in the following sense: i n the specification statement notation,
a precondition on termination is explicitly given, while in the predicate notation, termi-

nation is a special case of timing [Hehn95]; we Say nothing about time in P. information
is therefore added in the translation.

2. The specification frame w P is translated to a specification statement using the function
Pmd ToSS*:

The translation is not exact for the same reason that was given in 1; termination information is added in moving to specification statements from predicates.
When we integrate proof procedures, we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of
the translations. From our current perspective, we note that PredToSSl is more complicated
but preserves the usual informa1 interpretation of predicate specification T, while PredToSS2
appears to be easier to use but mistranslates T.
Similar translations arise when dealing wit h predicate specifications that make reference to

t and t'. For a predicate specification fkame w

a

P that includes references to

t and t'

in P,

we translate it as follows:

The precondition in the translation result is the exact precondition for termination due to
Norvell [Hehn93], while the postcondition is existentially quantified to eliminate time variable
references. The issue of whether information is added or lost in this translation is discussed i n
[Hehn95].
Before discussing the translation from specification staternents to predicates. we rnake a
definition. Informally, a n angelic nondeterministic specification aborts only when there is no
other choicel. Definition 9 states this more precisely.

Definition 9 ([BaVo89]) An angelic specification is constructed from the angeIic update
{Q') (,for predicates QI), which is d e f i e d by wp({Qf), R3 3 0' (Q'A R') for al1 predicates
R'.
[BaVo89] contains a discussion on angelicism in general, and shows how any angelic specification
can be constructed from the angelic update.
The translation from specification statements to predicates is easy to describe in the case
wit hout time. A specification statement w : [ pre, post ] is translated as follows.

SSToPred ( w : [ pre, post
-

- -

-

'Similady, a

- --

-

.

-

1) ;
frame w

(pm

post).

-

demonic specification is miradous whenever miracle is one of its possible choices.

The translation is approximate because the predicative notation cannot be used to write angelic
specifications, while the specification statements have t his capability. Furt hermore, we lose
one bit of information in this translation and are no longer able to talk about time in the
predicate formulation. This can be eliminated by transforming to predicate specifications that
include time descriptions, or by including a boolean variabie in the translation used t o indicate
termination, as is done in [HeMa88]. We consider particular untranslatabie specifications in
Section 2.1.5.
If we want to include time in the reverse translations, the most that can be said in the
resulting predicate is that time does not decrease. So. the specification statement w : [ pm, post ]
is translated using SSToTimedPred.

SSToTimedPmd ( w : [ pre, post

1) 2 frame w , t a ( p m 3 post A t' 1 t ) .

After the translation, the specifier can add extra time-related specificands, e-g., as is done in
[Hehn93].

2.1.2

Refinement calculus and weakest preconditions

The mapping from specification statements to weakest precondition predicate transformers,

given as SSTo Wp!is well-known from Morgan [Morg94]. The reverse transformation, function
WpToSS, is somewhat more complex and is derived from (HeMa881. We present the translations, and direct the reader to the references for further information and examples.

where w is a frame of variables deterrnined by the specifier, with

not in

W.

In WpToSS, it

is assumed that w p ( S , R') is given for an arbitrary relation RI. (For the calculation of wp in
the postcondition of translation WpToSS, the

2.1.3

are the variables.)

Predicative programming and weakest preconditions

It is possible t o translate directty between predicative programming specifications and weakest
preconditions; this result is due to Hehner and Malton [HeMa88]. A predicate specification S
can be mapped to the weakest precondition using PredTo Wp.

PmdTo Wp( S ) 2 wp ( S , R') = V o' a (S + R')

Given a weakest precondition q ( S , RI) (for arbitrary RI) over state

0:

it can be translated to

a predicate as follows.

where oo is not in o;this result is also due to Hehner and Malton. Translation WpToPred is not
one-to-one: abort and havoc are both mapped to T. while any angelic specification is mapped
to its demonic dual.

2.1.4

Larch translations

We show how to translate an LSL trait into a set of Z liberai definitions, and how to translate
an LCL operation into a predicate. We also demonstrate mappings between Z schernas and

LCL operations.
A generic LSL specification is as follows:
T ( i 1 , i2, ..., ik) : trait
includes 1
introduces
f i : wl -> si
12 : a2 -> s 2

asserts V w:R

...
Pn;

The P i are axiorns, the fj : u j -> sj are names with function

types, and the trait nanie T

encapsulates the fj's, importing other user-defined traits 1, and using traits (i.e., defined in the
standard Larch toolkit) i l ,

. . , ik.

We do not consider Larch clauses like checks or claims

in this dissertation.
We define the LSL to Z translation, LSLToZ, on the trait T as folIows. We first assume that
the traits il through i k have been translated, and that a new type T has been introduced.
For the LSL trait T,we construct an axiomatic definition:

assuming that a translation between the types and primitive operations of LSL and Z can
occur. In particular. LSL constant declarations (e-g., f :->T) must be mapped to Z constant
declarations (e.g., f : T). (Note that in the translation, typeset and subscripting is insignificant,
i-e., the names /, and f j are equivalents.)

We now consider behavioural interface languages. In particular, we add LCL [GuHo93], the
interface language for Cl to the basis; other interface languages can be handled similarly. Let

L be the following LCL specification.
type functionname( Tl p l ,
modifies w
requires pre
ensures p s t

. . . , Tk

pk ) d:D {

where pre and post are relations on pre- and poststate that can make use of the names defined in
any asociated LSL specifications. The Tis are types, the declaration d:D provides local state,
and the p i s are each parameters of type T i . w is a Iist of variables that may be changed in the
function. type is the return type of the function (and we assume that it can be expressed in
the predicative notation). L can be translated into a predicate specification using the function

LCLToPmdl:
LCLToPmdl(L)

var d : D

frame w

(pre

post),

(We assume that we can express the types T i and D in the notation of [Hehngt].) This is similar
to the semantics given in Tan [TanY94], though we treat the modifies clause in a different
way. There is one caveat: L may make use of result in post, in which case we can extend the
frame of the specification statement to include such a variable, of type type:

LCLToPred2(L) S var d : D oframe tu, result 0 (pre + p o s t ) .
Then, uses of result in t h e Larch operation become uses of result' in the predicate form. Al1
variables suffixed with a

in L drop this suffix in the predicate forrn.

An alternative translation, LCLToPred3, includes a function body around the predicate
specification. LCLToPwd3(L) is t hen defi ned as:

Apl : Tl; ..; pk :Tk r (

functionname

var r : type; d : D

0

result r )
(In post, we substitute uses of result with uses of the fresh variable r for the sake of clarity.)
Translation into Larch from the notations in the basis is also possibte. The Z operation
schema Op:

can be mapped into an LCL operation. The result of ZToLCL(0p) is defined as:
( I i? ) decl, : D (
changes
w
requins ( 3 w' : T \ inu œpred)
ensures pred

O Op

where in pred al1 assignments to

O!

should be changed to assignments to the Larch result

variable (result may have to be of a constructed type if there is more t han one output variable).

The frame w is constructed from the variables decl, in S, and the outputs o (in the LCL
specification, dech rnust be declared before Op. This also assumes that the Z schema represents
a system operation, and that syntax can be mapped.
We do not consider the translation of aset of axioms into an LSL trait, although this should

be possible under a syntactic niapping.

2.1.5

Z and the refinement calculus

The final set of translations we describe are between Z and the refinernent calcuIus. One
direction of the translation has been noted in t h e past [Kinggo]; we merely summarize this
result here (with its appropriate syntactic changes).

The mapping from a Z schema to a refinement calculus specification statement is quite
straightforward; it can be carried out if the Z schema represents a system operation [CaWo95].
The Z schema

Op

[AS; i?: 1; O!: O 1 pmd],

can be mapped into a specification statement using ZToSS.
ZToSS(0p) ;
w :[ (3tu' : T 1 inv O pred) ,pred

1.

(The A-schema denotes those state elements Op can change. The inputs to the operation are
denoted by i?, a n d the outputs by

O!.

inv is a state invariant obtained from the A schema in

the declaration of Op, and w consists of variables in S together with the operation outputs.)
See [King901 for more details (note that King's translation maps to the specification statement
of [Morg94], which uses a different convention for distinguishing initial and final values).
We can also map directly from a Z schema to a weakest precondition specification. The Z
schema

Op Z [ A S ; i? : 1; O!: O j pred],
is translated in the following way:

ZTo Wp(0p)

wp(Op, R') = (3w' : T

1 inv a pred) A V w'

a

( p m d =+ R').

for arbitrary R'. The translation is due to Cavalcanti and Woodcock [CaWo95]. Therein, it is
shown that under a syntactic translation this definition conforms to the standard relational Z
semantics [BrNi92].
The reverse mapping, from specification statements to 2, is less straightforward, since it

has to be left to the translator to decide how to decorate variables (as input or output) in the
resulting schema, which variables to declare in the current schema, etcetera; this is done as is
standard in Z practice. Then, the specification statement w : [ pm, post ] can be translated
using function SSToZ.
SSToZ(w : [pw,post 1) ;
[sp;Am 1 pm A post].
(The 3 i s t denotes those state elements that remain unchanged by the operation.) In SSToZ,
p is the list of

al1 w ~ p e dvariables not in the frame

W.

Notice that Z cannot express infeasible

specifications; furthermore, SSToZ is not one-to-one since bath abort and magic map to 1.

2.1.6

Translation cornparison and expressiveness

We can construct many different translations between formal notations. If we are confronted
with a selection of different possible translations, we may have to decide which particular
translation it is that we want to use. We can base this decision on a combination of different
criteria, such as:
r

quantitative cornparison: constructing quantitative measures t o corn pare translations, e.g.,
based on preservation of specification interpretation.

a informal cornparison: relying on 'kornmon sense" and experience in comparing and choos-

ing between translations.
a construction: constructing new translations from existing ones.

For exam pie, we might quantitatively compare translations in terms of t heir preservat ion
specification interpretations. If this is appropriate for our tasks, then we can use Definition
to help in our decision-making.

Definition 10 Let fi and fi be tmnslations from a language W to a ianguage Y , and let X
a notation that can ezpress all speci/icotions that con be written in W and Y . Let g and h
one-to-one and total translations as shown in Figure 2.2. Pmviding that

<

# I w : W I s ( 4 = h ( f l ( 4 ) } #Iw : IV I 9 ( 4 = h ( f Z W J ,
then f2 preserves more interpretations than fi.

Figure 2.2: Definitions for comparing translations
(In Definition 10,

# is the set cardinality operator.) We can use such

a measurement

help u s select a rnapping that maximizes the number of specifications that are preserved under
translation.
Using Definition 10, we can compare translations PredToSSi and PredToSSz in terms of their
preservation of interpretation. We set: W to the language of predicates, Y to the language of

specification statements, X to t h e language of weakest preconditions. Let S be an arbitrary
specification in W over state a. Then:

and also

# { S : W 1 Pred To Wp( S ) = SSTo Wp( PmdToSS2(S)) }
= # { S : W 1 T)
= #W.
And so

So by Definition 10, PredToSSz preserves more interpretations than PredToSSi.
We do not concern ourselves further with the issue of whether or not we have selected
"correct" translations. This is because we have reused several translations [Morg94, King90,
HeMa881, and have used these translations in the process of constructing others. Furtherrnore,
our interests are in using the translations we have presented, and it is the utility of these
translations in carrying out formal rnethod integration that we take as a criterion for their
validity.

In Section 2.1.7, we show that the translations in the basis provide, as a whole, relatively
consistent results, which may give u s more confidence in their correctness.

We now catalogue the differences in expressiveness among the forma1 notations of the
heterogeneous basis. For each notation, we describe those specifications-or
specifications-that

those classes of

are untranslatable to some second language. We do this so that we can

more easily determine when problems might arise in using particular notations in composition,
with respect to assigning a formal semantics to the composition.
1. Refinement caiculus:
havoc, i.e., terminating but otherwise arbitrary behaviour. havoc cannot be speci-

fied in predicates or LCL without an extension to include a termination convention

[HeMaSB]. I t is T in 2.

0

magic, i.e., terminating and establishing the impossible /alse. magic cannot be ex-

pressed in 2. It is represented by I in predicates.
O

angelic specifications: cannot be expressed in predicates, LCL, or Z. Such artifacts
or PredToSSz. In parare mapped t o demonic specifications when using Pr~dToS.5~
ticular, the angelic update of Definition 9 is translated to the demonic predicate

(Y cr'

R' =+ o' = oo)[o'/ao].

magic, i.e.,

I.Cannot be expressed in 2. Represented as w

: [~rue,/alse]
in the

refi nement calculus.
3. Weakest preconditions: as is listed for the refinernent calculus (since the two notations

are semantically equivalent by definition).
4. Larch

LCL: magic, which cannot be expressed in 2.

5 . Larch LSL: LSL's style of axiornatic specification cannot be directly translated into specification statements, state-based predicates, Z schemas, or weakest preconditions. Morgan's
refinement calculus and predicative programming aIlow for axiomatic specification separate from specification statements or state-based predicates. A LSL specification can be
translated t o a Z axiornatic definition.
6. 2: havoc, which cannot be expressed (without a termination convention) in predicates.

The specifications in this catalogue are typically extreme (except for LSL), and are al1 of
questionable use in programming. Morgan [Morg88] has demonstrated that miracles can be
used in formal program construction to simplify the process of refinement. Ward and Hayes
[WaHaSl] suggest that angelicism can be helpful in development, and they demonstrate its use

in a program design calculus for a number of backtracking examples.
The question now arises: how do we cope with these extreme specifications if they occur in
a formât heterogeneous setting. There are three options a t our disposal.
1 . Use the rnost expressive notation in the heterogeneous basis in prouiding a semantics.

For example, in order to use havoc in a heterogeneous specification, we could supply a
rneaning to the specification using weokest preconditions. A drawback with this approach
is t h a t the more expressive notations are oftentirnes more complicated to use, in terms of

both specification and refinement. Furthermore, the translation process may be difficult
or costly to perform [Zda93] with such a semantics.

Eztend notations to include or represent special jeatums. For example, [HeMa$8] describes
termination conventions to allow the representation of havoc in predicates. This extension
results in a more complicated notation, with more complicated rules of development; as
stated in [HeMa88], use of a termination convention is more of a hindrance than a help to
a programmer, but it may be helpful to a specifier. In a heterogeneous setting, the u tility
of such extensions can be questioned, since we can use multipIe notations or select an
appropriate semantics as necessary. This leads u s to the idea that a heterogeneous basis
couid permit simpler specification languages [ZaJa93], since such extensions for expressing
new features need no longer occur.

3. Evaluate options for expmssing the feature in question. For example, we might evaluate
w hether demonic rat her than angelic nondeterminism will suffice for a particular situation.

or whether we can make do without miracles for a specific task. Such an evaIuation may

lead us t o choose another notation-or

another scheme for development-than

that which

was initially planned.

4 . Restrict the use of language features, i.e., confine the use of notation t o only those spec-

ifications that can be translated into the other notations that are being used. In this
approach, the intersection of semantics is taken.
For the examples and rules in the rest of this dissertation, we assume that unless otherwise
stated, a11 translatioris are applied to specifications for which interpretation is preserved. That
is, we use option 4 above, and for each combination of notations used t o write a specification,
use only mutually expressible specifications from each notation. We are therefore taking the
intersection of the semantics of the individual notations in the basis, as opposed to taking a
union of their semantics (as is suggested, e-g., in [ZaJa93, Fink931). The advantages with this
approach is that the translations between notations are simple to e x p r w and use, and proof
techniques extend straightforwardly to heterogeneous specifications. A disadvantage with this
approach is that we cannot express more with a combination of notations than we can with a
single notation.
Though we take an intersection approach to semantics in this dissertation, the general
approach to method integration and heterogeneity that we take permits use of a union approach

(or any other approach) to giving a semantio to heterogeneous specifications. We use only
intersection techniques in the examples herein, as suggested in 4, above.

2.1.7

Relative consistency of translations

In the preceding sections, we presented and constructed a number of translations between
notations. A question that now arises is: can we show that these translations are relatively
consistent, in the sense that as a set they do not provide contradictory results. This resolves
to showing that a translation f in the basis can be produced by two of the other translations.
We can depict this as shown in Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Showing consistency of translations

In Figure 2.3, N , M, and R are (distinct) notations in the basis, and

,f2.

g rand h are total

translation9 as shown. In order to verify that translation f is consistent with that obtained
through composing g and h, we must show that
trx : iV of( x ) = h ( g ( x ) ) .

If we are able to demonstrate this for pairs of notations iV and M in the basis-using
intermediate notations R in the basis-then

only

we will have shown that the translations are rel-

atively consistent, which may give u s more confidence in their validity. In general, this type

of consistency is quite weak, but because we are reusing several widely-used translations constructed by others, and because we do not present a corn plete set of translations between al1
notations, t his weakness is Iess significant here.
The actual process of verification. Le., showing that / = h ( g ) for al1 translations f, is not
difficult for most cases. We provide an example and then discuss the mappings from predicates
to s~ecificationstatements in more detail.
2.1.7.1

Z to specification statements

Let N be the Z specification language, let M be the language of specification statements, and
set R to the language of weakest preconditions. Suppose S is a representative Z schema, of
2This will likely require restrictions to be placed on N , M, and R.

45

the form [ A V; i? : I ;

P

O!

:O

1 pmd].

To reduce the amount of writing we have to do, define

(3w' : T 1 inv pmd). Then:

In [CaWo95], it is shown that the semantics for Z provided by these translations is equivalent
to the relational semantics from [BrNi92].

2.1.7.2

Predicates t o specification statements

Let N be the language of predicates, and il4 be the language of specification statements. We
choose R to be weakest preconditions. We have two choices for our function f: translation

PredToSSl, or translation PredToSS2. Under PredToSSl , we find:

while under PredToSS2, we see that:

It is easy t o see that

h(g(frameW

.

P ) ) = h(wp(fFamew
= w : [ true. P

e

P, RI) ; V u f a P

+ RI),

1,

by simplification and rearrangement. This suggests that translation PrvdToSSz is always con-

sistent with the other translations in the basis, while Pred7'0S.S~is consistent providing t hat

T V w f e P holds for a given P. This may be another reason for u s to prefer translation PmdToSS;!
over Pred ToSS,.

2.2

Examples of Formal Heterogeneous Specifications

Wm v w give several small examples of forma1 heterogeneous specifications We do not yet concern
ourselves with method-related issues; this will be examined later when we will demonstrate how

refinement can be perforrned on heterogeneous specifications. We confine ourselves t o small
examples here, and will move t o larger examples in Chapter 4.

2.2.1

A simple exarnple

Let @ be the set of complex numbers, Le., if z E @ then z is of the form x

and i2 = -1.

+ iy, where x,y E R

A specification that selects an element of @ (from one specific quadrant of the

complex plane) then cornputes its modulus is as follows:

; is the sequencing operator of Dijkstra's guarded command language. In the above specifica-

tion, Re j and Im j are the real and imaginary part of the complex number j, respectively.

The predicate part of t h e specification sets j to any element of the complex numbers. The
specification statement part aborts if j is strictly negative in its real part or strictly positive in
its imaginary part. Otherwise, it terminates and sets r' t o modulus j.

The specification composes a predicate with a specification statement using a specification
staternent combinator. In a homogeneous setting, this specification can be expressed as (using

PredToSS2) as follows.
j : [ lrue, j' E C 1;
r : [ R e j 2 O ~ I r jn 5 0, rf2 = ( ~j12e

+ (Im j ) 2 ] ,

which can be further developed using weakest preconditions, or the specification statement
definition of semicolon.
An aIternative approach would be t o combine the specification parts using the predicate
dependent composition (denoted by a period).

This combination has the following meaning (using SSToPred).
j' E C ri

((Rej'

> O A Irn j'

5 0) + r" = (Rej')2 + (1,

ji)*).

2.2.2

Composing specification statements with predicate cornbinators

We now describe how to compose specification statements using predicate cornbinators. A sirnilar problern was examined by Ward [Ward93], who composed refinement calculus specifications
with Z schema conjunction and disjunction operators. The rationale for such a n extension is to
facilitate the construction of large specifications from small ones. Unfortunately, schema conjunction and disjunction are not monotonic with respect to the refinement relation & [Ward93],
and so refinement is not convenient to do across such compositions. In this example, we compose refinement calculus specifications with predicate conjunction and disjunction, and preserve
the property of monotonicity up to the limitations of the predicate language.
Our goal here is to give a semantics to expressions such as:

We do this by interpreting V and A as logical disjunction and conjunction, respectively,
and transform the specification statements into their equivalent predicate form. We perform

manipulations and then reverse the transformation. Before presenting the semantics, we make
a definition.

Definition 11 ([Ward93]) A speci/ication statement is frame complete i/ itslmme consists of
al1 variables mentioned in the pre- and postcondition.
It is easy to make a specification statement frame complete by using the Iaw Expand Fnzme

from [Morg94]. With this definition in mind, we now present some 'definitions' (giving their
h

construction). In the following, let W = w : [ pm,,post,

] and X

% x :

[ pre,,post,

1.

For

reference, we state the definitions given in [Ward93]. Note that Ward uses A for Z 'conjunction'
and

for Z 'disjunction' (and we follow this convention in order to distinguish schema from

predicate operators).

Definit ion 12 ([Ward93])

Definition 13 ([WardgS]) Providing fhat W and X are fmme complete,
W

Y

X

2 w , z : [ pw, V pre, , ( p m , A post,) V ( p r e , A post,)

1.

A and Y are

predicate

A

Z combinators that are extended to specification staternents. We extend

and v to specification statements, and arrive a t t h e following results (following

[Ward93], we describe the results as t heorems) . We use translation PredToSSl here, t hough
translation PredToSSz results in a sirnpler sernantics.

Theorem 1 I f neither W nor X are angelic or havoc, then

= fiame w

WAX

(pre,

+ post,

) A frarne x

-

(pre,

a

jpost,

)

= ~ , z : [ ( p r e ~ ~ ~ V w ' ~ p o s t ~ ) ~ ( p r e , ~ ~ ~ z ' e ~ o s t , ) ,
(

P

* post,)

~

W

A

(

P

~

W

postw)

Theorem 2 If neither W nor X am angelic or havoc, and

ut

V

= frame

X

(pre,

w

a post,)

V

(pw,

* postr) 1.

= x then

Proof: Assume w = x so as to be able to combine frames over
W

A

Then:

V.

frame x

(pre,

post,)

= frame w

((pm,

* post,)

= w :[(PR,

A~R,)

~ ~ V w ' ~ ( ~ o s t ~ ~ ~ o s t , ) ,

(pm"

* post,)

V

(PR,

V (pre,

a PO&))

* post,) 1.

In Theoreni 2, we assume that w = a for the state o.
We can also generalize predicate

1

to specification statements. The result is as follows.

Theorem 3 If W is fmnre complete, not angelic, and not havoc, then
7

W = w :[pre,

=2

3 w'

post,, pre, A l p o s t ,

1.

The construction of these three theorems is straightforward: the specification staternent
operands are translated into predicates, rearrangement and simplification occurs, and then
there is a remapping (using PredToSSl) into specification staternents.
Theorems 1-3 al1 restrict W and X to be non-angelic and non-havoc, since these specifications do not have their interpretation preserved by translation SSToPred. If preservation of

-

interpretation is not important t o us, we can allow angelic specifications o r havoc in the cornposition. Notice that if we use translation PredToSS2 instead of PmdToSS1, the preconditions

in Theorems 1-3 become identically true. In Section 2.3,

we examine how t o refine

LV A X and

W V X by parts using C and e.
I t is interesting to note t h a t t h e results we have constructed above are, in certain cases,
weaker than those constructed by Ward. We can prove the following.

Theorem 4 Using Theorern 1 , and for specifications W and X' satisfying the constraints in
this definition,

W A X & WAX
providing that pre, = pre,.

Proof: By Theorem 1, the definition of C, and monotonicity. More formally:
W

A

X E { weaken precondition )

and the last line is a theorem providing t h a t the assurnption pre, = prew holds.

Theorem 5 Using Theorem 2, and for specifications W and X satisfying the constmints given
in this definition,

Proof: By Theorem 2, the definition of i I , and monotonicity. More formally:
W V X E { weaken precondition }
w : [ prew A

PR,,

( F r

* postz) V (prew * postw) ]

C { strengthen postcondition and weaken precondition }
WYX.

If we use translation PredToSSz to extend

V and A t o specification statements. then our

results are aiways weaker than those of Ward. This can be trivially seen by observing that
under PmdToSSz the precondition of the cornposed specifications is always true, and then we
can just apply strengthen postcondition.

Specification statements and predicates

2.2.3

We consider an explicit composition of specification statements and predicates, where the composition occu rs over function definition boundaries. T hat is, the predicate parts are functions
to be used in specification statements. The problem we consider was presented in [JoKiSO]; it
focuses on the specification of allocation and disposa1 operations for the heap storage in Pascal.

We begin with several declarations. The free space ( f i e : ED M) is a set of locations. Allocating free space involves finding a sufficientIy long sequence (of length req)- Disposa1 is then
set union; we cal1 the returned store ret.
The allocate operation requires us to determine if there is a sequence available to be allocated; if there is, we remove it from the free store:

allocate Z free : [ 3 s : seq N hseq ( s, reg, free) ,

3 s : seq N (hseq(s,reg, ,4-ee) A free' = free

- range s ) 1.

The predicate hseq is defined as follows:

hseq = X s : [ t n a t ] ; n : nat; /me : { n a t } i s s e q ( s ) A range s C fwe A #s = n.
A

The range of a sequence (or list) is the elernents of the list. This can be defined as either
range s

A

= set s in the notation of [Morg94], or range s

{ s ( O ,. . # s ) ) . Note the nondeterrninism

in hseq.
The predicate is-seq ensures that s is a consecutive subsequence of naturals:

is-seq ;Xs : [tnat] 0 3 i, j : nat

s = [i; ..il.

The dispose operation is straightforward to specify:

dispose

free : [ ret nfme = {}, free' = free

u ret ]

These operations can be implemented by using the laws of the refinement calculus.
This example demonstrates a particularly straightforward use for heterogeneous notations:
the interface between notations arises via functions or function prototypes.

2.2.4

2, predicates, and specification statements

Z is often employed as a specification language i n a subsidiary support role. Predicative pro-

gramming and the refinement calculus, two other notations in the heterogeneous bais, are often

used t o formally develop implementations from specifications. Since (procedural) refinement in

Z can be dificuIt t o do, we might believe that these three notations are complementary and can
be beneficially cornbinecl. To t h i s end, we briefly examine a simple specification example t h a t
uses compositions of the three notations. This case study appeared initially in King [Kinggo].
Later, in Section 2.6, we examine how to refine the heterogeneous specification to code.
T h e problem description (taken directly from [Kinggo]) is as follows:
A computerised class manager's assistant is required to keep track of students enrolled in a
class, and t a record which o f thern have dont the rnidweek cxercists. When a student applics
for a class, he will be enrolled in it, unlos i t is full. Such a student will be presumed not t o have
done the exercises. When a student completes the exercises, the fact is recorded.

A student

may leave a class even if he has not donc the exercises, but only the students who have done
the exercisu are entitled t o a completion certificate.

In order to specify a solution to this problem, we first need to declare some basic types and
d a t a structures. We first assume that we have a given set, [Student 1, and a global constant
max : N. For describing error handling, we declare a free type Report as follows.

Report ::= Oh' ( FULL ( lMiSSliVG 1 FOUND.
The s t a t e is a pair of sets (# is t h e set cardinality operation in 2 ) and a variable of type Report.

r

State
y , n : PStudent
r : Report

ynn={)

#y+#n

5 max

y represents the students who have done the exercises, and n represents those students who
are enrolled but haven't completed the exercises. We will use s as t h e input to each operation
(and we will annotate s with a question mark when we use it in Z partial specifications, so as
to denote its externa1 nature). The variable r is used to indicate error cases for each operation.

To describe certification, a boolean variable cert

: B is declared (we annotate cert with an

exclamation mark when using it in Z).
We begin by first specifying t hree error predicates. We use predicates here since the notation
results in shorter error case specifications than would arise using Z.

Found
Missing

s f ( y u n)

= s
A

r := FOUND

4 n + r := MISSING

The operations rvill be specified using Z and specification statements. The Enroi operation
is as follows:

l h - 0 1 2 r, n : [ # ( y u n ) < max A s

4 ( Y U n), n f = n u { s } A

r f = OK

1.

Sirnilarly, the Complete operation is as follows (- is set difference):

Complete 2 r, y , n : [ s E n , Y' = y U ( s ) A n'= n - { s } A 'r = O K ] .
Finally, we describe the Leave operation using a Z schema, shown below.

Leave
Astate
cert! : B
s? : Student
s? E ( y u n )
S? E y
(y'

*

= y - { s ? } h n1 = n h cert! = true)
s? E n
( y f = y A n' = n - {s?) A cert! = /aise)
r f = Oh'

To complete the specification, we compose the operations with the error cases:
Enro1-E

Enrol Y (Full A Found)

Complete-E
Leauex

Complete Y Missing
2

Leaue Y Missing

These specifications can be implemented by data transforming the sets and set operations
into Iists. This process is abetted by adding translation rules more powerful than those given
in Section 2.1, which we present in Section 2.4. We consider implementation in Section 2.6.

2.2.5

Larch and predicates

A heap is a partially-ordered tree in which the parent node is no greater than the child nodes
(according to some order relation). We specify a heap abstract data type in a heterogeneous
fashion, using Larch LSL and predicative programming. The LSL partial specification defines
the basic axioms for trees; the predicate specifications-in

their rôle as an interface language-

define the heap operations and preserve t h e ordering on nodes.

The LSL trait tree defines the type of trees, and provides basic names and axioms thereupon. We consider only binary trees of integers here, and use the standard integer <= as the

tree : trait
introduces
emptree: -> tree
left: tree -> int
right: tree -> int
root: tree -> int
graft: tree, int, tree -> tree
insert: tree, i n t -> tree
tree generated by emptree, graft
\fora11 t,u,v,u:tree, x,y:int
left(graft[t,x,u)) = t;
right (graft (t ,x ,u) ) == u;
root(graft(t,x,u)) = x ;
graft(t,x,u) = graft(v,y,u) = t=v /\ x=y /\ u=u;
\neg graft (t ,x ,u) == emptree;
insert(emptree,y) = grait(emptree,y,emptree);
insert(graft(u,x,v),y) = if y<=x then
graft(insert(v,x),y,u)
else graft(insert(v, y) ,x,u);

Trees can now be used t o describe operations that generate (and maintain) heaps.

In

particular. we specify, using the predicate notation of [HehnSS]: initialization. search. and
delete.
Initialization of a heap t is particularly straightforward.
Init

= t'= emptree

Search through a heap t for an item x is identicai to the standard search operation on a
partially-ordered tree. It has the (curried) interface
HeapSearch : int

+ tree + bool

and is inductively defined as follows:
HeapSearch(x, emptree) = false

(HeapSearch(z, u) V HeapSearch(z, u ) ) )

We next specify the delete operation. For the sake of simplicity, assume that the element to be
deleted is unique (the general case is straightforward to devclop.) We have to make a design

decision on what strategy to take on the deletion of an interna1 node (Le., a non-leaf node).

By deleting such a node, we could destroy the tree structure (we might end up with a dangiing
branch that is not connected by any path to the root).
The operation has signature
HeapDel : tree

+ int + tree.

A strategy for HeapDel is to use a heapsort algorithm. We can formally express this using the

LSL basic axioms a s follows. First, we construct a few suppletnentary functions that massage
trees into Iists and vice-versa. We define
ListToHeap : [tint] -t tree

+ tree,

which transforms a list of integers into a heap of integers. Its definition is as follows. Let 1 be
any tree, L any integer list, and i any integer. (+ is list concatenation from [Hehn93].)
ListToHeap([ni[l,t ) = t

List ToHeap([i] + L,t ) = List ToHeap (L, insert (t, i ) )
The heap will be baianced i n this operation because of the swapping that takes place in insert.
Next. we construct a n operation DelLeast that deletes the least element of a heap (this may
unbalance the tree). Its interface is:
DelLeast : tree

+ tree,

and it has the following recursive definition. First, for the base cases:
DelLeast (grajl(enzptree, x , t ) ) = t
DefLeast (gr@ (emptree, x, emptree)) = emptree
DelLeast(graft(t,x,ernptree)) =

t

In the general case, we remove the root node (the smallest element of the heap), and inove one
child of the root upwards, to form the new root. We then recursively rearrange the heap around

this new least element.

Next, we define an inverse operation to ListToHeap, with interface:
Heap ToList : tree

+ [tint]

and recursive definition:
HeapToList(emptree) = [nil]
HenpToList(gmft(u, x , v ) ) = [ x ]

+ HeapToList (DelLeast(gmft(u,z,u ) ) )

T h e specification of a heap sort is then immediate. Its interface is
HeapSort : tree

+ tree

and its definition is

HeapDel can be defined as follows. The twbe-deleted node is replaced by a unique syrnbol,

cm,that is not otherwise in the tree; cm is greater than any integer. The tree is then sorted, so
t hat oo becomes a leaf. Then t his leaf is simply removed. The base cases are:
HeapDel(ernptree, x) = emptree
Heap Del(grufl (ernptree ,CO, emptree) , CU)

= emptree

The general case is
H e a p W g m f t t u , Y, 4

, ~=)

if x # y then
gmft (HeapDel(u,x),y, HeapDel ( v , z))
else HeapDel( HeapSort ( g m / t ( u ,w, v )) , m)
Note that this specification assumes the uniqueness of the eIernent to be deleted.

2.3

Procedural Refinement

The b a i s of Section 2.1 provides translations that are used to supply heterogeneous specifications with a precise semantics. With such a basis, formal heterogeneous specifications can
be written and their forma1 meaning can be defined. O u r next step is to determine how to

combine the procedures associateci with the forma1 methods in the framework. This requires
u s to describe how to manipulate forma1 heterogeneous specifications using proof.

As a first step, we show how procedural refinernent generalizes to forma! heterogeneous apecifications. By presenting such a generaIization, we describe how the refinement-based metkods
(predicative programming and the refinement calculus), and the specification-based methods (2,
Larch) can be partially integrated. Generalizing proof of satisfiability and data transformation
remains to be exarnined,

In this section. we catalogue a modest selection of rules for the procedural refinement of
forma1 heterogeneous specifications. It is easy to create new rules, most notably by using the
examples we describe herein, and by applying the basic translations of Section 2.1. A reader
can construct further rules that will abet their particuiar development situation.
Once again, we assume that in ail rules where translations h m the heterogeneous basis are
applied, these translations can occur with preservation of in terpretation.

2.3.1

Application of refinement

In a heterogeneous setting, the refinernent relations r and C (defined in Chapter 1) can be
appIied to specifications of types other than predicate and specification statement, respectively.

We give several results here (unless stated, al1 results are new.) We denote the state by a.
Rule 1 Let P and Q be predicates. Then P C Q -e( V a . a'

( Pr Q)).

Proof:

PCQ

= VRf.(wp(P.R')+ w p ( Q . ~ ' ) )
{ PredTo W p )
=

VR1.(V&

P*

RI)

+ ( V d m Q a RI))

{rnonotonicity }

e Q R ' e V o f o ( ( P = +RI)

( Q * RI))

{antimonotonicity}

e V o l o ( P eQ)
Informally, this rule states that if P is refined by Q using

+, then

P will also be refined by Q

using C. We can also apply C to predicates as follows. Using translation P r e d T e ,

Using trandation PredToSS2, we obtain

Once again, we see t hat translation PmdToSS2 provides simpler results t han PredToSSl, t his
time when applied in the context of specification refinement. Under translation PredToSS;?,C
and

agree for predicate specifications.
The refinement relation C can also be applied to specifications from other notations in the

basis.
Theorem 6 ([Morg94])

Proof: B y wp definition of C, and manipulation.
Rule 2 For Z schemas S,, S, with invariants P and Q ,

S , ~ S q = ( 3 o ' o P ~ 3 d e Q ) ~ ( 3 o f * P ~ V o ' ~ ( P ~ Q ) ) .
Proof: By translation ZToSS, Theorem 6, and manipulation.
We can also apply the refinement relation of the predicative notation to non-predicate
operands. We show how i t applies to specification statements, schemas, and Larch interface

language operations.

Rule 3

Proofi By translation SSToPred and Definition 8 .

-

Rule 4 For Z schemas S,, S, with invariants P and Q ,
(S, c-. S,) = v O, O'

((3a' a Q)=+ Q )+ ( ( 30' 0 P )

P)

Proofi By translations ZToSS, SSToPred, and manipulation.

Rule 5 Let L and M be LCL functions with identical interfaces, both with modifies clause w ,
with requires clauses P and U respectiuely, and uiith ensures clauses Q and V respecti-vely.
Then

We can apply e and

t to weakest

precondition specifications. We simply state the results

in these cases, but do not make use of them later.

Rule 6 For specififations P and Q in any of the notations in the basis, and condition R',

A further result teIls u s that a specification statement is always refined by its predicate
translation.

Rule 7 I f s w : [ pre, post ] is a specification statement and pmds is its predicate translation,
then S Ç pmds.

S C pmds = V R'

+

tup(S, R')

V w ' , R'

* wp(predS,

RI)

(definition, distributivity )

( p r e A (post 3 RI)) =$ ((PR

+ post) + RI),

and the last line is a theorern.
We can generalize Rule 7: two further rules allow u s to introduce predicates or specification
statements in the process of a deuelopment.

Rule 8 Let P and Q be predicates, and specp and specq their trnnslations into specification
statements (using translation PmdToSSi or PredToSS2). ff P e Q then P C specg.

Rule 9 Let S and T be specification statements, and pre& and predT tlreir translations into
predicates. I f S C T then S E predT.
Proof of 8: By Rule 7, T Ç predT. If S C T, then by transitivity of

S C pwdr.

FinalIy, we discove r t hat refinement is act ually preserved over translation from specification
statements to predicates.

Rule 10 For specification statements S a n d T, and their predicate translations preds and
P R ~ T (S C T)=$ (pmds
PR~T).

*

Proof: Since [a =+ (c A ( b t d ) ) ] + [ ( a =+ b )

r ( c a d)] is a tautology for al1 a , 6,c , and d .

Other results and rules are clearly possible; these can be obtained by generalizing and
specializing the results presented, and by using the definitions and basic translations.

2.3.2

Refinement over sequential composition

A standard specification combinator is 'sequentiat composition7. It appears in specification
statements and weakest preconditions (';'), Z (L;'), and predicates ('.'). Sequential composition
is given a different meaning according t o the formalism in which it is used. We summarize these

here. In the following, let P, Q, post, and post, be predicates, let pre and pre, be preconditions,

S, and S, schemas, and S and T programs in Dijkstra's guarded command language. Ri is a
relation on pre and poststate. Then:

Al1 of the formalisms in the heterogeneous basis except Latch contain a sequencing operator
(Larch uses function composition for the same effect). Therefore, al1 the theorems and rules for
refinement that apply to these operators can be generalized to heterogeneous specifications via
translation. We sumrnarize a few of these rules here. In the cases where we do not give proofs,
the proofs can be developed via translation and the resuits of the previous sections.

Rule 11 Let S and T be specification stafements, and P be a predicate. 11 S [I: T , then
s; P g T ; P .

(definition of ; }

{rnonotonicity }
(
;

V R'a w p ( P , R')

+ w p ( P , R').

Rule 12 Let P and Q be predicates and S a specification statement. I f V o , o ' o ( P
P ; S c Q ;S.

Q) then

Proof: By wp definition of sequencing, and the fact that the assumption implies P C Q.

Rule 13 For predicates P and Q , and schemas X and Y ,
P.X e Q.X + ( P e Q )
X . P e Y.P e ( X e Y )

Rule 14 For specification statements S , Tl 0 , and predicate translation predT of T ,

Unfortunately, refinement over the sequential operators of the notations in our basis is not
always weIl behaved. In the following, let inv S be the invariant of a Z schema S.

Rule 15 Let S , Tl and U be schemas. f ' V a'

(inv S = inv T)then S ;U C T ;iJ.

Proof: By application of the definition of pl and Rule 6.
Rule 15 demonstrates that refinement over ;(and, as we will see shortly, over other schema
cornbinators) is not well behaved.

For us to be able to carry out schema refinement in a

partwise and stepwise manner, we rnay have to compose schemas using predicate or specification
statement corn binators.

2.3.3

Refinement over conjunction and disjunction

Conjunction and disjunction are specification corn binators in bot h Z and predicates. Un fortunately, refinement isn't always rnonotonic over these operators; [Ward93] shows that C is
not rnonotonic over the Z schema combinators Y and A. There are cases when we can refine

by parts over these combinators, and so to this end we summarize a few rules here. I n the
following, let S, S' and T be specification statements, and P and Q be predicates.

Rule 16 I f S C T then P A S C P A T .

PASCPAT

= VRfo(wp(P~S,R')~wp(P~T,R'))

{ PredTo CVp, splitting law}
= VR',d.((PhS+

RI) a ( P A T = + RI))

{antimonotonicity)

e VO'.(PAT+PAS)
{rnonotonicity, Rule 9}

e SGT
Rule 17 Let preds and p r e d ~be the predicate specification tmnslations of S and T (assurning
S and T are not angelic or havoc). I f V a,a' (pw& predT) then P v S C P v T .

Cornbining this result with Rule 10, we determine that:

CoroUary 1 If S C

T then (PV S

The specification combinators

T).

PV

we described in Section 2.2-i.e.,

predicate V and A used to

combine specification statements-can also be refined in a partwise rnanner.

Rule 18 Providing that S , S', and T are ail expressible in predicates,

Rule 18 gives u s a form of monotonicitÿ over predicate combinators using C.

Proof: We prove the first part of Rule 18. The proof is by definition, translation, and monotonic
laws.
S A T & S'A T

=

v R'.

W ~ ( ST
A, R ' )

w ~ ( ST
A,R')

{ WpToPred,splitting law)
=e V Rf,&

((SA T 3 R')

+ (S'A T + RI))

{an timontonici ty )

*

Vo'.(S'r\

T)*(SAT)

{monotonicity , Rule 9)

*

scs'

The proof of the second part is similar.

As is discussed in [Ward93], refinernent over schema conjunction and disjunction is not
monotonic.

However, we can combine schemas via predicate operators V and A, with the

following results. Let S,, S,, and S, be schemas. Then:

Rule 19

V

and A above are predicate operators. Another way to deal with refinement over the Z schema

conjunction and disjunction is by the extended translations of Section 2.4, which map these
corn binators into operational structures.

2.3.4

Heterogeneous developrnent rules

The final collection of procedural refinement rules that

we present are for heterogeneous de-

velopment. These results allow us to formally change notations during a development via a
refinement step, thus giving u s a kind of transitivity. The rules also let u s use translations
within a proof in such a way so that we can continue to use a calculational proof style.

We briefly present a few rules for heterogeneous development with only sketch proofs. The
construction of these rules is straightforward from the translations and theorems at hand.

In the following, let P be a predicate specification, let X 2 [ A S ; i? : I :
schema, and T 2 w : [ pre, post

1.

O!

: O 1 pred

] be a Z

Assume that, in translating X into a specification statement,

a frame w is produced in the result. In translating predicates to specification staternents, we

use mapping PredToSSz.

Rule 20 If prr
w : [ pre, post 1.

A

V O'

a

(post + P ) then frame w

Proof: Given the assumption, frame w e P C

rP

UJ : [ pre,

+w

: [ pre,

post ] and frame

w

PC

post ] results from applying PredToSS2

to the left-hand side of the refinement, and then applying Theorem 6. The predicative refinement follows from the use of SSToPwd and Rule 10.

Rule 21 I f ( 3 w t e p r e d ) + (pm ~ V w ' m(pred e p o s t ) ) , then X & T and X r T.
Rule 22 if ( P /i3 w' mpred) * pred, then X e frame w o P .
Proof: By translation of schernas into predicates, Definition 8, and the Law of Portation

[Hehn93].
Rule 23 I f p r e j ( ( ~ w ' m p r e d ) ~ V d m p o s t r p r rthen
d ) T C X and T e X .
Rule 24 If ((3 wt mpred)
2.3.5

pred)

P then frame w r P t X .

Discussion

The work in this section demonstrated an approach to integrating the procedural refinementbased and specification style-based methods that rnake use of the notations from Section 2.1. We

have described how to carry out refinement over compositions of forma1 notations. Refinement
can be combined with specification styles to fully and cooperatively combine the use of al1
notations and methods.
One point to note regarding the method integration of the previous section is the relative
complexity of the refinement rules. i n most cases, the rules are short, with simple proofs. They

corn pare favourably-i n terms of size, cornplexity, and proof Iengt h-to

the refinement rules

from [Hehn93] and (Morg94). The simplicity (and structure) of these rules is dependent upon
the semantics that is taken for heterogeneous specifications. By taking a n intersection semantics for heterogeneous specifications (Le., restricting the use of notations to only translatable
specifications), we have found that rules for procedura1 refinement are typically maintained by
generalizing to a heterogeneous domain. In other words, with the approach we take to heterogeneity, the process of procedural refinement is not dramatically complicated; this is a result
that we find somewhat surprising.

The concept of notation (or method) restrictability was discussed in [Webe93]. Therein,
Weber-Wulff lists a number of propositions for industrial strengt h forma1 methods. The first
proposition on her list is that an industrial formal method must be restrictable.
It must be able to be used on just one aspect of a large computer pmject without disrupting

the

resl of

the pmject.. . This allows a forma1 method to be intmduced gradually into the

software construction process. .. From a psychological point of uiew, the success of the system
in a confined, controllable portion of a project is a positive reinforcement, and will encourage

users to repeatedly use it. It will also encoumge those who do not yet use the method to giue
il a t r y .

We claim that this proposition must hoid for any industrial-strength method: we will want
to use (structured, object-oriented, formal) methods onIy when they will help, and not when
they can potentially disrupt the rest of the project. The methods in question must also permit
gradua1 introduction [LFBSG] into a software development process, so as not to totally disrupt
existing practice, and to allow time for users to become exposed to the new approach. Without
such a capability, users wilt be less wiIling to try new notations or methods, because it will be
l e s likety that they will be able to meet deadlines while learning new concepts and development
approaches.
We also claim that heterogeneous notations provide restrictability for any forma1 notation,
and hence any forma1 method based upon the notations in question.
because we can use multiple notations-and

multiple met hods-in

Restrictability arises

composition, with as Iittle

or as much of any one notation or method as needed. And as such, we can gradually introduce

a notation and method into a development process over a period of time, and can backtrack
(via translation) when necessary. Through t his approach, we can evatuate the effect of the new

notation(s) and method(s) on existing practice, and determine if it is cost-effective to use the
new approach to any degree, without cornpletely losing the advantages of the current way of
development.
When we extend the heterogeneous basis to semiformalisms, restrictability of notation and
method will be even more apparent, since then we will be able to use forma1 notations and
methods in combination with semiformal notations and methods. We will therefore acquire
an approach for introducing formalism into existing devetopment processes, in a controlled,
restrictable, and gradua1 fashion.

2.4

Extended Translations

It is possible for u s to carry out al1 notation changes using the rules given in Section 2.1.
However, there are patterns that often occur in specifications, and we can use these to assist

in carrying out the notational change. Instead of obtaining a simple specification form in
translation, we can map to more complicated-and

sometimes operational-struct ures. By

doing so, we are encoding several refinement steps in our translations, saving the developer
from having to apply the basic translations in those cases when the pattern can be recognized.
In this section, we give a few examples of such translation rules. We Iater use several of these
translations in the examples, in order to produce specification forms on which satisfiability and
data transformation proofs can be carried out in a piecewise fashion. We leave it to the reader
to expand the rule set to fit the applications a t hand.

Several of these rules are derived lrom the work of King [Kinggo], as noted. Other rules are
new, and in some cases generalize King's material. (In the translations,

-

should be read as

"is translated to".)

2.4.1

Z translations

We describe a few simple rules for mapping notations into 2.

Rule 25 If mid is o predicate that does not d e r to the prestote a , then w : [ P R ,rnid 1; w , x :
[ m i d [ x / x ] ,post ] [ A ( w , x) 1 pm h (mid.post)1.

-

Proof: By definition of ; and the translation SSToZ.

Rule 26 For predicates P and Q over state

O,

P

A

Proof: By composition of PredToSSz and SSToZ.

Q

-

[ AO 1 P

Q 1.

Similar rules hold for v and dependent composition.

Rule 26 appties using translation

PredToSS2; if we use PredToSSi, we must conjoin -. V a
' a ( P A Q) to the invariant.

Rule 27 For predicates P and Q , and precondition 6 ,

Proof: By PredToSS2 and SSToZ.
If we use PredToSSi, we will have to conjoin

-i

Q a' a P and

V a' a Q to the left and righ t

1

operands of Y , respectively.

A sirniiar rule can be made for Dijkstra's guarded seleetion, and there are generalizations
to arbitrary (finite) numbers of guards.

2.4-2

Refinement calculus translations

We mention a few simple rules for mapping notations into the refinernent calculus. Several
of these rules are derived froni [Kinggo]. In the following, assume that Op l* and Op2' are
specification statement translations of schernas Opl and Op2 constructed using ZToSS. We
use pre Op to denote the implicit precondition of a schema Op.

Rule 28 ([Kinggo]) For schemas Op1 and Op2 60th wtth preconditions that are sirnply expressible in a target programrning language (e.g., Dijkstm's),

O p l Y Op2

-

if (pre Op 1)

-t

O p 1'

O ( p r e Op2) + Op2' fi.

Proof: By ZToSS and logic.
If Rule 28 does not apply, then we need to evaluate the preconditions before using them as
guards. We do this as follows, using Rule 29:

Rule 29 ([Kinggo]) Suppose that the precondition of Opl is inexpressible in a target programming language. Then a scherna disjunction Op1 Y O p 2 can be tmnslated to the refinernent
calculus progrurn:
([var b :B
b : [ tnie, b' o pre Op1 1;
if b + Opl'
pre Op2 -t Op2'
fi

1I
Proof: By Rule 28 and manipulation, so as to precompute b before it is used as a guard.

In [Kinggo], a generalization of Rule 29 is presented which allows the evaluation of any kind
of expression before alternation.
A rule for mapping conjunctions of schemas into sequential compositions is taken from
[Kinggo]; note that this translation also includes a refinement.

Rule 30 ([KingQO]) Let si and ~2 be disjoint bunches of date variables, and let P l and P2 be
predicates. Then /or Op l S [AS1 si = sl A P i (y,4)] and Op2 [AS( 4 = % A P2(si, si) 1,
O p 1 Op2
si : [ p r e O p 2 , P 2 ] ; % : [ p r e Q p l , P l ] , or
OplAOp2
y:[preOpl,Pl];s l : [ p r e O p 2 , P 2 ] .

--

We can remove the symmetry in the above rule by restricting the invariants of Op1 and

Rule 31 If Op1 2 [ A S 1 prel A Vat (posti
then:

* pmz[at/o])] and Op2

[ A S 1 pstl. p s t 2 ] ,

Proof: By definition of A , ZToSS,and definition of relational composition.
Removing a schema composition can be done by using Rule 32.

Rule 32
Oplg O p 2 - w : [ p r e Op1,inv Opl]; w : [ p r e Op2,inv Op21

.where inv Op1 and inv Op2 are, respectiuelg, the invariants of schentas Op 1 und O p 2 , and the
fmme w arises in translation ZToSS.

Proof: By definition of ;, ZToSS, definition of semicolon, and weakening of the precondition.
Predicate dependen t composition can be translated directly into specification staternen t
sequencing, by Rule 33.

Rule 33 For state a,

P. Q

-

a : [ true, P

1;

o : [ true, Q ]

Proof: By definition of ; and PredToSS2.
Finally, we can incIude a translation and a refinement step in translating a conjunction into

a specification statement.
Rule 34 For schemas O p 1 and Op2,

Op1 A O p 2 - ~ : [ p r e O p l h p r e O p 2 , O p l A O p 2 ]
where Op1 and Op2 are irnplicitly tmnslatêd into predicates in the postcondition, and w arises
in trunslation ZToSS.
P r o o f : By ZToSS,and the definition of C.

Predicative translations

2.4.3

We list a few simple translations frorn Z into predicates.

RuIe 35 Suppose that

Op1
Op2

[ A S1 - ~ o ' e( P ; Q)]
[AS 1 P.Q]

for predicates P and Q over d a t e o. Then Op1 A Op2

-

P.Q.

Proof: By ZToSS, SSToPred, and the definition of predicate refinement.
Rule 35 includes a refinement in the translation; this allows u s to strengthen the specification
while translating. This also leads u s to rules like the following.
Rule 36 For schemas O p l and Op2, and their corresponding predicate trunslations Opl* and

OP^',
Op1 Y Op2

-

Op2').

( p r e Op1 =+ O p l * ) A (pre Op2

Proof: By ZToSS, SSToPred, and logic.
A final rule expresses that we can map sequenced specification statements to sequenced
predicates.

Rule 37
w : [ p r q , posti

1; w : [ prez, postz ]

-

frame w

(prel

post,. prr2 a postz)

Proof: By definition of ; , translation SSTo Pred, weaken precondition, antimonotonicity, and
generalization (applied twice) .
Translation rules we have determined for the refinernent calculus can be transformed into
rules for predicative programming (assuming expressibility in the latter language) using the
mappings of Section 2.1. Furthermore, all the translations described in this section can be
extended to heterogeneous forms (i.e., operands of different types) by applying the translations

of Section 2.1, and so a family of transtations can be obtained.

2.5

Satisfiability and Data Tkansformation

Two further important types of proof in a heterogeneous setting have yet to be discussed: proofs
of satisfiability; and proofs of data transformation. A specification is satisfiable for a given

prestate if there is a final state in which the specification is a theorem. Data transformation
involves mapping a specification in terms of one set of variables and types into an equivalent
specification in terms of a second set of variables and types. Both issues have been examined
thoroughly in the forma1 methods literature, and it is not our intent to go into a significant
amount of detail regarding al1 the technical minutiae. We discuss the key concepts as they
apply to heterogeneous notations, and then we will apply the resuIts in the next section.

2.5.1

Satisfiability

A specification is satisfiable if given a prestate there is some final state in which the specification

is satisfied. This is more precisely stated using the following (equivalent) definitions of three of
the notations we are using:

Definition 14 ([HehngS]) Predicate specifkation P is satisfiable for a prestate a if 3 d O P .

Definition 15 ([Morg94]) Specifiation statement w : [ pre, post ] is Jeasible if pre
post .

+ 3 w'

O

Definition 16 ([DijkTB]) Specification wp(S,R') is feasible if - w p ( S , false).

We need to be able to check the satisfiability of heterogeneous specifications. An ideal technique
would be to apply the appropriate satisfiability definition to each specification part, e.g., apply
Definition 14 to predicate parts, etcetera. This would require that satisfiability be checkable
by parts, something which is not possible in general in a single notation and a heterogeneous
setting.
This point is wort h emphasizing: satisfiability checking is difficui t in general; t his complexity
has nothing to do with heterogeneity and everything to do with the specification combinators

used i n writing the heterogeneous specification. In a heterogeneous setting, there are strategies
that we can use to check for satisfiability.
O

Translate the heterogeneous specification into a homogeneous specification, and check for
satisfiability in this setting. This procedure can be partly mechanized.

a Use

the extended mappings of Section 2.4 to transform a heterogeneous specification into

one that has a form that is checkable by parts.
0

Use implicit compositions of specifications on a state, i.e., assume that specification parts
on a shared state describe properties that must be satisfied by any irnplementation. That

is, assume that the parts are conjoined, e.g., as is done in (ZaJa9.31; satisfiability checking

over such combinations can be done by parts. This point is somewhat subtle: in order
to check for satisfiabilit-y over irnplicit compositions by parts, we assume that the entire
system specification is satisfiable if and only if each individual part is satisfiable.
There are certain (explicit) compositions that do allow satisfiability checking by parts, and in
these cases we can use the rnost appropriate satisfiability definition for each part. We ciâssify
several specification combinators here, using the definition of predicate satisfiability. In the
following, let S and T be specifications in any of the notations in our basis.
I. S v T is satisfiable for a prestate o if and only if S or T is satisfiable.

2. S.T is satisfiable for a prestate a if and only if (S. 3 u' a T ) .

3. if b then S eke T is satisfiable for a prestate o if and only if ( 6 ~ 3 d o S ) ~ ( - b h 3 a 'T).
m

In a heterogeneous setting, we have multiple notations and a heterogeneous basis a t our
disposa1 in writing specifications. With the flexibility provided by heterogeneous notations, it
is possible to build a specification or specification part so as to facilitate a proof of satisfiabiIity.

A user can do this by selecting notations in which they find satisfiabiIity proofs convenient to
do, and by using such notations to write partial specifications on which they want to prove
satisfiability. Users might also try to build such partial specifications so that they can be
checked by parts (though this wil1 not be possible in general). This level of flexibility is not
always available in a one-notation setting, where one style of specification (enforced by a single
notation) xnust be used.
Satisfiability checking is hard in a homogeneous case; it is still difficuit in a heterogeneous
setting, but this difficulty is not directly due to heterogeneity.
2.5.2

Data transformation

Data transformation is the process of changing the representation of state in a specification. A
common change is to make the d a t a types more like those of code, i.e., replacing the variables of a
specification with more "concrete", programming language-like variables. In d a t a transforming
one specification with a second specification, one needs a coupling invariant which relates the
variables in one specification with the variables in the other specification. The formal definition
of d a t a transformation is then based upon this invariant.

Data transformation has been studied extensively; for example, see ([Morg88], [GrieSO]).
Several different definitions have also been provided, but a common one (used in [Morg94]) is
based on weakest preconditions.

Definition 17 ([GriegO]) Let a be a list of *ubstmct" variables, c be a list of "concrete"
variables, and 1 the coupling invariant relating the two. Then Sa is data tmnsformed by Sc
(wrïtten Sa C Sc) i/, /or al1 predieates Ri that contain no concrete variables:

Data transformation (in a heterogeneous or one-notation setting) has the same complication as
satisfiability checking: it cannot in general be carried out by parts (because the relation of data
transformation is not in general rnonotonic [GrieSO]). This is a n artifact of data transformation
itself, and not heterogeneity. That is, it is not generally possible to carry out partwise data
transformation even in a homogeneous setting.

To carry out data transformation

ici

a heterogeneous setting, we have several options.

Translate al1 specification parts into one notation and carry out data transformation in
the homogeneous domain. This process is partiaily mechanizable.
a Apply the translations of Section 2.4 and niap a specification into a form over which

the data transformation relation is rnonotonic. This is demonstrated (over a guarded
command combinator) in Section 2.6.
a Determine a rule-set that describes when partwise or piecewise data transformation can

occur .

We summarize a few of such data transformation rules here; several are adaptations of those
discussed in [GrieSO], and we direct the reader there for other laws that will have heterogeneous
extensions.
The first set of rules we require is for data transforming a specification in one notation

by a specification in a second notation. This allows us an equivalent of the heterogeneous
development laws for procedural refinement, and will help u s change notation when necessary.

In ail of the following rules, let a be the "abstract" variables, c be the "concrete" variables,
and I the coupling invariant that relates them. These rules were a11 constructed by translation;
al1 are generalizations of Definition 17.

Rule 38 Transform w : [ p r e , post ] by a predicate P . Let a be the state vurialles used in P (c
is incfuded in a), and assume w is included in a .
( h a I A( p r e ~ V w ' m ~ o s l

Ri))

+( V d m P

( 3 a ' o I'A R')).

Rule 3 9 Tmnsform a scherna [ A S ; i? : I ; O ! : O ( pred ] by w : [ pre, p s t
from AS and the outputs O ! , and assume c is included in W .

1.

Let

ts

be f o m e d

Rule 40 Tmnsform w : [pre,post ] by a schema [ A S ; i? : 1; O ! : O 1 pred]. Assume that
f o m e d Irom A S and the outputs O ! , and that w is included in a .

ts

is

Rule 41 Tmnsfonn a pmdicate frarne w a P by a schema [ A S ; i? : I ; O ! : O ( p r e d ] . Assume
that a is formed fmnz AS and the outputs O ! , and that w is included in a.

The data transformation rules in [GrieSO] can be generalized as needed to include specifications written in other notations. We mention only three rules here as examples.

In the folIowing rules, specifications Sa, Sc, Si, T i ,Ta, and Tc can be in any of the notations
2, specification staternents, and predicates. We assume that the specifications are writabte in

ali the listed notations. We write Sa is data transfomed by Sc as Sa

Rule 42 iJ Sa

does not d e r to abstract variables a , then Sa

Rule 43 If Sa

c Sc

and Ta c Tc then Sa; Ta c Sc: Tc.

.

Rule 44 11 Si C Ti /or al1 i, and ( 3 a : C (3 i Pi))
a (3 i
QiGVa:Co

c Sc.

c Sa.

.

Q i ) holds, w h e ~

Pi

for each i. Then

if (npi + Si) fi C if ( [ Q i + Ti)
fi.
For combinators not mentioned above, the translations of Section 2.4 can be used to map
specifications into a convenient form. We have found this to be a convenient approach to data
transformation in a heterogeneous setting (the examples in the next section demonstrate the
use of this approach).
In 2, data transformation is piecewise [MorrSO] over schema disjunction and conjunction,
and so developers may prefer this notation for proof of data transformation. For implicit compositions, where specification parts manipulate a shared system state, data transformation for
each partial specification can occur using the definition associated with the Ianguage in question, again because we are assuming that the specification explicitly describes al1 compositions
between its parts.

In a heterogeneous setting, specifications can be constructed to facilitate a proof of data
transformation (as could be done for proofs of satisfiability). This is accomplished by selecting
a notation in which data transformation is convenient to do, and by using this notation to write

the partial specifications on which we want to prove data transformation. Other notations rnay
be used to build other partial specifications on which we do not (or may not) want to prove
data transformation. This level of flexibility is not always available in a one-notation setting.
In the next section we provide examples where data transformation on formal heterogeneous
specifications occurs.

2.6

Examples of Development

We now present several examples of using integrated formal methods. We confine ourselves
to small examples here; scaling up to larger, more complicated problems will occur in C h a p
ter 4. The examples in this section are therefore subject to the same criticisms as other forma1
method examples: they can be considered as unrealistic i n terms of size, or in terms of omission
of development detail. However, we do not concern ourselves with these issues here: from our
perspective, forma1 methods are best applied as a restricted technique in situations where the
u s e s feel that they are necessary or helpful. And in Chapter 4, we examine approaches for obtaining restrictable application. amongst other properties, in development situations involving
more corn plicated problems.
The exarnples we consider are as follows.

1. A forma1 heterogeneous development using the refinement calcutus and predicative programrning. The problem involves the computation of the integer square root of a given
number, and is taken from [Morg94]. The developrnent here, using two refinement relations, is new.

2. The development of the specification in Section 2.2.4, which considers a problem described in [Kinggo]. The specification uses Z, the refinement calculus, and predicative
programming. It demonstrates both procedural refinernent and data transformation over
heterogeneous specifications.

3. A longer example, involving the specification, satisfiability testing, and data transformation of a chernical database.

2.6.1

A formal heterogeneous development

We consider an example of a forma1 heterogeneous development: the process of rigorously developing code from a forma1 heterogeneous specification, using the techniques and rules developed
in the previous sections. The particular example we consider is one of computing the natural

square root of a natural number s (see [Morg94] for a detailed examination of this problem
and its solution developed wit h the refinement calculus). For notations, we use specification
statements and predicates. The development will use the refinement relations C and

.¢=

as

necessary, and we will use the theorems of Section 2.3 to justify refinernent steps where needed.
We do not present a detailed description of our algorithmic approach to solving the problem;
it will be similar to that of [Morg94], so we refer the reader there for further details.
Our initial specification is the specification statement

Our first refinement wiii be identical to the initial step in [Morg94], and we introduce a variable.

Next, setting I (an invariant) to r2 _< s

<

q2

(and, accordingly, If = rn

5

s

<

q R ) , we

introduce an initialization through a sequential composition, using the law Leading Assignment
of the refinement calculus, and Rule 9, plus monotonicity of C over sequencing.

5

frame q, r

.

rQ

5 s < qR;

(i)

q , r : [ I I I ' ~ r ' + l = q f ] (ii)
(i) is a predicate; its introduction is due to Rule 9 and monotonicity. Switching to the pred-

icative programming notation, we can easily refine (i) as follows,
( i ) =+= q f = s + l ~ r ' = ~

Next we refine (ii), and, using the law for introducing a loop (on invariant If,guard q

and variant qf - r') obtain:
(ii) C

doq#r+l+
q , r : [ r + 1 # q h I , I f ~ q f - r f <q - r ]
od

(iii)

#

r

+1

The refinement of (ii) is performed in the refinement calculus. To refine (iii), we introduce a n
intermediate natural variable, p , and refine to a sequential composition on mid = r

< p' < q

(again, justified by Our ability to perform partwise heterogeneous refinement):

The refinement is justified once again by Rule 9 and monotonicity.

The first half of the sequential composition is easy t o refine and prove:
(iu)

(=

p := ( q

+ r) div 2

(where div is integer division). To refine ( v ) , we introduce a seiection using Law 4.1 of [Morg94]

with guard s

< p 2 , and
(v)

then use Rule 7 twice.

C ifs <

0s2

+frameqm(s< p 2 ~ <p q

-+

frame r

(s

2

A r

<p

+ I1hq'<q)

(vi)

ifh r < r') ( v i i )

fi
The final two refinements are easy using predicative programming.
( v i ) -e q := p

(vii) e r : = p

and code has been generated.
This is not the onIy way the refinement of this çpecification could have been presented;
there are a number of different approaches that could have been taken. In particular, it might

be beneficial to consider introducing the do-od structure using the predicative notation, which
has a very simple way of handling loops (specifically, the invariant and variant are hidden in

the recursive refinement, and d o not have to be expIicitly dealt with in the refinement law).
This would lead to a differen t-and

2.6.2

possibly shorter-development.

Development of implicitly-composed specifications

We now take the example of Section 2.2.4 and refine it to an implementation. The specification

in question involves both explicit and implicit compositions of Z, specification statements, and

predicates. In developing the specification into a program (or, more properly, a collection of
programs or operations), there are several approaches we might follow.
0

Follow the technique of [Kinggo], and combine and translate the operation specifications
into one notation. (In a heterogeneous setting, we might even choose to use a different
notation for each operation or specification.) Then, data transformation, and finally
procedural refinement on each operation can take u s to an implementation.

a

Use the theorems and ruies from the previous sections to construct an implementation.

We follow the second approach in this section. We begin with the heterogeneous specification
of Section 2.2.4, add structure via the translations of Section 2.4, and then carry out a data
transfarmation, mapping sets into Iists. Finally, Ive use the refinement calculus and predicative
programming to generate an implementation.

The specification of Section 2.2.4 consisted of three operations:
EnrolX
Cornplete-E
Leave-E

Enrol Y (Full A Found)
Complete Y Missing

Leaue

v Missing

We concentrate on refining the operations E n r o l J and Complete-E here, and leave the development of operation L e a u e J to the reader.
In [Kinggo], data transformation is done first, then procedural refinement. But, as was
discussed i n the previous section, it might be easier to carry out data transformation at the
one-notation level, rather than across compositions of notations. If we were to carry out data
refinement first, t hen we would lose the expressive advantages of writing a heterogeneous specification in the first place, and at a very early stage in the development. To this end, we present a
development where we carry out a procedural refinement first, and then do data transformation
once a more structured form has been reached.

We first concentrate on Complete-E. We use Rule 28 and map the disjunction into a guarded
heterogeneous selection (which we cal1 Sa).

if

S E n + r , y , n : [ ~ E n , ~ y' =u ( s } h n l = n - { s } A r ' =
s

fi

#

n

+ (S 9 n j

r := MISSING)

OK]

(i)

The specification S a can be checked for satisfiability by parts

(see Section 2.5.1).

The specifi-

cation statement ( i ) is satisfiable because
s E

n

+ (3ri, y', n'

y'

= y u {s)A n' = n

- {s)

A ri

= OK)

is a theorem by multiple applications of the O n e P o i n t Law. Similarly, t h e predicate command

is satisfiable because

is also a theorem (by the One-Point Law). By 3., of Section 2.5.1, t h e guarded command is

satisfiable (because ( s E n

v s # n ) is a theorem).

T h e specification statement (i) can be refined as follows (using Law 1.3 of [Morg94]):

(i) L y, n, r := y U {s}, n - (s}, OK.
We a r e satisfied with this abstract guarded selection as our final implementation. If we want t o
implement it in a programming language without set operations, we still have t o do some work.
This requires us t o d a t a transform away t h e sets. We do this by mapping t h e program into two
lists: classes : l..max

+ Student, and

exercises : l..rnax

+ B; and

a counter, n u m : O..max.

T h e idea is that enrolled students are in t h e list ciusses, and exercises i wilI be tnre if the
student in classes i has completed the exercises. The counter keeps track of t h e enrollment.
T h e coupling invariant I , in Z is similar to t h a t from [Kinggo]:
y

= { i : l..num

n = {i : L..num

1 exercises

i

(classes i)} A

1 lexereises i a (classes i ) }

This serves to map the first guarded comrnand into t h e following. Let P = (3 i

:

i..num

0

elasses[i] = s A i e x e r c i s e s [ i ] ) .T h e command is:

P + r , exercises : [ P, 3 i : I..num

classes[i] = s A ~exercises[i]A exercisesl[i] A r1 = OK

1.

T h e second guarded command is d a t a refined t o (simplifying the predicate command):

The proof obligation for this d a t a transformation is straightforward. T h e abstract program,
Sa, was defined above. Now, define the concrete program, Sc, as

if

P+
r, ezercises : [ P , 3 i : l..num

0

-P

-t

classes[i] = s A -exemises[iJ A exercisesr[i] A rf = O K ]

r := MISSING

fi
The abstract variables are y and n. The concrete variabks are exercises and classes. We must
show that

(3y, n

A wp(Sa, Rf))

wp(Sc, 3 y', nt

If A R')),

which is straightforward, though time-coneuming.

The two guards, P and - P can easily be irnplemented by a simple indexing procedure, since
the existential quantifier is over a finite domain; this is added via procedural refinement. We do
not show these implernentation steps here, but they are straightforward (a similar set of steps
is taken in [Kinggo]). The Complete-E operation can then be implemented as follows (we omit

a11 procedural refinernent details):
fvar w : O..max
w

+ 1a

:= 1;

+ 1 A classes[w] # s ) + w := w + 1 od;
if ( w = n u m + 1 V ezeniises[wj) + r := iCfISSIiVG
do ( w

O

#

nurn

(W E l..num A lexercises[w])

+ r , exercisesjut] := O K . tnie

fi

We now refine the operation EnroZX. Again using Rule 28 (and applying the appropriate
translations from Section 2.1), we can m a p the specification into a guarded (heterogeneous)
selection as foIlows:

if

(#(yUn)

< max A s 6 (yu n)) +

r , n : [ # ( y U n ) < m a z A s ~ ( y ~ n ) , n ~ = n ~ { s } ~ r 'a= O K ]
# ( y ~ n )= r n o x + # ( y ~ n ) < m a x a r : =

FULL

O s€(y~n)+s€(y~n)=+r:=FOUND
fi

The specification statement rnarked with a can be refined as follows.

C n.r:= n i i (s), O K .
This is a reasonable implementation, but we may want t o eliminate the set operations. Using
the retrieve relation defined above, we can m a p the E n r o l J operation into a program which
uses a counter t o implement the test for s E ( y U n). The d a t a transformation is similar to
that for CompleteX, except the guards will be different in the selection. The sarne proof rule
from the previous section will also be used. Finally, an implementation in terms of arrays and
a counter can be obtained; it will be of a style similar to that for Cornplete-E, and so we omit

the code.
The implementation for the L e a u e x operation is more complicated than the previous two
operations because of Our choice of implementation variables, but it is stilI reasonably straightforward, and due to space constraints is omitted.

2.6.3

Database exarnple

We specify and implement a small chemicals database for a supply house.

We use Z and

predicative prograrnming in specifying and implementing the system. Entries in the database

consist of the following:
r,

a chernical nanie (usually expressed as a formula). A11 names in the database wiIl be
unique. Ty pically, chemical concentration (measured in moles per litre) is considered to
be part of a chemical name, so we can have multiple instances of the same chemical in
the database.

0

the amount of the chemical that is in stock. Arnounts will be rneasured in litres.

O

the type of the chemical. A chemicai rnay be a n acid, a base, or other.

0

the storage location of the chemical.

We wil1 want to be able to perform some operations on this chemical database. These include:
search for a chemical, either by name, or by type.
0

inuentory the database, giving a (le~icogra~hically)
sorted list of al1 the names of non-zero
amount chemicals currently in storage.

add more of a n existing chernical to storage.
a use some of a particular chemical.

add a new chemical to storage, or delete a chemical from storage. There can be at most

MAX chemicals in storage.
find the location where a particular chernicat is stored.

We commence by specifying some given sets. First is the set of chemical names.

[NAME]
A chernical may be labelled as an acid, a base, or something else. We define three sets accordingly.

[ACID]

[BASE]

[OTHER]

The last set to be modelied is the location of the chemical.

[ LOCATION]
The maximum number of chemicals allowed i n storage is a given constant.

MAX :N
The kind of the chemical being stored can be described as a free type.

TYPE ::= ACID 1 BASE 1 OTHER
Finally, we describe several free types for denoting error cases.

NReport

::=

SUCCESS ( NO,NAiI.IE

A Report

::=

SUCCESS ( NO-NA ME 1 NONPOSITIVE /E TTOOLARGE

TReport

::=

SUCCESS 1 NO-TYPE

A chemical is represented in the database using a Z state schema. A chemical record consists
of a chemical name, its type, and its storage location.

ChemRecord
narne : NAME
type : TYPE
location : LOCATION

The database itself is a set of chemical records, with an added invariant of name uniqueness.
We also include a function that records the amount (in litres) of each chemicaI. A further
constraint is that there are at most MAX chernicals in storage.

-DBState
cherns : P ChemRecord
amount : ChemRecord + W

V c, d : chems ~ ( =cd
dom amount = chems
#chems

c-name = d-name)

5M X

In its initial state, the database has n o chemicals in storage.

W e specify t h e operation to add some of

an existing chemical to storage. The database

entry for the existing chemical is updated to include the new quantity of chemical, providing
that a positive amount of chemical is addecl.

-AddChem
4 DBState
a? : R
n? : N A M E
r! : AReport
a?

>O

3 c : chenis O(

1

arnount' = arnount
chems' = chems
r! = SUCCESS

@

{c ct ((arnount c)

+ a?)})

The error conditions for the AddChem operation are easy to describe; if a chemical is not
in the database, the operation returns an error message. If the chernical is in the database but
we are trying to add a non-positive arnount, the operation should also return an error.

- AddChemEI

AddChem E2

5 D BState
n? : NAME
r! : AReport

a?:W

3 c : chems O c.narne = f ?
r! = N O J A ME

n? : NA ME
r! : AReport

7

3 c : chents O c.name = n?
r! = NONPOSITIVE

The Add operation is then the disjunction of the above schemas:
Add 2 AddChem Y AddChernEl Y AddChemE2
To check that Add is satisfiable, we examine the precondition and invariant of the operation.
By calculation, we see t h a t pre Add is true. The invariant is t h e (predicate) disjunction of the

invariants for AddChem, AddChernEl, and AddChemE2. Add is then satisfiable if:

( 3 r!,ornount', chems' inv AddChem) V (3 r ! O inv AddChemEl) v ( 3 r ! O inv AddChemE2)
The last two disjuncts immediately yield
1

3 c : cherns O (c.name = n?) v (a? 5 O A 3 c : chems c.narne = n?) .

The first disjunct yields (after t hree applications of the one-point law):
a?

> O A 3 c : chemso c.name = n?.

The disjunction of (2.1) and (2.2) gives true.
A n operation to use some chemical can also be specified as a Z schema. This is similar to the

AddChern operation: if the database contains the chemical in a t least the requested quantity,
the specified quantity is removed from the database.

3 c : chernsa(
c.name = n? A a? 5 amount c
amount' = amount @ { c ct ((amount c ) - a ? ) ) )
chems' = chems
r! = SUCCESS

The first error condition, when n? is not any name in the set of chemicals, is identical to
the first error case for AddChem:

The second error condition occurs when a non-positive amount is specified, or when the
store hasn't enough of the requested chemical.

- UseChemE2
Z D BState
a?:R
n? : N A M E
r! : A Report

(a? 5 O A r! = NONPOSITIVE)

v
(3c : c h e m 0
c-name = n ? A ( a ? > amount c A r! = TOOLARGE))

The Use operation is then the schema disjunction of these schemas.
Use -2 UseChem Y UseChernEl Y WseChemE2

Use can be checked for satisfiability in the same manner as for Add.

We specify the inventory operation as predicate since we want to eventuatly carry out a
formal refinement of the specification into an impIementation using more than data refinement
(procedural refinement is often easier using predicative programming, due to a simpler notion
of refinement with convenient properties). The Inu operation generates a list L : [ M A X

t

ChemRecorcf],that will contain the database entries of chemicals that are currently in storage.
(Note: we extend the theory of lists with the axiom

i 2 # L a Li = nil,
in order to simplify proofs.) The inventory operation works by first creating a list (predicate
createlist) containing chemical records with non-zero amounts in storage. The list is then sorted

(predicate sort) on names, in ascending order.
Inv

h

= frame L ocreatelist sort

where
createlist

sort

G

Lt(O, ..MAX) = Sc E chems

2 V i , j :O , . . M A X o ( i

5j

(amount ( c ) > 0)

+ Lf(i).name 5 Lt(j).name) A p e m

L Lt

and perm L L' is a predicate that is true iff L and L' are list permutations.

We check Inu for satisfiability. Inu is satisfiable if
createlist . (3 L' sort).

The sort is satisfiable (this is straightforward t o verify). The simplified predicate is then 3 L'lm
createiist[Lff/L'j, which, by an application of the onepoint law and manipulation, yields T.

We next specify the two search operations. Search on a name we specify as a Z schema.
SearchOnNarne
n?: N A M E
s! : P ChernRecord
r! : NReport

3 c : cherns a c.name = n?
s! = { c : chems 1 c.name = n?}
r! = SUCCESS

The error condition for the name search occurs when there is no name n? in the database.
SearchOnNarneE
SD BState
n? : N A M E
r! : NReport
V c : chems m (c.narne # n?)
r! = N O J A M E

The name search operation is the schema disjunction of the above schemas.
NameSearch

SearchOn Name Y SearchOnName E

NameSearch can be checked for satisfiability in the same way as we did for Add: the irnplicit

precondition of ~Vaniesearchis true. The operation is satisfiable if:

(3s!,r!minv SearchOnName) v ( 3 r! oinv SearrhOnNameE)
which simplifies to

(3 c : cherns ir c.name = n?) V (V c : cherns m c.names # n?),
and t his predicate is identically true.

The search on a type of chemical can be neatly expressed as a predicate. The search results

will be in the variable s :P ChemRecord, and a report variable r! : TReport.
SeamhOnType

X n? : T Y P E

G

if ( 3 c E cherns
s'

c . type = n?) then

= { c : chems ( c.type = n?}

A

r! = SUCCESS

else r! = NO-TYPE
SearchOnType can be shown to be satisfiable in a manner sirnilar to what was done for

NameSearch.
To add a new chemical record to the database, we simpIy augment the amount set with an
appropriate new index, and add the chemical record to the set chems. (Note that with this
operation, we assume that we know t h e chernical name, its type, and where we are going to p u t

NewChern
ADBState
c? : ChemRecord
a? : R
r! : NReport
a?

>O

Q d : chems m ( d . n a n e # c?.name)
#chems < M A X
chems' = chems u { c ? }
amounl' = amounl U { c ? c, a ? )

r ! = SUCCESS

The error cases for this operation are straightforward, and we do not specify them; we also
omit the check for satisfiability. To delete a chemical, we restrict the dornain of the arnount
function (again, it is assumed that the deleter knows the name, type, and location of the
chernical that is to be removed).

-DelChem
A DBState
c? : ChemRecord
r! : DelReport

c? E chems
cherns' = chems - { c ? }
amount' = { c ? } 4 amount
r ! = SUCCESS

The error condition and satisfiability check are again straightforward to construct. The
final operation to be specified is that to find the location 1 of a specified chemical. Al1 that is
supplied in the operation is a chemical name (though recall that names are unique). Outputs
are the location 1 and a report variable r! : NReport.

Find

2 A n? : NA M E

0

if V c E chems a (c-nume # n?) then r ! = N0,;VAME
else 1' E LOCATION

A

3c

E chems

(c.narne = n? A c.1ocation = 1') h

r ! = SUCCESS

Find can be checked for satisfiability in the same manner as the previous operations.
There are many possible ways to implement the system as given. We decide to implement
the sets chems and amount a s sequences (partial functions). The set chems will be imptemented

by a sequence cdb, and the set amount will be implemented by a sequence arnt. We aIso add
a variable,

N ,which will be used to keep track of how much of each sequence has been used.

This will al1 be specified in 2, where data refinement is convenient to perform (it can be done
partwise over schema combinators, and partwise over a set of operation schemas).
The declaration of the new concrete state is as follows:
NewState
N :O..hIAX
cdb : I..MAX * ChemRecord
amt : l..iMAX .H IR

1

( ( ~ . . N ) cdb)
Q E (N* ChernRecord)

A coupiing invariant (data transformer) I is:

I 2 chems = { i : 1..N a cdb(i)) A amount = cdbm ;omt
(- is relational inverse, and ;is relational composition.) We show a lew examples of applying
this transformer to the operations on the system. First, the InitDBState operation is transformed to the operation InitDB 1 (we use a 1 suffix to denote the transformed operations).

,.-:i;D:

1

A NewState

The proof obligation we must show is
InitDB 1 i- ( 3 chems', amount'

(InitDBState A 1'))

which is straightforward (due to t h e coupling invariant, and because dom amount = chems).
The AddChem operation is directly transformed t o the schema AddChernl:
AddChem 1

3 i : 1..N r (cdb(i).name = n? h amt' = amt
cdb' = cdb
r! = SUCCESS

@

( i cr amt ( i ) + a ? ) )

The proof obligations to be shown are:
(pre AddChem A 1) i-

pre AddChem i

(pre AddChem A I A AddChem 1 ) k ( 3 Netustate

AddChern A 1')

both of which are straightforward. The transformation of the first error condition, AddChernEl,
is also straightforward, and the condition

1

3 c : chems m c.name = n? is transformed to the

quantified expression
V i : 1..N ocdb(i).name # n?.

In terms of refining the AddCheml operation to code, we note that the existential quantifications (over finite domains) can easily be implemented using a whileloop. Ari AddCheml
irnplementation might look like the following:

i ..- 1 :

while ( c d b ( i ) . n a m e # n ? i ~5 N ) do i := i f 1 o d ;
if i > N

-+

r! := NO-NAME

0i5N-t
ifa?>O-,

+ a?;

arnt [il := amt[i]

r! := SUCCESS

1a? 5 O -t r! := NEGATIVE
fi

fi
The Inv predicate can be d a t a refined according to the technique demonstrated in [Hehn93].

The implementer's variables are chem and amount; the new variables are cd6 and amt. A d a t a
transformer is:
V cdb, amt m 3 chems, amount mchems = { à : 1, ..IV

+1

c d b ( i ) ) /r amount = cdb" ;amt.

Applying the transformer to Inv, and carrying out several (procedural) refinements, we obtain
the predicate Inu 1:

The 'sort' partial specification can be refined as is demonstrated in [Hehn93]; we concentrate on
the data-refined createlist specification. Cal1 this operand createlist 1, and define the following
function:

A 2 X a r L ( 0 , ..j) = Sc E cdb 4 3 i : 1. ..a a c d b ( i ) = c A a m t ( i ) > 0 )
(informatly, .4k is " L is al1 positive entries of cdb up t o k" .)

createlistl
Al
k : 1, ..N

+ 1 A Ak

+

j : = O . A l =+ A f ( N + 1)

a A1(N + 1) -e
a A'(k + 1)

for <I. := L; ..N

+ 1 do k : l , . . i V +

i f amt(k) > O then
Lfj = cdb(k) A j' = j

+1

e1se ok

The Find operation is data refined to the predicate F i n d l :

Findl

An?:NAMEa
if (V i : 1, ..N

+ 1 r c d b ( i ) .name # n?) t hen

1 A Ak

i I f ( k + 1)

r! = NOJVAME

else r ! = SUCCESS A

(3i : 1, ..IV + 1 a cdb(i).name = n?

A 1' = cdb(i).location)

This can easily be implemented by using a tail recursive refinement, with guard j

#N

+ 1.

Summary
In this chapter, we have examined pure forma1 method integration via heterogeneous notations. The methods to be integrated were based on proof rules and forma1 specification, and
were integrated by providing a collection of generalized rules for procedural refinement, data
transformation? satisfiability checking, and translation. We presented some examples of forma1
heterogeneous specifications, and three examples of how implementations might be formally
developed from heterogeneous specifications.
We have constructed a small heterogeneous basis consisting of formalisrns and translations
between them. This heterogeneous basis can be used to provide a forma1 semantics to heterogeneous specifications, using a single forma1 notation of chûice. In this chapter, we used the
b a i s to provide an intersection semantics to specifications, thus restricting the use of notations
to only those mutuatly expressible elements. Other kinds of semantics can be given to heterogeneous specifications using the provided heterogeneous basis, t hough we do not consider these
herein. We have atso concentrated our efforts on the use (and combination) of prirnarily s t a t e
baçed notations; further extensions to the basis and general approach to pure forma! method
integration will have to occur in order to handle reactive and real-time notations and methods.
However, a start in this direction has been made by the inclusion of predicative prograrnrning
(which includes concurrency constructs) in the heterogeneous basis.
The use of an intersection semantics has several side-effects. In particular, with such a
semantics the generalized proof rules for procedural refinement (see Section 2.3) are not much
more complicated than those from [Morg94, Hehn931. This suggests that with an intersection sernantics, heterogeneity does not make procedural refinement (or data transformation, or
satisfiability checking) any more difficult to perform.
One further point deserves further mention, and that is rest rictability: the confinement of
a notation (and method) within the context of a development situation. With Our approach

to method integration, al1 notations and al1 methods are restrictable: one uses a particular

notation and method only when needed, for t h e specification and deveIopment of parts of a
system. And, as we wili see in the last two chapters, this is a n extremely important property

to have, especially when attempting to integrate formal met hods into existing and semiformal
approaches to developrnent.

In the next chapter, we commence the process of combining forma1 methods with semiformal
methods by examining semiformal notations, their addition to the heterogeneous basis, and how

they can be used in writing specifications.

Chapter 3

Semiformal Heterogeneous
Notations
Formality is intrinsic t o the notations and methods we have examined so far. However, formal
notations and methods are not a panacea [GuHo93]. They are techniques that should be used
when developers have reason t o believe that their use is warranted, for example, in building
critical systems [BoHi94], or when dealing with complex d a t a structures o r complex functionality

with many exceptional cases [LFB96]. There will very likely be situations when it will be
desirable to apply semiformal notations and methods, e-g., when the expense of using explicit
formality is too high, when experienced personnel are unavailabte, or when constructing user
interfaces.
We typically find that semiformal notations and rnethods are much more widely used than

their formal counterparts. There are several reasons for this, and we Iist a few here.
The semiformal notations involve Iess mathematics, and hence may be more attractive to
the average developer who rnay have been Ied to believe that "niath is hard" [HallSO].
a

Semiformal notations and methods have been used in industrial settings for many years,
and are now reasonably well-understood and appreciated by developers and managers
[Brya89].

0

Semiformal notations and methods typically offer more specification structuring facilities and more support for the complete software lifecycle than do most forma1 methods
[PWM93, SFD921.
There is the impression that semiformal methods and notations can be cheaper and simpler
to apply than forma1 notations and methods [Hall9O]; this has been refuted in case studies,

e-g., see [LFB96, HoKi921. This impression may have the effect of making semiformal

techniques more attractive to managers.
Starting in this chapter, we examine method integration and heterogeneous notations involving semiformalisms. We commence by discussing the imprecision of semiformalisms, and the
effect of this irnprecision on wrïting and using heterogeneous specifications that include both
formal and semiformal parts. We continue by adding the semiformal notations mention4 in
Chapter lspecifically data Row diagrams and structure charts [DeMaTS, YoCo791, proces
structure diagrams [Jack75], structure text [PresSZ], subsets of programming languages, and
selected Cod-Yourdon object notations [CoYoSOI-to

the heterogeneous basis, wit h specific.

fixed interpretations. After completing the additions to the basis, we consider several examples
of heterogeneous specifications that use the semiformalisms.
The material in this chapter is a prelude to Chapter 4, where we will examine in detail how
to combine forma1 and semiformal methods via heterogeneous notations.

3.1

Ambiguity and Int erpretation

Semiformal notations are by definition ambiguous with respect to how they are to be interpreted
[RandSI]. interpretation typically varies with the context in which the semiformal languages
are to be used. In order to add semiformal notations to the heterogeneous basis, we have to
eliminate this ambiguity in interpretation so that we can give the notations a forma1 semantics
and thereafter use them (formally) in composition with other notations.

Part of the appeai of semiformal notations is their lack of a fixed interpretation. This can
make the semiformal notations easier to use than forma1 notations, and can make semiformalisms more flexible with respect to extension and application to new problern domains. If
we fix an interpretation for a semiformal notation and give this notation a forma1 semantics,
we may experience several problerns.

r We may alienate users of the semiformal notatia'i in question because the interpretation

provided may not be the one that they are used to.

m The existence of a forma1 semantics for what (syntactically) appears to be a standard,
widely used semiformal notation may make developers-particularly
the semiformal use of semiformal notations-unwilling

those familiar with

to use the notations.

a We may make the notation unsuitable for certain applications, since the interpretation

and semantics will have been fixed. For example, if we provide a state-based semantics for
flow diagrams, we may not be able to easily use the notation (with such an interpretation)
for specifying reactive systcms.
It is possible t h a t any interpretation and formalization provided to semiformalisms may not
conform with t h a t used in particular development methods, tools, or devetopment contexts. If
developers need t o change the interpretation to fit their tasks, they should do so and reintroduce
the notation into the basis by providing translations based upon this new interpretation. We
provide example interpretations and formatizations in this chapter in order to dernonstrate the
general scheme of how to add semiformalisms and formalization procedures to the basis.

3.2

Adding Semiformal Notations t o the Basis

We now add several semiformal notations to the heterogeneous basis created in Chapter 2. This
process involves two tasks:
O

fixing an interpretation for each semiformalism;

a providing a forrnalization procedure for each notation, based on the interpretation, and
producing a forma1 specification written using a formalism already in the heterogeneous
basis.

By performing these tasks, we give ourselves the ability t o formally reason about the semiformal
notations, and t o precisely define compositions involving such languages. The latter capability
is essential if we are to use forma1 methods combined with semiformai methods, with the intent

of carrying out partial or complete proofs on specifications. After carrying out such additions
to the basis, t h e difference between semiformal and forma1 notations becomes moot: al1 specifications that are written during the course of use of integrated methods can be considered to
be formal.
We construct formalization procedures for the semiformal notations that were discussed in
Chapter 1, specifically: d a t a fiow diagrams, process structure diagrams (i.e., Jackson diagrams),
structure charts, structure text (i.e., pseudocode), selected Coad/Yourdon notations, and small

s u bsets of imperative prograrnming languages.

In Chapter 2, we constructed a heterogeneous basis containing several formal notations. It
should now be apparent why we did this before adding the semiformalisms: we can now use any

of t h e formalisms-and,

more generally, any combination of said languages-to

give a forma1

semantics t o t h e semiformalisms, and thus add t h e latter languages into the basis.
T h e formalizations t h a t we add t o the basis will be modelled as (total) functions from a
semiformai notation t o a forma1 notation. Similar to what was done in Chapter 2, each function
will be extended t o be t h e identity function on al1 non-domain language specification parts, and

will use the specification cornbinators in the domain notation t o guide the process of translation.
More precisely, if we define a forrnalization f from a semiformalisrn X to a formalism Y, t here is
a heterogeneous extension

j

such that j : U L i

+ Y, where Li is a language in the heterogeneous

basis,
When applying

j t o a heterogeneous specification, we treat specification parts t h a t are

not in t h e notation X , but are cornposed using a combinator of X , a s if they were primitive
specification parts in X. This is done for t h e purposes of defining the effect of j on non-X
specification parts. Informally, we "wrap" the non-X specification parts in primitive X-syntax
(e-g., process bu bbles, function interfaces) s o t hat t hese parts can be partially formalized using

f . In wrapping the non-X parts, we do not translate these parts into the notation of X ,
but enclose thern in some simple syntax so t h a t t h e translation can be carried out. After the
formalization, extra information that is part of the non-X part can be forrnalized (if necessary)
and added t o the result of the application of j .
More precisely, we define t h e extension

j

as follows. If x is a specification in X ! then

while if z is not in X (and is not wrapped up in X syntax), then

j

behaves as t h e identity

translation.

Similarly, if x is in X, while combinator

O

and specification z are not in X, then

~ ( x o z ) ;Z O Z ,
i.e., we treat x

O

z as if it was written in the language of t h e combinator o.

If x and a combinator

O

are both in X , while z is in a second (different) notation 2,then

f (x O Z) 2 / ( x

0

wz)

where wz is a "wrapped" version of

t, i.e., z

syntactically written as a primitive specification

element of the notation X. After applying j , and expressing z O z in the formalism Y, extra
information from the formatiration and translation of z into the notation of Y can be added
to j ( O~z).
Primitive specification elements include: processes (for both d a t a flow diagrams and process
structure diagrams); units (for structure charts); and functions and statements (for pseudocode
or programs). Semiformal specification combinators include d a t a flow, hierarchical ordering, sequencing, function composition, rdations, etcetera. Wrapping a specification might encompass
sirnply drawing a circle or a box around the specification, or may involve providing a functional
interface to the specification. We will frequently accentuate the syntax of a wrapper in such a
way so as to make it clear that the syntax is for the purposes of translation (e.g., by drawing
d a t a flow processes as rounded rectangles, etcetera), and so as t o clarify explicitly the restricted
u s e of heterogeneity. ExampIes of specifications, wrappers, and syntax, are given in Section 3.3.

3.2.1

Data flow diagrarns

Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are a widely used notation for describing the passage of information
about a system. They feature in several analysis and design methods, including SA/SD and

SSADM. DFDs are an ambiguous semiformalism; they can be interpreted in several ways,
depending on how they are used. An example of a DFD was shown in Figure 1.1. A primitive
specification part in DFDs is a process, while the key specification combinator is data flow.
In order to add DFDs to the heterogeneous buis, we need t o fix an interpretation and
provide the notation with a forma1 semantics. This has been done before; for exampIe, see
Randall [RandSI], or Semmens and Allen [SeAISO]. We follow Randali's technique here, though
we modify it to allow for more flexibility in letting specific processes change the state.

In [Rand911 and in this dissertation, a DFD represents a set of operations being carried
out on a state. This can be conveniently mapped ont0 the Z format of specification, where a
state and operations thereupon are described in terms of a collection of Z state and operation
schemas.

In DFDs,t h e state is represented by data stores (usually depicted as parallel lines in diagram
form). Operations are expressed as DFD bubbles; and, input and output from the system is
represented by external entities. Thus, a data flow from a process to a data store depicts change
of state, while the converse flow indicates no change in state, providing there is no further arc

from process t o store. Interna1 d a t a flows are from process t o process, and represent declarations
and visibility statements for particular state elements.
The process of formalization given in (Rand911 h approximately as follows. We will add
modifications s o t h a t d a t a that Bows from process to process can be changed within a process
without having to explicitly interact with the data store; this resolves to adding an "invisible"
d a t a store (or "invisible" store interactions) between processes when needed.
1. Give types t o the data flow from external entities. For each data store, generatc a Z schema w i t h an
appropriate declaration and the same name as the store.

2.

For each data flow bubble:
(a) Gencrate a

Z scherna with the same name.

(b) For each data fiow:

i. f r o m a data store t o the bubble, providing t h a t there is no flow frorn the bubbte back to the
store, add Zstorename t o the schema.
ii. f r o m the bubble t o a data store, add Astorename t o the schema.
iii. f r o m an external entity t o the bubble, add label? : T to the schema, where label is the
name on the flow, and

T is an appropriate

type.

iv. f r o m the bubble t o an external entity, add label! :
o n the flow, and T is an appropriate type.

T t o the schema, where label is the narne

v. f r o m the bubble t o a different bubble, add label : T t o the schema, where label is the name
o n the flow. and T is an appropriate type.

The formalization process does not generate any process details for the creation of invariants
of the Z schemas. If process specifications (PSPECs) are provided with the DFD (e-g., written

using a program description language), then these parts too can be formalized and added to
the Z schemas as reqtiired. We discuss formalization of pseudocode specifications briefly in
Section 3.2.4.
This is one possible formalization. It does not allow us t o represent or reason about nondeterminism, triggering, or reactive behaviours of DFDs.

If we need to work with such a

semantics and interpretation, we must alter our formalization accordingly. Examples of other
interpretations are given in [LKP91] and [ZaJa93].

In a DFD, it may arise that the d a t a passed between two processes needs to be changed by
the receiving process, but no explicit d a t a store interactions are depicted. [Rand911 does not
handle this artifact. We have (at least) two options in this case:
1. Add a data store betwecn the processes (providing one doesn't already cxist) so as t o implement
the state, and r e r o u t e the interproces data flow first t o this new store, and then to and from the
destination process. Formalization can then occur as described above. If a data store already exists for
the particular flow, r t r o u t e the data flow first t o the store i n question, and then from the store back
t o and f r o m the destination process. Then, formalize as discussed above.

is a flow label f r o m bubble A t o bubble B . and label represents a state variable (i-e., we
want t o allow B t o change label), then add label, label' t o the dedaration o f B. and add label t o the
dularation o f A, with an appropriate type in both cases.

2. If there

We prefer 1 since it explicitly forces u s to p1ace state interactions where they are implicitly
needed. An example of a forrnalization using 1 is given in Chapter 4, w hen we examine different
development paths that may be followed using a heterogeneous specification approach. See
[Rand9 11 for an example of forrnalization.

In [RandSI], a procedure is given for extracting a DFD frorn a given collection of Z schemas.
This extraction process is as follows.
1. For each Z state schema, draw a data store, and give it the same name as the schema.

2. For each Z scherna t h a t represents a state operation:
(a) Draw a DFD bubble, w i t h the rame name as the schema.

(b) For each state schema used but not changed by the operation, draw a data flow from the
corresponding data store t o the process.
(c) For each state schema used and changcd by the operation, draw a data flow from the process t o
the corresponding data store.

(d) For each input t o the operation, draw an ucternal entity (if requircd), and add a data flow from
this entity t o the process and label it with the name o f the input.

(e) For each output f r o m the operation, draw an external entity (if required), and add a data flow
from the process t o t h a t external entity and label it with the name o f the output.

3. Fill in data flows between processes.

It is not always possible to extract a meaningful DFD from a set of Z schemas using the
above procedure. For the translation to be meaningful, we require one Z schema to correspond
to one system operation: and, we require the

Z state schemas to correspond to DFD data

stores. When the Z specification is not organized in this manner, the extraction procedure will
not provide profitable resuits. In such a case, we will have to rely on developer knowledge to
ext ract a semiformal specification.

The extraction procedure above ignores the information provided by Z schema invariants
and any schema calculus operators. We might be able to use some of this information in the

DFD formulation by extracting visual predicates and translating, or by producing PSPECs.
3.2.2

Process structure diagrams

Structure diagrams (SDs) are a visual language used in JSP and JÇD [Jack83]. They can be
used to depict a data or a process view of a system. An example of a structure diagram was
shown in Figure 1.3. Primitive specification parts include processes (in a process view) and sets

(in a data view); combinators include sequencing, selection, and repetition (in a process view),
and set relations (e.g., regular expression combinators) in a data view.
We will confine our use of SDs to the presentation of a process view of a systern: we
do not consider state vector or data flow connections. To this end, we interpret a process
structure diagram (PSD) as a set of operations on a state-as we did for data flow diagrarns
(again, this prevents u s from representing t riggering and nondeterminism) . We annotate PSD
units with conditions and processing details as needed, using any of the text-based forrnalisms
or semiformalisms in the basis, and integrate these annotations into our formalization when
necessary. (We consider the problem of formalizing structure text-which
the process and conditional annotations of PSDs-in

can be used to write

Section 3.2.4.)

There are three basic constructs in PSDs, which we now describe and formalize. The first,
sequencing, is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: PSD sequence constructor
Figure :3.1 describes the PSD sequencing constructor. With the interpretation we fixed
above, this construct can be formalized as

where A and the Bis are predicates, and each

Bi is a formalization of the corresponding PSD

unit shown in Figure 3.1. If the Bi's are annotated with process or condition details, the
formalization of each Bi will also include such details.
Figure 3.2 depicts an instance of selection, the second of the standard PSD combinators.
There are two particular cases for u s to deal with: when the condition c is specified in the
diagram; and, when it is left off.

If the condition c is explicitly given (as shown in Figure 3.2), then the PSD in Figure 3.2
can be formalized as

A =if

c

then Belse C ,

where each of A, B and C are predicates, and B and C are formalizations of the PSD units with

Figure 3.2: PSD selection constructor
the same name. This generalizes to multiple cases and to more complicated selection schemes
in the obvious ways.
If condition c is left out of the diagram, then we add a conditional annotation (a label) to
each branch and then formalize the annotated PSD as a guarded selection [Dijk76]. With this

formalization, we can prove nothing about the guards (although we can still refine the selection
by cases, if need be) until the development defines them.

The final PSD constructor is iteration, which is depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: PSD iteration constructor
As was the

case

with selection, iteration can be formalized in two ways. If the condition c

is explicitly given in Figure 3.3, it can be expressed (in predicate form) as follows
A = while

TC

do B ,

where A and B are predicates, and B formalizes the loop body in the PSD (the standard
interpretation of the PSD iteration is that the iteration proceeds until the condition c is true).
If c is not given, we can either add the annotation (as we did for selection) and formalize as
above, or we can assume that the repetition is infinite, and formalize as follows.

There are other constructors used in PSDs, but they are a11 variations on the ones we have
expressed above and can be formalized in similar ways.
It is possible to reverse the translation, that is, t o go from a formal specification to a PSD.For
exarnple, any specification in the refinement calculus-which

uses only operational imperative

constructors-can be mapped with information loss into a PSD. This

PSD will capture only the

operational structure of the refinement calcuius specification; detaiis with respect t o meaning of
specification statements, modular structure, function or procedure interactions, etcetera, must
be dealt with in other ways. This is also the case for translating from predicates to PSDs: the
operational structure of the specification (if any) will be retained in the translation, but other
tech niques must be used t o capture the formai, non-operational details.

3.2.3

Structure charts

Structure charts are a notation sirnilar in style to d a t a flow diagrams (in the sense that both
languages can depict information flow through a system), and process structure diagrams (in the
sense that both languages can describe structural and sometimes operational details). Structure
charts are used in SA/SD to describe modular structure and information flow across module
interfaces. They can be derived from d a t a flow diagrams via transaction or transform analysis,
or constructed by hand. The primitive specification unit in structure charts is the process (also

known as a unit); specification combinators include d a t a dow and hierarchical ordering.
T h e interpretation we place on structure charts is as for d a t a fiow diagrams: we interpret

a structure chart a s a set of operations on a state. Each structure chart unit represents a
particuIar operation or set of operations. We formalize this interpretation using Z9 and therefore
do not mode1 triggering or nondeterminisni. We treat units t h a t generate data (denoted by
ellipses attached t o leaf nodes in the chart) as d a t a stores. This is a design decision; we could
equally treat theni as external entities, which would change the fornialization. Other units are
formalized each a s a Z schema with particular d a t a declarations garnered from the specifications
of inter-unit data flow.

The formalization process for structure charts is similar t o t h a t for DFDs.
Formalire each data generator (an ellipse attached t o a leaf node) as we did for the data store in the
formalization of DFDs.
For each structure chart unit, create an operation schema with the same name as the unit.
For flow from a bubble to a unit (or vice versa), formalize this link as was done for flow from and t o
data stores in the DFD formalization (steps 2.b.i and 2.b.ii o f Section 3.3.1).
For data f that is passed from a unit A to a unit
of the schema for A.

B.

add f (with an appropriate type) to the dcclaration

(Optional.) For each non-leaf unit A with children (in order) B1,B2,. . . Bk, add the relational
compositions o f the invariants o f Bi,. . . Bk to the invariant for A, and add the declarations from
Bi,. . . Bk t o that for A. If there arc no invariants givcn for the B,, we can add the predicatc
(inv Bi).
(inv Bz).. . . .(inv Bk)t o the invariant for .4, and fiIl the invariants in when the inv B,*s
become defined.

The optionaI step 5 is done if the structure chart is to depict sequencing of units, Le., leftt-right

execution. If there is inter-unit data flow in the structure chart t h a t indicates looping

of executions, then step 5 should not be done.
As was the case with DFDs, if process details (eg., PSPECs) are given, these can be added to
the corresponding schema invariants as needed, after appropriate formalization and translation.

We may want to aIlow particular structure chart units to change d a t a beyond that which
is permitted in the formalization process above. If we want to allow a unit S to change a state
variable a, we might add a, a' : T (where T is an appropriate type) to the declaration part of
the schema for S. In general, we might prefer to keep state interactions t o the leaf units of the
structure chart so as to minimize complications with declarations and to force the deveiopers
t o explicitly specify such interactions.

We might extract a structure chart from a set of Z schemas by combining previous results
as follows.
1. Transform the Z specification into a data flow diagram, using Randail's procedure given in Section 3.3.1.
This maps each Z scherna into an operation, and to extract data flow information from the forma1
specification.

2. Using cither transaction analysis, transform analysis. or a manual approach, obtain a structure chart
from the flow diagram of Step 1. This places a model o f sequencing on the specification.

Extraction of a structure chart from a Z specification is not always possible using the above
approach. We require that, in the Z specification, each schema corresponds to a structure
chart unit-i.e.,

a system module-and

Z state specifications correspond to d a t a generation

bubbles; that is, the sarne assumptions we required for the data flow transformation of the
previous subsection t o succeed. It is left to the developers to decide whether the structure
chart obtained in the above procedure is informative and helpful for their tasks.
3.2.4

Program description and programming languages

Adding an imperative programrning ianguage or a prograrn description language (PDL) to
the heterogeneous b a i s resolves to providing a fornial semantics for such a notation. And,
since this is a topic that has seen a certain amount of study (see, for example, [HoWi73,

GuHu93, HMR871).we only sketch high-level details of this integration process here. Primitive
specification parts in a PDL or programming language include statements and functions (or
procedures); specification combinators include sequencing, selection, iteration, and functional
composition.

Providing a forma1 semantics for a prograrnming language or PDL is a difficult problem in
itself, as the references listed above will attest. In this dissertation, the formalkation of such
languages is a means to an e n d - s o that we can use them in composition with other notations.
We do not provide a full forma1 semantia for e'tisting prograrnming or PDLs here, but instead
describe a general scheme for carrying out such additions to the basis.
The approach to adding a PDL or programming language is to provide a selective semantics
for the notation as dictated to us by the task at handl. That is, suppose we want to add a

PDL

to the basis. To begin with, we assume that al1 constructs in this to-be-integrated language
have a forma1 sernantics; for exarnple, we might assume that they are predicates. Then, al1
compositions involving constructs in this structure text language are forrnaliy defined (they're
predicates), alt hough we can prove nothing about the constructs t hemselves. If, whiie working
with this particular structure text language in a heterogeneous setting, we determine that we
need a forma1 semantics for a specific collection of language constructs, then we provide one.

We might obtain such a semantics from the language sernantics literature.
To reiterate, we provide a formal semantics to a PDL in order to add it to the heterogeneous
basis. We explicitly write down the semantics for those constructs which we want to use in
proofs. We give some examples for standard PDL language constructs.
1 . Function definition. A function deîtnition name, with interface args : T, rnight be for-

malized as:
name = X args : T *program,
A

where progmm formalizes the details of the function body. jT is a formaiization of the
semiformal type T. (We discuss data and types in more detail shortiy.)
2 . Data declamtion. A data declaration of a variable a of type T can be formalized as

var a : T in predicates. T is an equivalent of the type T in predicates (in general, we

require that, under syntax, T : T , in bunch notation).

3. Selections and iterutions. Any selection or iteration construct in the PDL can be immediateiy formalized as the equivalent predicate construct, providing that the condition and
construct body can be formalized.
'@La96]
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4. Sequential composition. A sequence can be formalized as dependent composition, provid-

ing that the operands of the composition can also be formalized.

5. Assignment. FormalizabIe as the equivalent construct in predicates.

Since the semantics of a

PDL is left informal, there is no way for us to prove or disprove that

any formaIization we provide conforms with the "existing" semantics.
Other constructs (e.g., input-output) can be formalized in predicates using, for example,
channel declarations and operations. Such comrnands are typically much more complicated to
formalize and use. The forma1 methods literature contains examples of how to formalize and
use such features.
We can add a n imperative programming Ianguage (or a subset) to the heterogeneous basis

in a manner similar to that just described for a PDL. The approach we take is to make a
blanket assumption that the language has a forma1 semantics, e.g., given using predicates. Al1
compositions involving the programming language can thereafter be assumed to be formal.
With just this assumption, we can prove nothing about the programming language constructs
t hemselves.

If we need t o make proofs about programming language partial specifications.

we must explicitiy write down the formal semantics of the respective programming language
constructs that we need-and

this semantics should conform itself to that which is standard

for t h e language. Examples of how to do this can be found in the relevant semantics Iiterature.
This approach-giving

a selective semantics to parts of a programrning tanguage-can

be

applied to any programming language that we choose. If a particular programming Ianguage
(subset) already has a forma1 semantics-for

example, Turing [HMR87]-we

can integrate such

a language by supplying translations from the formalism used to provide the semantics, into
one of the formalisms in our basis. In the specific case of Turing, the semantics is given in terms
of weakest preconditions, and so the language (or a part of the language) is integrated into the
b a i s for free,
For diflerent approaches to combining the use of formalism and programming languages,
see [GuHo93, FrLa961.
One complication that arises with allowing, in particular, programming languages in a
heterogeneous basis is in dealing with data and data declarations.

3.2.4.1

Coping wit h data dechations

A complication that arises with composing specifications in different languages is in dealing
with data and data declarations. More specifically, we ask: how do we deal with data t hat are
declared using one notation, but are useà in a specification part written in a second, possibly
very different notation?
'

To be more precise, consider a composition of specifications, P O Q. Let P be written using

one notation, and Q written using a different notation, and suppose that a variable v of type T

is declared in P. The composition

O

can be explicit (Le., a combinator in one of t h e languages

in the basis), or irnplicit. If v is visible in Q then v should be usable in Q. The question arises:
how do we use v in Q, when v is of a type T that may or may not be present in the notation
of Q. There are two cases for u s to think about.

2. When the type T has an equivalent (i-e., constructed in the same manner but using
different syntax) in the notation of Q.

2. When the type T has no equivalent in the notation of Q.

An example of case I arises, for example, when type T is N (and, Say, the notation of P is
the refinement calculus). If the notation of Q is, e.g., predicative programming, an equivalent
type for T is nat. To cope with this in the composition, we treat a declaration v : N as if, in
the predicative part, variable v h a . been declared of type nat. That is,

Rule 45 When the type T has an equivalent Tl in the notation of Q. declarations giving
type T are treated as synonym for type Tl when v is used in Q.

t.

It is more difficult to deal with Case 2. Such an occurrence might arise when the notation

of
O

P is that used in [Hehn93] and the notation of Q is a programrning language like C, while
is an explicit composition. Suppose then that T is an infinite set type. Infinite sets are not

expressible types in the language of Q. In coping with this we can:
not use v in Q (which is certainly allowable, but not atways easy because of the way the
problem may be stated or t h e specification is to be constructed): or,

r appeal to the heterogeneous basis, and give a semantics to the composition P
a notation in which v can be used with a t most a syntactic type change.

O

Q using

If the latter approach is taken, the C partial specification Q in our example might be formally
treated as if it had a predicate sernantics, and it can then make use of infinite sets and set
laws as needed using C syntax. The semantics given to the partial specification Q using the
predicate notation rnay not conform to the notation's standard semantics. Furthermore, we
may stiIl have to data refine away the type T to reach an implementation in terms of the
notation of

Q.

The general rule for handling this case can be expressed as follows.
Rule 46 When the type T is semantically inexpressible in the notation of Q , give a semantics
to the composition using the notation of P (or a more expressive notation). Then, Q can make
use of variables of type T with a formal semantics.
There is a third option when coping with case 2., and that is to use foreknowledge about a
data refinement. Suppose that variable u of type T will eventually be data refined to a variable
w of type T',

T' is expressible in the notation of Q. Then we can apply this data refinement to

Q prior to it being applied to P l while still keeping P in terms of v . Serious restrictions apply
to this approach: we must be careful to record al1 data refinernents-and

the order in which

they are apptied; and, we must ensure that data refinement can be perforrned partwise, over
the composition

O

(see Chapter 2 for details on data refinement). If

O

is an implicit composition

then this technique might be very convenient.
3.2.5

Object-oriented notations

We add selected Coad-Yourdon notations to the basis by expressing them using the forma1
notations of the basis. Coad-Yourdon OOA/D uses several new notations.
O

Object diagrams, for specifying objects, state, and met hods t hereupon.
Classification structures, for specifying inheritance.

O

Assembly structures, for specifying the assemblage of objects from other objects.

Message characterizations, to specify the use of one object's services by another.
instance connections, for specifying the interconnections between objects.
a

State transition diagrams, specifying the behaviour of an object.

Primitive specification parts in OOA/D include objects, while specification combinators include
hierarchical ordering, and instance relations.

In this section, we briefly discuss object specification, and the formalization of a few of

the Coad-Yourdon notations in 2. We take as our starting point the work of Hall [Ha11941 and
Hammond [Hamm94].

A key part of object-oriented analysis is the identification of objects. An example of an
object i s given in Figure 3.4. Object CHEMICA LS has attributes litres,formulas and vahe.
but has no specified methods.
CHEMICALS

Iures

formula^

Figure 3.4: An example object in Coad-Yourdon notation
The convention in Coad-Yourdon is that double rounded rectangles indicate multiple instances of an object in a system.
In [Ha1194],a n object is described by a Z s t a t e schema and a collection of operation schemas.

The s t a t e schema contributes a variable id whose type is the set of identities of that kind of
object. Consider an object O with a number of attributes and methods. A Z expression can
be constructed as follows,
1. Define appropriate types for the attributes of O
2. Define a schema O which has cornponents matching the objcct's attributes, using the types from
Step 1.

3. If the

object has a single identifying attribute, then name the corresponding schema component
(See [Hamm941 for an approach to handling compound attributes.)

id.

4. Add invariants to the schema as necessary.

CHEMICALS can be formally expressed as in the following Z s t a t e schema.
Chernicals
id : CHEM-ID
litres : P N
formulas : PFORMULA
value : N

The collection of al1 existing instances of CHEMICA L S in a particular system is modelled
as a d a t a store, using the DS convention from [Ha1194]. A state schema DSChemicals is used
to mode1 al1 object instances in a system.

DS Chemicals
chernicals : F Chemicals
idChemicals : C H E M J D

1

M

Chemicals

idChernicals = { c : chernicalsa e.id

I+

c}

The function idChemicals guarantees that no two objects in the state have the same identity.

A second convention from [Ha11941is used in specifying methods. The notation ROp denotes
an operation schema Op converted into a function. If Op is a method of object R as follows,

args? : A

id' = id

then the following definition of ROp is assumed.

1

ROp:A+RttR

1

ROp = { a : A . a

I+

{ O p 1 args? = a .BR ct BR'}}

Ha11 defines two generic functions that are used in specifying methods. We write

@,l

for

the relational analogue of functional overriding.

-

-

VI : Ï* X; r :

f

o X.
r = {j' : Junctions r a / @ f'}

The generic functions produces the set of functions from any relation.

functions = ( A r : I t)Xe
{ / : I u X I d o m / = d o m r ~ / ~r ) )

The specification of a method of a n object has two parts. A method f of an object. R is
specified as an operation scherna

P-

id' = id

Rf.

( i d is the object identity). Extra invariant and dedaration details can be added as necessary.

The second part of method specification is to specify the effect of a method on the system.
This is encompassed in Convention 1.
Convention 1 For a given system, the eflect of a method f of a unique object R on the system
is specified as an opemtion schema, RfSystem, as follows.

and R j is an opemtion schema for rnethod f a s described above.
If there is mom than one object R in the system, then the e,tfect of a method j on the system
is specified as follows. Let a? be the arguments of the method f, and i? be the identity of the
object R which is aflected by f . Then RfSystem models the effect o f f o n the system.

RfSystem

Li? : ID
a? : A

idR' = idRi,$

(({i?)

idR) ) (FM/
args?))

where Rf is a n operation schema /or method f as described above. (a is domain restriction on
a relation, a n d ; is mlational composition.) With this formulation, we must be care/ul to avoid
name clashes between parameters of the method f and those of the method being used in the
definition.
With this approach, operations are specified in terms of their overaIl effect on the system state,

rather than in terms of the messages that are sent in implementing the operation.

There are many ways to model classes in 2. [Ha11941 presents a very simple approach. He
first defines the set of al1 classes, [ C L A S S ] . Each class is then a member of this set. A class

hierarchy (Le., sub- and superclasses) can be represented using a reIation between classes:

F-

subSuper CLASS t, CLASS
subSuper+ n id Cluss = 0

where the relation subSuper gives the inimediate superclasses of a class. Subclass meaning with
t his model is that every member of a subclass is a member of the superclass. So, for example,
to introduce a class B that is a subclass of a previously defined class A , we could write:

Note that t h i s approach fixes the class model and class relationships for the specification. If
new classes or relationships are to be defined in the specification, then an alternative approach

is needed (see [Hall94] for ideas).

We now examine how the preceding might be used in expressing further Coact-Yourdon notations. We start by examining notations to describe relationships between objects. An assembly
structure describes object assembly relations. Consider the structure shown in Figure 3.5. The
upward triangle specifies that object A is assembled from objects B, C, and D.

Figure 3.5: An assembly structure

One approach to formally express the diagram is to express the relationship between each
object as a relation on object identities. Then, a composite relation can be constructed from
the set of individual relations. For example, we can model the relationships between A and
each of B, C, and D as follows.

Further constraints on the domain and range can be added as required. The assembly structure
is then modelled a s a relation.
t, P(B-ID

V id : U

U C-ID U D - I D )

D assernbly(id) = { r A B ( i d ) ,r A C ( i d ) ,r ~ D ( i d ) }

The range is a set because there is no order relation defined between the objects B , C , and

D in the assembly structure. This formalization extends easily to specific constraints (e.g.,
one-to-one, one-to-many) on specific relations in the assembly.
At an object model level, we interpret an assemblage as schema inclusion. For the structure
shown in Figure 3.5, the state schema for object A is formed from t h e state schemas for B, C,
and D .

The declaration of id in B,

C,and D can be normalized so as t o avoid

methods for the object A will include a11 the methods for B,

type conflicts. The

C,and D (with possible renaming

of attributes and rnethods t o avoid name clashes).
CoadlYourdon classification structures describe inheritance; an example is shown in Figure 3.6 (omitting method and attribute denotations).

Figure 3.6: A classification structure
In Figure 3.6, A is specified t o be a superclass of B , Cl and

D. This can be expressed in Z

by including the state schema for A in each of the s t a t e schemas for B , Cl and D. For example,

1

id E TYPE-B

In this example, the types of B and A are the same; B is a restricted kind of A. If instead B
is to extend the superclass A , for example, as specified in the following schema:

1

id E TYPE-B

(where de&

is some more declarations) then the types of A and B are not the same. Hall

notes that in fact al1 B's are A's, in the sense that

{ B .BA) C { A } .
Fu rt her details of t his approach-including

conventions to handle met hod in heritance-are

discussed in [Ha1194]. Hall also provides several sound (but not complete) conditions for the
s u bclass d a t i o n in the intensional semantics to hold,

A Coad-Yourdon instance diagram describes relationships between object instances, in much
the same way as an entity-relationship diagram [Che11761 describes relationships between instances of entities. An example of a simple instance diagram is shown in Figure 3.7.
r

'

3

Book

...

".S.

O* 1
O.

-...
L

Borrower

n

J

...\

J

Figure 3.7: A small instance diagram
The annotated arc between the Book object and the Borrower object indicates a relationship
between the objects.

The annotations on the relationship indicate its cardinality.

In the

example, the 0 , l annotation indicates that a specific Book is associated with O or 1 Borrowers.

The instance diagram can be formalized and expressed in Z in a straightforward fashion:
objects are modelled as described previously using Z state schemas. The collection of al1 existing
instances of an object is modelled using the data-store convention. Instance connections are
then modelleci as relations on object identities. Consider a relationship between an object Book
and an object Borrower. First, a name for the relationship is constructed, e.g., by concatenating
the names for the two objects (i.e., BookBorouier). Then the following cases occur in expressing
the relationship in Z:
1. If the relationship is one-to-one, then it is modelled as a partial injection.

1

BookBorrower : BookID

.*

BomwerID

2. If the relationship is one-to-many, then i t is rnodelled as a partial function from the
many-to-one side.

1

BookBomwer : BooklD

-ct

BomwerlD

3. If the relationship is many-ternany, then it is modelled as a general relation.

1

B o o k B o m w e r : BooklD

+t

BomweriD

To describe conditional participation of Borrower in the relationship (i.e., whether or not al1
instances of B a m u e r participate in the relationship), we add the constraint

dom BookBorrower Ç B o m w e r l d s ,
to the axiomatic definition (recall that Borrowerlds is defined in the data-store schema for

Borrower) . If unconditional participation occurs, t hen we add the constraint

d o m BookBorrower = BorrowerIds.
In an instance diagram written in a heterogeneous setting, we might include Z schemas
to represent objects.
shorthand-a

A (visually-depicted) relation involving a t least one Z schema is a

visual depiction of the relation on the id fields of the schemas. Figure 3.8 contains

an exampIe.

Figure 3.8: A smali heterogeneous instance diagram

-

This diagram formalized as follows.
A B : AID
BID
BA : B I D 4 AID

We might use Z schemas in diagrams like that shown in Figure 3.8 so as to not have to
translate the schemas into Coad-Yourdon notation, and so to clearly express the restrictable
use of the Z notation. A larger example is given in Appendix B.
Message passing diagrams describe the use of an object by another object. Usage can take

the form of requests for method invocation: a method of one object sends a m a g e to a second
object, and this message is serviced by invoking a requested method of the receiving object.
An example of a simple message passing diagram is shown in Figure 3.9. The arrows indicate
that messages are passed from object A to object B (and vice versa).

Figure 3.9: A message passing diagram

We present a very simple formalization of message passing in 2. We do not model the
reactive behaviour of objects with respect to messages; if such a model is required, a different
forrnalization should be used. In this formalization, each object is represented as astate schema.

A message type is defined, and for each object we express t h e messages sent and received as an
operation schema.
First, we give three types.

[ O B J E C T S ] , [OP], [ A R G U M E N T S ]

OBJECTS is the set of al1 unique object identities known to t h e system. OP is the set of ail
method names known to the system, and ARGUMENTS is the type of arguments to a method.

A message type is then as foIlows.
Message 2 [ dest : OBJECTS;sender : OBJECTS;

O

: OP; a : A R G U M E N T S ]

A message consists of a destination, a sender, a method to invoke, and arguments t o the invoked

met hod.
Next, the object A is rnodelled as a state schema (attributes is the attributes of A).

1
1

attributes : typeb4

id: M D

Then, we express the messages sent froni (sm!) and received by (m?)
object A.
MessagesA
rm? : F Message
sm! : F Message

1

= id A rn.o E AOps)
V r n : sm! r(rn.sender = id)

AOps is the set of al1 method names associated with object A, and .40ps C O P . Further

conçtraints on sm!and nn? can be added as necesary.

The final object notation we discuss is a variation on state transition diagrams. Session
state diagrams (SSDs) are a form of transition diagrarn with hierarchical aspects. They borrow
faeilities from both standard transition diagrams and state charts [HarD88]. State transition diagrams are used in object oriented methods and in the Ward/Mellor enhancements to
Structured Analysis [WaMe86]. They are a widely used and widely understood notation. We
demonstrate how to integrate SSDs-a

particular variant of state transition diagrams-into

the heterogeneous basis. The approach we describe applies equaIly welI to pure state transition
diagrarns, and may be generatized to other similar diagram notations, a s well. An example of

an SSD is shown in Figure 3.10.

Figure 3.10: -4 simple SSD

The ellipses are states; arrows are state transitions. qo is the initial state, and q~ an accepting
state. The encircled set of states is an 'explosion' of state 93. The transition from q2 on c maps
to state

q4;

state 93 is a dummy placeholder.

The formalization of SSDs in Z that we present is not intended to be used to fully rnodel
reactive behaviour: triggering or temporal actions are not rnodelled, nor are constraints on
when transitions occur. Alternative formalizations-for

example, using the communication

and concurrent primitives of predicative programming-should

be explored for handling such

feat ures.

To formatly express SSDs in 2, we first define the set of al1 possibIe states, and the alphabet.

We mode1 each SSD state as a schema, and use a state schema to model the global state of the
machine. We demonstrate this process for the example of Figure 3.10. First, we model the set
of states.

The global state of the machine represents the current state as t h e machine reacts to an input.

r

GlobalState
cumntstate : Stute
infinal, e m r : B

The global state is initialized by setting the current state to

be the initial state, and by

setting the flags to false (assuming that qo is not an accepting state and qo and

E are distinct).

Init ClobalState
A GlobalState
-

currentstate' = qo
infinal' = error' = false
Each state is modeled as a state schema with a collection of inputs (except for B, which is
a durnrny). For exarnple, for the SSD of Figure 3.10:

inputs? : ALPHABET
A ClobalState
cumntstate = qo
(inputs? = a ) + cumntstcte' = ql
(inputs? = b ) a cumntstate' = E
(inputs? = c ) j currentstate' = E
infinal' = error' = false
For a final (accepting) state Iike qs:

r

State6

inputs? : ALPHABET
A GlobalState
currentstate = q6
(inputs? = a ) + cumntstate' = q5
(inputs? = b ) currentstate' = q*
(inputs? = c ) + currentstate' = E
infinal' = true
error' = /alse

And for the (unique) error state, E:

r

StateE
inputs? : ALPHABET
A GlobaiState

currentstate = E
enor' = true
inputs? E ALPHABET

currentstate' = E

(Behaviour on inputs not in the alphabet of the

SSD is not defined.)

We can collect states in modelIing the placeholder state

a,using a schema disjunction

This approach is convenient for a heterogeneous specification style; each state can be enhanced with predicates, and can be described in the notation of choice (i.e., not necessarily Z
schemas).
We have sketched a very simple approach to expressing (in 2) several object-oriented notations. Z was used since it was already a part of the heterogeneous bais. The approach interprets
an object as a state schema and a set of operation schemas, Attribute inheritance and subtyping can be described using schema inclusion, or by relations between elements of the set of
aH classes. Instance connections can be formalized as Z relations wit h constrain ts t hereupon.

Method inheritance (which we have not discussed) is handled through naming conventions,
and is discussed in detail in [Ha1194]. This type of formalization has several weaknesses, most
notably its inability to directly mode1 the reactive behaviour of objects, e.g., with respect to
messages from the system or the environment. It may also not provide suitable formalizations

of encapsulation or dynamic binding. More detailed formalizations that can deal with such
concepts need to be examined in the future. A notation like predicative programming might
be of use here.

3.3

Examples of Het erogeneous Specifications

We now provide several examples of heterogeneous specifications that include parts written in
the notations added to the basis in this chapter. Since the b a i s now includes both forma1
and semiformal notations, we have a number of possible classes of examptes to choose from,
including the following.
0

"Pure" forma1 heterogeneous specifications, where compositions of notations are only
between the formalisms (this was examined in Chapter 2).

0

"Pure" semiformal heterogeneous specifications, where compositions of notations are only
between the semiformalisms.

0

Compositions of semiformal and formal notations.

We present t hree small examples-demonstrating bot h visual and textual compositions-from
the last two classes. Further examples wil be presented in Chapter 4.
Our intention with these examples is to illustrate how specifications might be written; we
pay no attention to method issues. As usual. we present only one possible way i n which the
notations can be used in writing specifications; digerent developers will Iikety choose other
approaches.

3.3.1

Data flow diagrarns and PSDs

Data flow diagrams depict the passage of information through a system, while PSDs can be
used to describe more operational details than flow diagrams, like sequencing and iteration.
This suggests that the two notations can be beneficially combined, since each language offers
features unavailable in the other.
Our example is as follows: we wish to specify a small system t hat determines the readability
of an English text document. This document will be stored in an ASCII file; it can be formatted
in any way whatsoever, except that the file begins with some header information (which might
include the name of the document, date of creation, etcetera), which is followed by free-form
English text. Our system should input the file, and compute a number of statistics that will
be used to calculate the document's readability. For our purposes, the precise definition of
readability doesn't matter; it depends on the average number of syllables per word, the number
of sentences, the number of words, the number of words with at least three syllables, and similar
statistics, corn puted over the entire document.
We specify a soIution using a composition of DFDs and PSDs. We leave the specification
at a very abstract level. A few data definitions, using the notation of [HehnB],are as follows.

word

header

: [*char]
: "head-narne'

finalstats

: [4

* mal]

data

: [4

* nat]

+ [*char] 1 "head-date" -+

nat

Informally: word will contain the current word being processed; header is the header information (e.g., title, date information) for the text document; finalstats is the results of the
computations; and, the aggregate name data is the list containing the accumulated statistics.

A heterogeneous specification is shown in Figure 3.1 1. We use DFDs where useful, and

corn bine the DFDs with PSDs t o complete the specification. Informally, the PSD part represents
a d a t a flow process (the formalization of the heterogeneous specification will also express this

interpretation).

Figure 3.1 1: Heterogeneous specification using DFD and PSD

The VALIDATE unit of the PSD verifies that word is properly formed and should be
processed; otherwise. word is ignored.

UPDATE updates various global statistics, like the

number of words, number of sentences, and a punctuation count; COUNT counts the number
of syllables in the word; and STATS updates the syilable count statistics for the document.
The dotted line encircling the

PSD part in Figure 3.1 1 is a depiction of a process wrapper

t h a t will be used when formalizing the heterogeneous specification. The wrapper indicates that
we are (formalIy) treating the PSD partial specification as a d a t a flow diagram process. When
formalizing this diagrarn, we first apply the formalization routine for DFDs in Z, treating the
entire circled PSD as a process with input data flows word,filenarne, and data (from external
entities and other processes). and output d a t a flow data ( t o another process). This results
in a set of Z operation schemas and state schemas. Once this formalization is complete, the
formalization of the PSD part (in predicates) is applied, the predicate is translated into 2, and

then it is added to the Z schema corresponding to the wrapped

PSD.

By appiying the predicate forrnalization of PSDs to PBODY, we obtain the foilowing.

PBODY

;while-cdo (

VAL I D A T E .

STA TS )
(Guard c is added according to t h e procedure in Section 3.2.2.) When applying the formalization
process to the data flow diagram, and treating the PSD part as a process, we obtain an operation
schema ProcessBody for the wrapped PSD.

Process Bod y
A data
word? :seq CHAR

PredToZ(PB0DY)
Translation PredToZ is obtained by composing PredToSSz with SSToZ. The result of applying

PredToZ(PB0DY) is an anonymous schema that is added to the schema ProcessBody. State
schema data is a formalization of the data store in Figure 3.1 1, and woni? is a formalization of
the external text file entity. A constraint on the predicate PBODY is that it is non-miraculous.

Corn bining PSD and DFD specification parts has the effect of allowing us to include procedural (i.e., operational) details with DFD specifications, thus extending the expressive capabilities
of both notations.

3.3.2

An applied numericd example

We now consider an exarnple of using heterogeneous specifications in a more applied setting.
Specifically, we are interested in writing a specification to model an ionic equilibrium [At kiSO].
An ionic equilibrium is a chemical system involving a number of different species. A niathematical model of the system is constructed so that the concentration of each species in the
equilibrium can be determined. The system is modelled as a polynomial, where the real roots of
the polynomial will be interpreted as a concentration of one particular species. These roots can
then be used to calculate the concentration of the other species in the system. We concentrate
on the numericaI aspects of the problem in this example, and do not concern ourselves with the

detaih of the chemistry.

The general modelling process will be as follows.
O

Initialize t h e system constants for the given equilibrium from a data file. The file will
contain the system constants and a number of system observations a t various temperatures.

For each system observation, calculate the coefficients for the polynomial model. The
polynomial will be initialized so that its roots give the concentration of hydrogen ion in
the system. Compute the roots of the polynomial to within a given precision. From this,
determine the concentrations of the species, and the ionic strength of the equilibrium.
Since in the model we will be dealing with polynorniais with real coefficients, the roots of
the polynomial may be complex. By placing an interpretation on a root as a concentration,
a complex value for a root is meaningleçs. Thus, we will have to ensure, somehow, that the

root-finding process produces at least one reaI positive root.

We commence o u r specification by describing a few of the data objects to be used in design.

N
a

root

:

nat

: [(N+l)*real]
:

[(N

+ 1 ) * cornplex]

nposroots, nob : nat
p 1, q 1, cconc, eps, p H , kw : real

ki,k2,k3,k4, k l p , k2p, k 3 p

: mal

cFe.cAs : real

N is the degree of the polynomial rnodel (in general, we may want 'to allow the user to change

N when executing the program so that experimentation with the model can occur). a is a

+ ai xN-' + .. + a N ).
(root(j)has the form x + iy, where

list of (real) polynomial coefficients (the polynomial has the form z N
root will contain the N (compIex} roots of the polynomial
i2 = - 1 and x and y are real). The

k's are constants used in calculating the coefficients of the

polynomial, and in determining concentrations of species after the roots have been calculated.

We will use Bairstow's method for finding the complex roots of the polynomial model (it
is described in any good numerical analysis textbook). Previous experience has shown that

Bairstow's method is welI-behaved for the kinds of polynomials we will encounter in this a p
plication. There are many other good approaches, though they are typically more complicated

to irnplement. An initial specification of a root finding procedure might be the following (in
Hehner's notation):

Specification (3.1) is definitional and will allow implementation using a n y complex rootfinding algorithm. Since we are constrained to use Bairstow's method, we alter the formal
specification to take this obligation into account.

A forma1 specification of Bairstow's method might look like the following. I t is much more
det ailed t han (3.1) , because we have included precision considerations and have accom mod ated
the iterative nature of the method in the specification. We also assume that the coefficients
have been normalized by

al

(i.e., the coefficient of xN is 1.0). We comment the specification

using the C format.
BAIRSTOU = AN : nul; pO, qO, eps : reaf; itag : nat
var m , it : nat; p , q , s u m , os : real O (
it' = itag A itagf = 0.
while ( N > O) do (

O

(

*/

/*

Base case: a degree-1 polynomial x+a(1)=0 has 1 r o o t

/*

Use quadratic equation t o f i n d r o o t s of degree-2 polynomial

/*

*/

I t e r a t e once over B a i r s t o u s s method and find a s e t of r o o t s

*/

p ' = p O ~ q ' = q O ~ m ' =1.
w h i l e ( m < i t ) do (

b'l=al-p~b~L=a2-pxbl-q~c'l=b~l-p~c~2=b'2-pxc'1-q~
V j : 3, ..IV 10
b'j = aj - p x b'(j - 1) - q x b f ( j- 2 ) A c'j = b'j - p x c ' ( j - 1) - q x c f ( j- 2 ) .
e ( N - 2)' # c ( N - 3) x ( c ( N - 1) - b ( N - 1))
e ( N - 2) x 6; c ( N - 3) x d i =
- b ( N - 1 ) A c ( N - 1) x dp c ( N - 2 ) x 6: = -bN.
p t = p + d p A q f = q + d q ~ s u m ' = ( d p( + I J q 1 .

+

+

+

/*

Check t h e bound on t h e number of i t e r a t i o n s

*/

= 1 ) then os := sum else OR.
( m # 5 Vsum<os)*(
sum 5 eps a (

i f (m

/*

Calculate t a o r o o t s , and a d j u s t c o e f f i c i e n t s .

*/

m = 5 r\ sum > os

N t = O A m' = it

+ 1)))))

We now consider the entire process of constructing a polynomial mode1 and calculating
results. We specify the procedure using Jackson p r o c w diagrams (PSDs)-making
visual aspects-composed

use of their

with predicates. The predicates will be expressed visually, wrapped

in PSD syntax, in order to abet the formalization process. In order to accentuate those PSD
processes that have predicate specifications, we write such processes as rounded rectangles, and
and within these rectangles we either wnte the full predicate (if it is not too large), or write
the name of the predicate, and express the complete predicate details elsewhere.
Heterogeneity in this specification arises t hrough the compositions of process diagrams with
predicates, and through compositions of structure text (developed from the PSDs) with textbased predicates. Figure 3.12 shows the heterogeneous PSD, caic-concs; the main part of the
specification is the repetition OBSERVATIONS.
The OBSERVATIONS loop in Figure 3.12 is specified using a

PSD that includes predi-

cote parts. The predicate parts include: initialization of the polynomial; initialization of the
Bairstow quadratic factors; the BAIRSTOU specification given above; a predicate numroots to
calculate the number of real positive roots of the polynomial; and a predicate (nposmot

> 0) +

likelies t , where likeiiest selects the "li keliest" root as a solution. ( nurnroots and likeliest are
given in the heterogeneous structure text below.)

A formal expression of the heterogeneous specification in Figure 3.12 can be constructed by
extracting predicates from each predicate part, and by using the PSD formalization procedure
given in Section 3.2.2. Since al1 parts in this heterogeneous specification are formalized as
predicates, such a translation proces is straightiorward to carry out.

A translation of the heterogeneous specification into heterogeneous structure text is possible;
we give an example so as to fil1 in some of the missing parts of Figure 3.12. We omit some
details (e.g., the actual values for the polynomial coefficients, a full specification of Bairstow's
method) so as to not repeat details given earlier, and to Save space. The forma1 semantics of

t h i s specification is given in terms of predicates: the structure text combinators (SEL, ITER

WHILE, ;, etcetera) are al1 treated as syntax for predicate combinators.
calc,concs SEQ
init-process;

.----*

I

liktlien

pasroot

l

&--.A

= ...

A

I

-

-

I

t

O

L

1

I

I

n p r o o t > 0 =>

check-

1 L

output-

- ...

concs

.'

~ P ~ S ~ O O ? nposroor
=
,
1
O

I

Figure 3.12: Heterogeneous process structure diagram

open-files;
ionic-consts;

OBSERVATIONS ITER WHILE i l n o b
input-obs;
adj-precision;
a f ( l )= . . A ...A a f ( N + 1) = 1.0 .
pl' = 0.40 A ql' = der x 0.005 .
BAIRSTOV(N,pl,ql,eps,itag) .
nposmot := # ( s i : l , . . N + 1 @ R e root(i) > O A I root(i)
~
=0) .
check-posroot SEL n p o s m t = O
set-cconc-to-pH;
check-posroot ALT nposroot 2 1
ok;
check-posroot END
n p o s m t > O =+ ( N = O
cconc := I O - p H ) A ( N > O a (
cconc := m t ( i l ) .
ensure V j : ( § k : I , . . i V + L o R e m t ( k ) > O A h r o c i t ( k ) = O ) *
1 m t ( i ) - IO-pH 1 5 ( mot ( j ) - 1 0 - p H 1 ) ) .
cFe' = . . A . . A CAS' = . . A U t = . . A gAs' = .. .
output,concs;

OBSERVATIONS END
calc,concs

3.3.3

END

Data flow diagrams and predicates

For a final example, we combine data flow diagrams and predicates. We use predicates to specify
particular process details. In Chapter 4, we develop an implementation for this specification
using a n integrated method.
The detaiied problem description will be given in Chapter 4. Our concern here will be to
specify a system that: (a)generates a set of normalized test data; and then (b) simulates a firstcorne first-served or round robin scheduler on this test data. The d a t a consists of: a sequence
of CPU arriva1 times with Poisson distribution; and a sequence of process burst lengths, with

80% of the burst times having Iength in [O..l), and the remaining 20% with times in [1..10).
The test d a t a should be generated and then stored in a file. The simulator should operate o n
the d a t a from this file. The simulator will compute average wait times for groups of processes
divided according t o their burst lengths.
We begin by specifying the problem's two constituent parts: the d a t a generator, and the
simulator. In the specification, we add the file named data. The actual reason for performing
this introduction is so that later, once we have reached code b e l , it will be possible t o separate
(both syntactically and in terms of execution) the generator and simulator code portions. This
specification is shown in Figure 3.13.

LAMBDA

SCREEN

USER

Figure 3.13: Level 1 Diagram
We have drawn the genemtor p r o c w a s a rounded rectangle, in order to denote that it will

be given a predicate specification. We also consider these rounded rectangles to be the syntactic
wrappers needed when constructing the forma1 semantics for the compositions of predicates and
data flow diagrarns.

We specify the generator part using a predicate, since its functionality is suitably complex
to warrant a forma1 development. The process details for genemtor are as follows.

genemtor

h

= t'0 = O h

(c'O = 0.9 x mndom

+ 0.1 v c'O = 9.0 x

mndom

+ 1.0) A

V i : 1, ..NCIMBER?o
( c ' i = 0.9 x random

+ 0.1 V c'i = 9.0 x

mndom

+ 1.0) A

t'i - t ( i - 1) = -LAMBDA? x log,mndorn

mndorn is a function generating a random mal uniformly distributed between O and 1. c and
t are lists holding the generated burst and arriva1 times, respectively. INITIAL is the initial
length of the sirnulators' queue once simulation begins; NUMBER is the number of pieces
of simulation data to generate, while LAMBDA is the Poisson parameter used in the data
generation. These data items should be added to a data dictionary (along with their forma1
types, where known) and can be used in specifying other parts of the solution (constrained, of
course, by scope). Full details of the data dictionary are supplied in Appendix A.

The next step is to refine the Sirnulate FCFS or RR bu bble. We do this using a heterogeneous data flow diagram, shown in Figure 3.14 (note that Figure 3.14 shows only the refinement

of the Simulate FCFS or R R bubble, and not the entire flow diagram).

Figure 3.14: Refinement of Simulate FCFS or RR
The rounded rectangle simulate represents a process that will be given a predicate specification later. sirnulate is the specification of the simulators. Its full predicate specification will be
given in Chapter 4. Informally, sirnulate applies either a first-corne first-served or a round-robin
simulation algorithm to the initialized queue, and calculates the new values of the statistics.
The semantics of this heterogeneous DFD is provided by treating the predicate parts
sirnulate and generator as DFD process bubbles; the rounded rectangles are process w r a p
pers used in forrnalizing DFDs based on the procedure in Section 3.2.1. That is, to forrnaIly
define t h e compositions of DFD bubbIes and predicates, we formalize the diagram using the

DFD formalization p r o c e s (Section 3.2.1). Then, ptedicate specifications can be obtained frorn
the bubbles generator and sirnulate to supply schema details as need (an example of semantics
is shown in Appendix A).

In Chapter 4, we consider this example in more detail, present t h e specification of simulate,
and develop the specifications into code, basing the approach on SA/SD and predicate refinement. We will also show a forrnal semantics (in 2 ) of the heterogeneous specification.

3.4

Summary

The results of this chapter give u s a heterogeneous basis that can be depicted as shown in
Figure 3.15.

In Figure 3.15, solid arrows represent explicitly writteii-down translations; dotted arrows
represent extractions. We have not shown direct mappings between semiformalisms, si nce we

Larch LCL

Larch LSL

Figure 3.15: The heterogeneous b a i s (including semiformalisms)
have not discussed this in detail (mappings between, for example, DFDs and structure charts
are possible by transaction flow analysis). The basis can be extended to include new formalisms
or semiformalisms by adding translations as needed. See [Paig97] for preliminary extensions,
including SADT and CSP.

The chapter commenced with a brief discussion on the problems associated wit h using semiformalisms in our heterogeneous setting. In order to use semiformalisms in composition with
formalisms (and other semiformalisms), we require that the semiformalisms have a forma1 expression of semantics. This means that al1 specifications written and used in methods integrated
via heterogeneous notations should be considered forrnal.
After discussing ambigu ity and interpretations we next provided formalizations for several
semiformal notations. The formalization we provided for each semifornial notation was statebased and was given in notations like Z and predicative programming. Typically, a semiformal
specification was forrnalized as an operation (or a set of operations) on a state. This style of
formalization prevents specifiers from taking, for exampie, a reactive interpretation for notations which often are used in this way (e.g., data flow diagrams, state transition diagrams). For
contexts in which such formalizations and semantics are needed, the given formalizations and
interpretations for the semiformalisms should be changed. The Iiterature contains examples of
alternative formalizations [ZaJa93, LKPSl] and interpretations for the notations considered i n
this dissertation, and the heterogeneous basis can be extended to use some of these formalizations with Iittle difficulty.
The specific formalizations used in this chapter were as follows.

a Pmess structure diagmms: formalized as predicates on a system state that may be in-

voked by the systern or the environment.
O

Structure charts: similar to process structure diagrams; Z is used t o formalize a structure

chart as a set of operations on a system state. Data flow between units is formalized as
interactions with state or the environment, or cause the declaration of new local state.
Data Jow diagmms: as for structure charts.

Object diagmms: an object is formahed in Z as a fragment of a system state associated

by convention with operations on the system state.
a Structure text and progmrnming languages: formalized (typically using predicates) as a

set of operations on a state.
If these state-based formalizations are not appropriate for specific applications, they should be

changed.
After presenting the additions to the basis, and discussing their consequences and use, we
considered several examples of heterogeneous specifications that involved semiformalism. T hese
ranged from compositions of different semiformalisms (e.g., DFDs and PSDs) to compositions
of semiformal and forma1 specification parts (e.g., DFDs and predicates). We showed ways in
which syntactic differences between the notations could be resolved, and demonstrated how a
forma1 semantics could be given to heterogeneous specifications written using semiformalisms.
As we saw, these heterogeneous specifications were not niuch more difficult to understand-both

formally and informally-than

hornogeneous equivalents.

The material in this chapter is a prelude to examining impure forma1 method integration,
which we consider in detail in the next chapter.

Chapter 4

Impure Forma1 Method Integration
In Chapter 2, we used forma1 heterogeneous notations to integrate forma1 methods. The results
of these integrations were formal, in the sense that the combined methods could be used to
write forma1 specifications, and could be used to carry out rigorous proofs of satisfiability
and refinement. We presented several examples of forma1 heterogeneous specifications, and
examined how they could be used in the development of implementations.
Semiformal methods are a n alternative and a complement to forma1 methods. They are
widely used, exist in many different paradigms (e.g., structured, object-oriented, real-time)

.

and use semiformal notations. These methods are perceived t o be easier to apply and cheaper
to use than formal rnethods [HalI9O], though they do not offer the precise specification and
proof capabilities of the latter techniques.
We added semiformal notations to the heterogeneous basis in Chapter 3. This process
encompassed fixing an interpretation and providing a formalization for the notations'. In this
chapter, we use the materia1 from Chapter 3 in performing impure forma1 method integration,
combining one or more formal methods with one or more semiformal methods. Rationales for
carrying out and using such integrations include:
0

allowing the addition of precise notations and procedures t o otherwise semiformal methocis
[BoHi94];

0

allowing the gradua1 and restrictable introduction of formalism into practice [FiLa95];

0

serving to make formol methods sirnilar in style t o semiformal rnethods in terms of specification and procedure, thus making the forma1 met hods more attractive and accessible
to the average developer [Webe93].

--

'

-

- -

~ do
e not require users of heterogeneous specifications to

formalizations.

be restricted to our interpretations and

The discussion in this chopter concentratg on demonstrating the application of a met hod
for formal method integration. We use this meta-method t o produce new integrated (ninta-)
methods. In particular, we present two examples of met hod integration.
1. A structured integrntion. We combine Çtructured Analysis and Structured Design (SA/SD)

[DeMaïg, YoCo791 with a program design calculus. We choose SA/SD because it is mature, widely studied, and widely used throughout industry. Also, there exist several
integrations of instances of SA/ÇD with formal met hods that have been considered in the
literature [SeAlgo, PWM93], and we can qualitatively compare our approach with these
others in order to evaluate the relative practicality, appticability, and complexity of our
technique.
2. A n OOA/D integrntion. We combine Coad-Yourdon 0 0 A / D [coYoSO] and the Z notation

(with method supplied for the latter technique using a common 'house method' with
d a t a transformation). We choose t o examine integrations with

OOA/D for a nurnber of

reasons: OOA/D is more recently-developed than SA/SD; and its integration exhibits
heterogeneity in a different form than SA/SD.
The chapter is organized as foIlows. We commence by briefly discussing some previous work on
the construction of method integration rnethods in order to provide context. We next present
a meta-method for forma1 method integrotion based on heterogeneous notations. We also give

the results of two applications of the rneta-method: a SA/SD-based (meta-) method; and,
a Coad-Yourdon OOA/D-based (meta-) rnethod. We then discuss the properties that arise

from using such an integration approach. Finally, we give two detailed exam pies, one using
the SA/SD-based method, and the other using the Coad-Yourdon-based method, in order to
demonstrate the practicality of the approach.

4.1 Previous Work on Methud Integration Methods
Method integration literature was surveyed briefly in Chapter 1. A common feature in this material was the ad-hoc nature of the integrstions presented; typically, a new integration tech nique
was devised for each setting. In this section, we consider the concept of a method integration
method, a systematic technique for combining methods. tn particular, we focus o n the high-level
approach described in Kronlof [Kron93].

Systematic approaches to method integration are suggested by comrnon elements throughout t h e examples in the literature [Kron93, PWM93, LKP911. In the approaches taken in
these works, relationships are defined between notations, procedure steps are interleaved, and
instances of methods are chmen to suppiement, support, or complement each other. A methodicaI approach to integration would be worthwhile, since it would reduce the probability of

making a mistake in carrying out integrations, and would give method engineers procedures to
(at least informally) check their work.

The method integration method suggested in [Kron93] is very general: it can be used to
combine techniques that support the complete development process, rather than just system
specification and design. It con also be used to support integrations for methods other than
software developrnent techniques. T h e general technique is as follows.
1. Definition

O/

the

Target Process: the engineering process is explicitly described, and the

requirements imposed by it for the supporting method are analyzed.
2 . Selection of the Methods To Be Integmted: this is often based on process requirements and
external pressures. During selection, a coarse plan is formed on how to use the methods
in the context of the target process.

3. Definition of the Underlying iModei: the choice of rnodel depends on many variables, such
as:
0

the objects to be modelled;

a the appropriate abstraction level;

a the appropriate modelling paradigms.

Methods are chosen for integration so that their underlying models make sense when
combined.
4. Definition

O/

Language Mappings: after the niodel is constructed, translations to this fixed

underlying mode1 are constructed. The semantics of the languages (formal or otherwise)
need not be preserved under these translations.
5. Guidance to the User: deviations from the original methods are noted, and explanations
of new relationships between modelling steps are noted. Small examples demonstrating

the use of the new relationships are suggested as being helpful in understanding the new
technique.

We compare Kronlof's approach with a heterogeneous-based meta-method in the next section.

4.2

A Meta-Method Based on Heterogeneous Notations

We now present a methodical approach to forma1 method integration based on heterogeneous
notations. Our description is akin to what was presented in Section 4.1; in this sense, it describes a strategy to be fotlowed in integrating forma1 methods with other (formal or semiformal)
techniques. After presenting the meta-method, we briefly compare it t o that of Kronlof. Then,
over the next two sections, we employ the approach-cornbining specific formai and semiformal methods-and

then apply the integrated methods to some problems. The heterogeneous

notation-based meta-method is a s follows.
1. Fiz a base method. Fixing a base method is step aimed a t assisting method engineers

in determining roles that individual rnethods can play in the integrated method. A base

method can suggest a set of steps (i.e., a partial meta-mode1 [Meta94]) that are to be
supported and complemented by other (invasive) methods. A base method rnay support
more of the software development cycle than other methods; it may also provide those
steps that a developer may want to use the most during development.
2 . Choose invasive method(s). Invasive methods augment. are em bedded, or are interleaved
with the base method. In this step, possible relationships between the base and invasive
methods are decided. In general, any method can be chosen as invasive with respect to
a base rnethod; our particular interest is in forma1 methods, so we will frequently choose
one or more forma1 methods as invasive (note that the base method can also be formal).
The selection might be done on the b a i s of
notational convenience, e.g., for adding operational details to flow diagrams, for
adding precision to semiformal specifications;
methodological convenience, e.g., for adding a new sequence or sequences of procedures to a base method, such as forma1 refinernent to a non-refinement based
technique, or precise modeling capabilities to a previously informal technique;

0

interna1 constraints dictated by requirements, management or Company policy, or
regulatory bodies.

3. Combine the notations of the base and invasive methods. This is accomplished by adding

new notations from the base and invasive methods to an existing heterogeneous basis,
or by constructing a new heterogeneous basis from scratch. A single forma1 notation
from the heterogeneous basis (that is to be used to provide a forma1 semantics to system
specifications that arise in the use of the integrated method) can be chosen and fixed a t
this point.
4 . Generalization and relation of procedure steps. The procedure steps for the base and

invasive methods are manipulated in order to define how they will work together in combination. Either one or both of generalization and relation manipulations may be applied
to the procedures, In more detail, the manipulations are as follows.
Generalization. The procedure steps for the base and invasive methods are general-

ized to the writing and use of heterogeneous notations. This can be a very unintrusive
form of integration. An example of a generalization integration is demonstrated by
Wing and Zaremski [WiZa92] in combining SA with Larch.
Relation. Relation of procedure steps can follow generalization. Relationships be-

tween the (generalized) base procedures and (generalized) invasive procedure steps
are defined. Examples of relationships include the following.
- Linking of procedure steps, by defining a translation between notations, e-g., as
in the SAZ Project [PWM93].

- Replacement of entire procedure steps in a base rnethod by (generalized) proce-

dure steps of an invasive method. The invariant in such a replacement is t hat
the procedure steps being added must do at least the tasks of the procedure
steps they are replacing

- Extending a set of procedures to contain (generalized) steps from other methods.
This rnay change the ordering of procedure steps (i.e., the meta-model) in the
method being extended. Changes in the meta-mode1 rnay occur by having the
added steps duplicate tasks that are done elsewhere in the method that is being
extended.

- Supplementation of procedure steps.

Specific procedure steps of one method are

identified and are supplemented by steps from a second met hod. Supplementation does not change the ordering of procedure steps, i.e., the ordering of steps
in the integrated method is identical to that in the rnethod being supplemented.

Invariance of this procedure ordering can be obtained by ensuring that the procedures being added do not duplicate or overlap with steps of the supplemented
method outside of those procedures being supplemented.

- Parallel use of procedures, by describing relationships that order or interleave
the use of two or more separate sequences or sets of procedures. An example of
this kind of relation is suggested in [LKPSI].

5. Guidance to the user. Hints, examples, and suggestions on how the integrated method
can be used is provided.

In Chapter 2, a collection of formal methods (Le., a Z house style, predicative programming, etcetera) were integrated. The integrations were carried out by first generalizing the
specification styles associated with each method to the writing of heterogeneous specifications.
For example, the Z style of specification (which encornpasses including informa1 documentation

with Z schemas) is generalized to include predicate specifications and specification statements.
Next, the proof rules for procedural refinement, data transformation, and satisfiability checking
that are associated with Z, predicative prograrnming, and the refinement calculus were supplemented with proof rules from the ot her met hods. Furt her, heterogeneous development laws
(that allowed change of notation within a proof step) were used t o link formal rnethods. These
i ntegrations were examples t hat applied bot h generalization and s u pplementation in com bining

methods.

Cornparison of meta-methods

4.2.1

We have described two meta-met hods for met hod integration, one from Kronlof [Kron93], and
the other based on heterogeneous notations. We now briefly discuss how the two meta-methods
differ.
1. Target process. The target process is explicitly defined and modelled in Kronlof's metamethod. In the heterogeneous approach, the process is known and fixed: it is system

specification, design, and im plementation. Kronlôf's approach can therefore be seen as
more general, though also more abstract.

2. Modelling. The mode1 in Kronlof's technique is chosen t o make integration "straightforwardn. In Kronlof's technique, a model can encompass a procedure (meta-) model and a
system model. In our approach, a system model is fixed for the application to which the
integrated method is applied. This modei is chosen to make development of the system
using heterogeneous specifications as straightforward as possible. We do not formally or
explicitly model procedural aspects of methods.

3. Language mappings. In both approaches t o integration, language mappings and translations are defined in order to construct relationships between method steps. In [Kron93],
the mappings are defined once a model is in place, and are fixed for the duration of use of
the integrated method. In t h e heterogeneous approach, the mappings are constructed a t
the notation level-before

integration occurs-and

are independent of generalization and

relation.
4. Fomality.

The heterogeneous approach is specifically for combining formal methods

with other methods. The technique in Kronlof has primarily been used for combining
semiformal methods (examples in [Kron93] do consider formai met hods).

4.3

An Integration involving SA/SD

In t his section, we corn bine S t ructured Analysis and Struct ured Design (SA/SD) [DeMa7S7
YoCo791 with a forma1 method, using the general technique presented i n Section 4.2. SA/SD
will be integrated with predicative programming [Hehn93]. The result of the integration presents
a method that features:
a

structured diagramming notations and procedures;

0

formal specification techniques for processes and system state;
forma1 and semiformal refinernent capabilities;

a

well- known and weH-u nderstood heu ristics and user guidelines.

In applying the meta-method from Section 4.2, we make the following decisions. The base
method in the integration will be SA/SD. The invasive method will be predicative programming;

the predicative notation can also serve as the "basis notation" that can be used in defining the
meaning of heterogeneous specifications. The SA/SD procedures will be generalized to use
predicates, and then the predicative programming refinement rules will suyplement the SA/SD
procedures for decomposition, process specification construction, and implementation. Two
special-case integrations-that

are related to the supplementation integration-will

encompass

linking of SA/SD and predicative programming in two ways.

We cal1 the main (su pplementary) i ntegrated met hod heterogeneous SA/SD (H-SA/SD, for
short). The integration alIows interleaving of the individual predicative and SA/SD procedures;
there need not be a single transformation from SA/SD to predicative programming, e.g., as is
done in [PWM93] or [SeA190]-though

it can be used in such a way. We therefore can maintain

the restrictability of the forma1 notation and its proof procedures. We depict the H-SA/SD
procedure in Figure 4.1. In this diagram, ellipses represent procedurat steps ordered from top
to bottom; boxes represent (heterogeneous) method products. Thick lines between ellipses

represent ordering of procedure steps. Arrows represent "production" (out of an ellipse) or
"use" (into a n ellipse) of a method product.

Figure 4.1: H-SA/SD procedure

in more detail, the procedure for H-SA/SD is as follows.

1. Analyze the pmblem. A context-level data flow diagram is produced.

ASIDE. Steps 2, 3, and 4 are often performed in parallel (see Figure 4.1);
we write them sequentially in the text for ease of presentation. End of iiside.

2. Decomposition. The context-level DFD is decomposed into more detailed process components, and into more detailed leveis. The processes of such a diagram can be written
as standard data flow diagrarn processes. Some processes may later be given predicate

process specifications (PSPECs). If, at the decomposition stage, we know that a specific
process might later be given a predicate PSPEC, then we draw this process as a rounded

rectangle at the DFD level, in order to note this distinction. This in effect allows a reader
of the diagram to quickly and efficiently determine the occurrence of use of the predicative
programming method. We can also add predicate PSPECs later, in Step (4).

We obtain restrictability of the forma1 notation, by allowing the user of the integrated
method to control the extent of use of the forma1 notation in the heterogeneous DFD
specification, as needed.

3. Add type in/ormation. Standard regular expression type notation can be used, as can
forma1 notations for augmenting the formal partial specifications. If the Yourdon variant
of SA is to be used, the data dictionary can be augmented with an entity-relationship
diagram [Chen761 (os shown by the dotted box in Figure 4.1).
4. PSPEC Production. Process specifications are constructed and added. PSPECs may be

specified using structure text or predicates. By giving t h e user control over where and to
what extent the predicate notation is used for writing PSPECs, we obtain restrictability
of the predicate notation.
At this stage of the H-SA/SD method, there are several options at our disposal in proceeding
to design.
O

Curry out a complete formal development by linking. Using the translations of Chapter 3 ,

we can map the heterogeneous

DFD and PSPECs produced so far into a forma1 (hetero-

geneous) specification. Development of a n implementation from this form might occur

as discussed in Chapter 2, using (procedural or data) refinement. Alternatively, after

producing a formal (heterogeneous) specification using t h e translations of Chapter 3, the
specification can be analyzed, and it can be determined what is missing from the initial
heterogeneous specification. This information may be fed bock into the initial heteroge
neous development. This is akin to the approaches suggested i n , e.g., [PWM93, Se..\i90],
and this method transformation is depicted in Figure 4.2.

i feedbark h o Decomposition.
PSPEC proaùcrion. Adâ Type In/o

Figure 4.2: Following a forma1 development path by linking
The generation of a forma1 heterogeneous specification occurs immediately after the parallel steps of PSPEC production, decomposition, and type information addition. It can
also occur elsewhere in the cievelopment, e.g., after producing a structure chart. This is
a n example of a Iinking relation defined between method steps.
Carry out a complete semijormal development in a subsidiary support fashion. The heterogeneous DFD is mapped into a standard (homogeneous) data Row diagram or structure
chart, ignoring any predicate partial specifications. Any DFD processes designated as
having predicate PSPECs are treated a s standard DFD processes for this mapping procedure; the mapping to structure charts can occur using transaction or transform analysis
(or any ot her manual approach). Furt her semiformal specifications can be eztracted from
any predicate parts, and added as PSPECs to the extracted DFD or structure chart.

The resulting structure chart or DFD can then be used as in standard Structured Analysis and Structured Design for the production of an. implementation, with the predicate
parts being used for documentation assistance. This linking relationship between (part
of) H-SA/SD and standard Structured Design is shown in Figure 4.3.

Extraction might be carried out so as to be able to deai with changes in requirernents,
or to provide architectural depictions OF heterogeneous specifications, or to help explain
partial formal specifications to users unfamitiar with such techniques.

Figure 4.3: Following a semiformal development path by extraction
Extraction can occur a t any time, though it may be difficult to do in certain situations,
e.g., when large forma1 specifications are being used. Here, we have shown it taking place
after Steps (2),(3), and (4). This is another example of a linking relation defined between
met hod steps.
O

Continue with a heterogeneous deuelopment. This is the process show11 in Figure 4.1.

which is described in more detail below, in Steps (5)-(7).
The design stages of Figure 4.1 are as follows.

5. Create a heterogeneous structure chart. The heterogeneous DFD is transformed into a
structure chart, either by hand or by transform or transaction analysis. The resutting
structure chart will have formal parts, i.e., some modules or units will have predicate
specifications. The formal parts will be depicted as rounded rectangles (while structure
chart units wiil be depicted as rectangles). The forma1 parts can be used in a subsidiary
support or a central construction role as required.

ASIDE. Steps 6 and 7 can be done in parallel; this is straightforward to see,
since refinement of PSPECs o r predicates can prod uce a partial implernentation.

End of Aside.

6. Refine PSPECs and pmdicutes.

PSPECs are elucidated and semiformally refined by

adding more detail. Predicate parts are formally refined using the standard rules from
[Hehn93].
7 . Generate an implementation. The design is implemented. The predicate parts are trans-

formed (possibly by data refinement) to code. The non-predicate parts can be transformed
to a program design Ianguage level, which can then be implemented as is standard in
Struct ured Design. Transliteration into a programming ianguage may have to occur.

The relationships between the H-SA/SD method and the formalization and extraction o p
tions shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, are depicted in Figure 4.4 (with possible feedback shown).

semiformal developm~ni

/or?& dacclopmenr
requrred?
I

required?

f

m l r i le-merhod
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Stcps (3

Figure 4.4: Relationships among integrated methods
As shown in Figure 4.4, after Steps ( 1)-(4) of the H-SA/SD niet hod, t here can be a decision

step where an evaluation on how to proceed with the development is made. This evaluation
should be done with reference to the current status of the development, and with consideration
of the functional and non-functional requirements on the development. The evaluation step
might include
rn an accounting

of the time needed to complete the work, based on the current state of

progress using H-SA/SD, and the expected level of difficulty in completing the remaining stages of H-SA/SD. After partially completing the development with the H-SA/SD
method, we rnay have a better idea as to the utility and difficulty of using the integrated
niethod for the given problem.

O

an evaluation of any changes in functional requirements during the first stages of development.

O

an accounting of any changes in non-funct ional (e.g., personnel, management) requirements during the development.

The evaluation p r o c w rnay suggest that the development can proceed according to the H-

SA/SD method. It may also suggest that a formalization path be taken (and the formalization
option of Figure 1.2 be used), or that an extraction path be followed (and the extraction
alternative of Figure 4.3 be used.)
Heterogeneous specifications arise in several stages of the H-SA/SD method depicted in
Figure 4.1: in the early stages, in terms of heterogeneous d a t a flow diagrams and PSPECs;
in the design stages, in terms of heterogeneous structure charts and program design language
specifications; at the implementation level. in terrns of programs: and a t the data dictionary
level, in terrns of d a t a definitions. Note that in H-SA/SD there is no direct link between the
structured method and the formal method, e.g., as in [SeAISO]. We can therefore guarantee
the restrictability of use of the forma1 notation: in particular, for specifying and developing
complex system elements. A link between the structured method and the formai method can
be constructed by translation, as shown in Figure 4.4.
The properties we obtain through the H-SA/SD method include the following.
a Restrictability:

the predicate notation is restricteci in the integrated method. It is used

only when necessary, for writing PSPECs or data definitions, and for carrying out refinement of specifications to code. Restrictability also allows for gradua1 introduction of
the predicate notation, and hence rnethod, into a development setting. The H-SA/SD
method we have described expresses a range of methods, with each instance using predicative programming to a different degree.
m Semantic gap control: the semantic gap that arises through the use of a formal notation

in development [PHGSI] is reducible: the gap between the analysis notations (heterogeneous data flow diagrams) and the design notations (heterogeneous structure charts
and pseudocode) is smaller than that which would arise if pure predicates were used as
a specification and design notation. A cost associated with reducing the semantic gap is
having to understand and work with heterogeneous specifications.

0

Method tmnsfonnation: in a heterogeneous setting, there are times during a development
when the method being used can be changed, by transforming the notations being used.
This can occur, for example, when making a transition from anatysis t o design: as is
described in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, we can transform the H-SA/SD method to a pure

SA/SD development or a pure forma1 development (or anything in between), even as the
development proceeds. This is discussed more in Section 4.5, and demonstrated in one of
the examples of Section 4.6.

We can compare the H-SA/SD method with integrations discussed in the literature. For example, the SA2 method [PWM93] links SSADM with 2. There is a transformation from an

SSADM development to a pure Z development. Reçtrictability and gradua1 introduction (as
we have defined these terms) of the Z house style is not straightforward to use or carry out. In
our approach, predicative programming and SA/SD can be linked as shown in Figure 4.5.

A similar approach is offered in [LKPSI]. Here, SA is combined with VDM; VDM specifications supplement and can be automatically derived from the products of SA. The S A and

VDM techniques are used in parallel; heterogeneity onIy arises implicitly, when VDM specifications are used as DFD process specifications. The approach does not offer the same kind
of restrictability of the forma1 notation as does the H-SA/SD method, instead providing restrictability in terms of the role that the forma1 method plays in development. Furthermore, in

[LKPSl], the composition of the VDM rnini-specifications with the d a t a flow diagrams is left
entirely informal.
The unintrusive integration of Larch with SA i n [WiZa92] uses Larch interface language
specifications for writing PSPECs, and LSL specifications for defining a d a t a dictionary. The
relationship between the Larch and SA specifications is left informal, and restrictability and
method transformation are not considered.
We demonstrate the use of the H-SA/SD method in Section 4.6, where we solve a small
simulation problem.

4.4

Object-Oriented Met hod Integration

Object-oriented methods have seen much recent use and study. A nurnber of different objectoriented analysis and design methods have seen presentation in the literature; these include
Coad-Yourdon [CoYoSO], Booch [Booc94], and Shlaer-Mellor [ShMe92]. The techniques al1
share a common meta-met hod: the description of objects, relationships amongst t hem, and the

construction of attributes and methods for the objects.
In this section, we describe a heterogeneous variant of Coad-Yourdon OOA/D. We integrate
the specification language 2-and

a Z 'specification style' with data transformation [BSC94]-

with the Coad-Yourdon method. We describe when Z can be composed with Coad-Yourdon
notations, and how the Coad-Yourdon procedures (described in Chapter 1) can be supptemented
with Z specification styles. Such a combination should be studied for several reasons.
It demonstrates how an object-oriented rnethod can be supplemented to (restrictably)
include forma1 specification notations and methods.
a

It suggests how a forma1 specification-based method can be made more accessible and attractive t o developers through its combination with a well-known object-oriented method.
It provides evidence to support our claim of the systematic nature of the heterogeneousbased integration approach. The approach can handIe integrations invotving bot h d a t a
and process modelling, and object-oriented modelli ng.

0

It demonstrates a variant of heterogeneous specification different than what we observed
with the SA/SD integration, one that involves subtle complications in dealing with notation compatibility.

In applying the meta-method of Section 4.2, we deside the following. The base method is
Coad-Yourdon OOA/D, and the invasive method is a Z specification style combined with data
transformation. T h e Coad-Yourdon procedures are generalized to use 2 , and the

Z proof pro-

cedures and specification style rules are used to supplement the Coad-Yourdon procedures. In
particular, Z wilt be used to specify particutar objects and object methods (where the use of the
forma1 notation is justifiable), white the Coad-Yourdon procedures will guide the production of
specifications, and Coad-Yourdon notations will be used where the

Z notation is not.

The integration of Coad-Yourdon with Z will permi? flexible interleaving of method steps.
However, as we will see when we get to the example, the focus of the integration will be at the
level of design, in terms of description of the operations of an object.

We represent the integrated Coad-Yourcion/Z method in Figure 4.5. Ellipses are procedure
steps ordered from topto-bottom; boxes represent heterogeneous method products. Sequencing
is represented by thick lines between procedure steps. Arrows out of and into ellipses denote
production and use of method products, respectively.

structure rnodel

Instance mode1

Heterogeneous
procedural specs
Figure 4.5: Iiit.~grstedCoad-Yourdon/Z Met hod

In more detaii, the integrated method is as foltows.
1. Identify objects. These are modeled using the visual notation described in Chapter 1, or

using the

Z formulation

discussed in Chapter 3, or a combination.

2 . Identify structures. Structures of objects are modeled using the Coad-Yourdon classification or assembly diagrams, or by schema inclusion in

Z as discussed

in Chapter 3. Since

Z schemas can be used a s a (partially) visual notation, explicit compositions between the
two notations can occur on a visual level.

3. Define subjects. Abstractions (Le., large collections of structures) can be described using
the Cod-Yourdon diagramming notation.

4 . Define object attributes and instance connections. Attributes can be semiformally denoted
as in the Coad-Yourdon diagrarnming notation or more precisely described by using Z state
schemas. Instance connections are denoted as in Chapter 3. Each object instance can be
denoted using Z or the Cod-Yourdon object notation.

5. Define opemtions. Object operations are identified and named. The narnes are added to
the specifications previously generated by adding names to the Coad-Yourdon diagrams,
or by specifying Z operation schemas that are named according to the convention defined
in Chapter 3.

In the design phases of the integrated method, the heterogeneity of specifications becornes more
apparent, as the Z schernas are used to precisely specify procedural details and d a t a structures.

6 . Mode1 subclasses, message characterizations, and elabomtions. Object descriptions are
refined to include descriptions of appropriate subclasses. These may be described semiformally using the diagrarn notations of Coad-Yourdon, or formally using 2.

ASIDE. Steps 7 and 8 can be done in parallel (and we do so in the example
given later in this chapter). End

O/

Aside.

7 . Represent data structures. This can be done using a combination of Z state schemas and
semiformal Coad-Yourdon data notation (e-g., pseudocode, regular expressions, etcetera).

8 . Reprrsent proceduml details. This can be done using a combination of Z operation x h e m a s
and semiformal Coad-Yourdon notations (e.g., pseudocode) .
The properties we obtain from this Coad-Yourdon/Z method include the following.

Restrictability: Z need be used only when required in analysis and design, for describing
objects, attributes, and methods. Restrictability is convenient to attain in t his integration,
due to the explicit interfaces that are introduced between specification parts by the use
of an object mode[.

Graduai introduction: Z can be gradually introduced into the Coad-Yourdon method by
restricting and managing its use in each phase.

Semantic gaps: the semantic gaps introduced by using a formal method in a development
are reduced due to the capability of using multiple (formal and semiformal) notations
in a specific phase of development, and by the existence of the heterogeneous basis that
p ruvides systematic notation translations.
O

Method transformation: transformations between the heterogeneous specifications of the
Coad-Yourdon/Z method and pure Z or pure Coad-Yourdon notation are possible, as

are partial transformations: see the translations from Chapter 3. If constraints on the
development change, the met hod and developrnent can be t ransformed (either partially
or totally) to better fit the new restrictions. That is, for example. a pure forma1 (Zbased)
method can be generated, or a pure semiformal (Coad-Yourdon based) method can be
extracted, and t hen followed.

The use of the Z notation in this integration need not be localized: Z can be used throughout the integrated method for describing objects, instance connections, attributes, niethods,

and procedu ta1 details. The integration preserves the meta-technique of Coad-Yourdon, using
the method's underlying procedural framework to structure the production of heterogeneous
specifications and the eventual implementation.

The Coad-Yourdon/Z integration differs from the H-SA/SD integration in a couple of ways.
The Coad-Yourdon/Z integration features fewer places t han H-SA/SD where explicit notation compositions are used, due to the nature of the constructed specifications. The
Coad-Yourdon/Z met hod presents more implicit compositions, however, based on the
descriptions of operations and attributes in the object models.

The heterogeneity in the Coad-Yourdon/Z method is oriented around the design stages,
in terms of attribute and operation representation. Heterogeneity is pervasive in the
heterogeneous SA/SD method, and need not be focused in design or analysis.

Z has been linked with object-oriented methods in the past, e-g., see [Hamm94], for an integration of Z with Shlam-Melior. The main difference between Hammond's general approach
and our own is in procedure: Hammond constructs a transformation from the Shlaer-Mellor
products into Z, and interleaving of different method steps is not considered. Z has also been
extended t o various object-oriented specification styles, e.g., Object-Z [SBC92], etc.
We use Coad-Yourdon/Z method-instantiated

with a third technique-in

Section 4.6,

where we analyze and construct a textual analysis and graphics system, and implement it
in C++.

Properties

4.5

Method integration techniques can be compared both quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative measures will be highly dependent upon the developrnent context, and especially on the
application t o w hich the integrated method is being applied. We focus on qualitative measures.

We briefly descri be several properties t hat we O btain t hrough using the heterogeneous- based
method integration approach, a n d in the process discuss why it may be convenient to offer a
method integration technique t h a t features such traits.
4.5.1

Restrictability

Weber-Wulff [WebeSB] suggests t h a t when introducing a forma1 method into a develo-ment
technique, the resulting integration must provide for restrictability of the formal method. This
should occur For a number of reasons.
0

So development of a product can still proceed to a degree using well-understood techniques, even though a new (and potentially costly) method or notation is being introd uced.

0

So as to be able to evaluate the applicability of the forma1 method to the project and
development setting.

0

So as to reduce the immediate costs and the learning curve of applying the new method.

Method integrat ion techniques t h a t d o not provide for restrictability of newly-introduced meth-

ods risk alienating developers, who rnay not be able to evaluate the efficacy of new methods in
their own context and still complete their work.
T h e integrated methods discussed in this chapter provide for restrictability of forma1 meth-

ods with respect t o t h e use of fùrmal notations in t h e specification and development of a system.
Forma1 notations (on which the forma1 methods depend heaviiy) can be cornbined with serniformat notations; t h e resulting heterogeneous language is used t o write system specifications,
with the forma1 notations being used only where necessary. T h e forma1 methods can then be restricted t o operate solely on those parts where forma1 specifications are written. Restrictability
will be demonstrated in t h e examples of Section 4.6.

4.5.2

Translation

Translation was discussed in detail in Chapters 2 and 3, in terms of translations between
formalisms? mappings from semifornialisms t o formalisms, and extractions. Translation is used
t o give a forma1 semantics t o a heterogeneous specification. It also has several other possible
uses.
O

For communication purposes, s o as t o help explain a system component t o a developer
who rnay be unfamiliar or inexperienced with specific notations [GrVe95]. I t may be
particularly helpful t o supply procedures for extracting semiformal specifications from
formal specifications, especially if the forma1 notations are unfamiliar t o developers.

0

To study t h e structure of a forrnal specification, e.g., by extracting a diagram from a
formal specification as suggested by [Randgl].
To accommodate changes in development constraints through translations in method and
notation. For example:

-

reduction of time: if the time constraints t h a t are initially placed on a formality-using
development change in progress, then the planned use of the forma1 method may have
t o change. Development rnay have t o continue-either

partially or completely-at

a

semiformal level. One way t o accomplish this is to extract semiformal specifications
from a forma1 specification, and t o have development proceed using the semiformal
specifications.

- reduction of physical resources: e.g., formal methods experts. It is recommended
that forma1 methods experts be available for consultation on reasonably complicated
projects t h a t use such techniques [BoHi94]. If, for some reason, these experts become

l e s available for t h e given project, then some of t h e development may have t o revert
t o a semiformal approach in order t o be completed on time. Extraction of semiformal
specifications can a b e t this process.
T o help document t h e development for maintenance and evolution purposes. l t is possible
t h a t a heterogeneous specification o r developrnent t h a t has used multiple rnethods may
pose maintenance problems if future system maintainers are unfamiliar with such methods.

By providing translation techniques, we can reduce t hese complications by giving a scherne
t hrough which documentation (e.g., semiformal specifications) can be ext racted.
Translation can be used t o give developers more flexibility in managing the amount of formality
t h a t is explicitly present in a development. In a heterogeneous setting, there are the following
conveniences with respect t o translation.

Dynamic changes. Translation can be used to move through the range of specification
formality as development proceeds.
When a development commences, a specification (heterogeneous or otherwise) is written
using a certain a m o u n t of formality. T h e development begins with a particular set of
functiona1 and non-functional constraints in minci; these constraints may change over
time. For example, we might lose language or method experts t o another project; or,
the deadline might be moved up; or, the requirements rnight change.

If such events

occur, it is unlikely t h a t the initial plan of development will stiil be totally applicable,
and hence the specification might not be appropriately expressed in terms of aniount of
formality. Formalization and extraction can help in changing the development-in
of the forrnality present and the notations and rnethods used-to

terms

accommodate t h e new

const raints.
In Chapter 4, we give a n example of specification and developrnent and apply both formalization and extraction t o the specification. As we will see, the process of extraction
occurs a t the levet of explicit formality present in the specifications. The forma1 specifications are kept for documentation purposes, and development can occur using semiformal
specifications with reference t o the forma1 specifications.

Partwise jomalization and extnzction. In a heterogeneous setting, both formalization and
extraction may be performed by parts. The ability to do this rests on the heterogeneous
basis, and the ability to carry out translations between notations in the basis.

In a

heterogeneous setting, formalization is translation into one of the formalisms in the basis,
while extraction is translation into one of the serniformalisms in the basis. Applying
one of these procedures in a heterogeneous setting transforms the specification so that it
explicitly includes more or less formality; its semantics is still given in terms of the basis.
The extent to which partwise formalization and extraction can occur will depend on the
notations that we use, and on how we construct specifications.
We will demonstrate translation when we consider examples (see Section 4.6.1).

4.5.3

Gradud introduction

If a new method

c m be gradually introduced into

a n existing development technique. then the

effectiveness and cost of the new method can be evaluated and the developers can be trained in
its use, al1 while development proceeds [Webe93]. The effect of introducing the new method into
the development can be controlled while continuing productive work. The heterogeneous-based
approach to method integration provides for restrictability and hence gradua1 introduction of
method by controlling the amount that each notation and method is used. With control over
notation use. a method can be insinuated into an existing devetopment method.
4.5.4

Semantic gaps

Semantic gaps [PHGSl] arise when there is a transition between different notations. Penny et
al [PHG91] suggest an approach to minimizing semantic gaps in the software lifecycle through
notational consistency. Another approach can be used in a heterogeneous setting: seniantic gaps
that occur through the introduction of formal notations can be reduced by allowing compositions
between formal specifications and semiformal specifications. For example, the gap between a

DFD specification and a predicate specification can be reduced in two ways.
By providing systematic translations between the two notations (as was done in Chapters 2
and 3).
0

By allowing notation compositions. By composing predicate parts with data flow diagram parts, the gap between the pure DFD and pure predicate notations is reduced by

the introduction and use of a new notation that is semantically 'between' DFDs and
predicates.
Costs of such an approach to semantic gap reduction include having to use heterogeneous
notations in a single phase of the software lifecycle, and having to be able to parse compositions
of individual notations.

The heterogeneous apptoach to method integration has an impact on two other important
aspects of software development, which we now consider in brief detail.
4.5.5

Reuse

Reuse in a software development context can occur a t many levels: in terms of code [PresSP],
specifications [PeWo92], and design components [GHJ95]. Effective reuse is an ongoing topic
of much research. The application of heterogeneous notations in development will impact on
reuse in a number of ways.
r lt may be easier to reuse existing specifications or specification parts in a heterogeneous

setting, since some of the notation-based problems associated with reuse can be avoided
or rninimized. B y allowing the use of multiple notations, we:

- make i t easier to find appropriate reusable parts by letting us broaden our search for
components to include al1 notations used in the heterogeneous basis;
- require less work to reuse parts, due to the existence of translations and the hetero-

geneous basis which can be used to define interactions between reused parts.
r Heterogeneous specifications themselves rnay be harder to reuse: that multiple notations

are used simultaneorisly in writing a specification will make such development products
hard to read and understand to those unfamiliar with the techniques. Therefore, heterogeneous specifications might not be appropriate for reuse. But t h i s is a problem with
any kind of specification reuse: new developers may be unfamiliar with old notations,
styles, or specification techniques. in a heterogeneous setting, extraction (discussed i n
Chapter 3) can come to our aid: the system specification may indeed be heterogeneous,
but by using extraction, a homogeneous specification can be extracted and reused, if so
desired, and this procedure can be partially automated.

4.5.6

Maintenance

Maintenance is widely believed t o be the most costly and time-consuming part of the software
lifecycle [Pres92]; some estimates suggest that it accounts for up to 60% of total costs. Heterogeneous specifications will have an effect on maintenance; the effect wiH be quite similar to
that on reuse. A system developed using multiple notations and methods may be harder t o
maintain (particularly in terms of corrective or perfective maintenance) because maintainers
may not be familiar with al1 the used techniques. As well, using heterogeneous notations in
development may make maintenance easier to do, because the use of multiple notations requires
deveIopers to think very hard and to be very precise about the interfaces between components.
Precisely-defined components and component interfaces can make maintenance easier to do.
Software development can be done with maintenance in mind; that is, a system can be
specified and designed so that it is b a s y to maintain" [PresS'L], emphasizing modularity, the
use of standards, proper documentation, etcetera. This is another constraint on development,
and is one that must be taken into account when considering whether or not and how to use a
heterogeneous notation or multiple methods.

4.6

Examples

In this section, we demonstrate the use of the integrated inethods that were constructed in
Sections 4.3 and 4.4. We apply the methods to examples of moderate (though non-trivial) size.
The examples to which we apply each new method are as follows.

H-SA/SD. The heterogeneous SA/SD method is used in modeling and implementing a
simulation of a server that processes jobs either in a first-corne first-served (FCFS) or a
round-robin (RR) fashion (t his problem was partially introduced in Section 3.3.3). The
two server protocols will be formally expressed and devetoped, as will a module used
to generate simulation data. The heterogeneous SA/SD method of Section 4.3 will be
fotlowed in constructing specifications and an implementation. Appendix -4 will contain
the details of this exarnple.
0

Coad- Yourdon/Z. The cornbined methods will be used in specifying and developing a
textual analyzer wit h graphical viewing interface. The analyzer takes Englis h text files,
computes statistics on the file, and provides 3D visual representations of said statistics
that can be rnanipulated and studied by the user. The integrated method of Section 4.4

will be further instantiated with a third method and then will be used in producing an
implernentation. The forma1 notations will be used in specifying the corn plex aspects
of statistics computation, and for some of the mathematical aspects of rendering. The
details of this example will be presented in Appendix B.
In our presentation, we concentrate on those details most relevant t o method integration and
heterogeneous notations; other aspects of the development procedures will be considered only
briefly.

4.6.1

Server simulation

The problem we wish to solve is that of constructing a simulator for a scheduler that can
provide service either in a first-corne first-served or a round-robin fashion (see Section 3.3.3 for
an initial look a t this problem). We develop a solution for this problem using the heterogeneous

SA/SD method from Section 4.3. The heterogeneous specifications will be based on predicates,
combined with structure text, data flow diagrams, structure charts, and programming Ianguage
code.
The initial requirements and problem are described in Appendix A. The H-SA/SD method
of Section 4.3 is used to solve the problem. The example and development are fairly long,
and we refer the reader to Appendix A for al1 the details. We note the following about the
developrnent.
a

The predicate notation is made more like the visual languages used in standard SA/SD,
and is made more intuitive by its visual and restricted application.

0

The standard SA/SD development method is made more rigorous by integrating the
predicative approach for use i n t hose areas of the system where com plex functionality
arises.
The use of the formal notation is restricted in this development to specifying only particular parts of the system-parts

wit h corn plex functionality. This restrictability allows u s

to gradually int roduce the forma1 notation into an SA/SD-based development situation.

The development technique offers Rexibility in terms of handling met hod transformation.
As is demonstrated. transforming from a heterogeneous development to a completely
forma1 or completely semiformal development is possible.

4.6.2

Graphical textual analyzer

The second example involves constructing a system for carrying out textuat analysis-generating
statistics for a text document. The systern indudes a graphics subsystern that is used to display
visual representations of collections of gathered statistics (as 3D polygons), and to transform
t hese representations. We have the following requirements for our implemen tation.
Statistics should be gathered only for English text documents stored in ASCII format.
The documents rnay contain punctuation, num bers, and any other valid ASC t I characters;
they may be structured in any way. The system should be able to efficiently process
documents of non-trivial size. A file will contain a t least one word.
m Accuracy in computation of statistics is more important than speed. The statistics being

gathered will be used to quantitatively and qualitatively contrast (families of) documents,
and the accuracy of the computations is vital if precise cornparisons are to occur.
O

.4 graphical interface for X Windows must be implemented. There are no provisions for

handling other display systems.
0

The system should eventually be implemented in C++, for reasons of efficiency, reuse,
and portability.

The system must provide for the computation of a number of statistics: the nuniber of words
in a document; the number of sentences in a document; the average number of syilables per
word; the average sentence iength; the average num ber of 'pause marks' per sentence (a pause
mark is a comma, semicolon, colon, or dash); and so on (see Appendix B for a full Iist).

The system facilities to be offered by our irnplementation must include the following.
0

Compute statistics for a specified text document. The system must be capable of handling
large documents, arbitrarily structured, with non-text sym bols.

m Save any computed statistics to a file in an easy-to-read format.

Load pre-computed statistics for plotting from a file.
Plot loaded statistics in a viewing volume (a three-dimensional space). Each document will
be represented as a pointer, and user-specified clusters of documents will be represented
by polygons. z, y, and

t axes

will also be plotted to provide a frame of reference.

0

Select a mapping of a computed statistic to each of the x, y, and z axes.

a Rotate the plotted polygons around an

axis within the viewing volume. Any of the three

axes can be selected; and the rotation may be of arbitrary angle (0-360 degrees).
To develop a system that satisfies these requirements, we will use the object-oriented based
meta-met hod that was described in Section 4.4. The object-oriented procedures will be used to
structure the construction of the systern, to determine classes, objects, structures, and relationships, and to organize the overall development. The Coad-Yourdon method will be combined

with two forma1 methods: Z and predicative programming.

Z will be used in two places: for

supptying a semantics to heterogeneous specification; and for specifying several classes and objects that will have complex functionality. Predicative prograrnming will be used for specifying
several methods-those

that involve the calculation of the statistics-and

for carrying out re-

finement of said methods. Since the correctness (and accuracy) of the statistic computations
is very important, we can justify the use of a forma1 refinement-based method for coping with
this part of the system.
T h e example is long, and contains many details. These can be found in Appendix B. T h e
development in Appendix B demonst rates several notewort hy points.

The three integrated methods each support similar and complementary aspects of the
development process.
- Coad-Yourdon OOA/D supports the development from the construction of an initial system rnodel, through specification, design, and implementation. tt provides
guidance for the modelling of classes, objects, attributes, and methods.
- Predicative programming offers support for the writing of forma1 specifications of
methods and d a t a in a wide-spectrum language, and for their procedurai refinement
to code.

- Z supports partwise forma1 specification construction (of bot h operations and d a t a ) ,
d a t a transformation, and both subsidiary support construction and format refinement of implementations.
a The use of the formalisrns is reçtricted to the specification of those attributes and methods

where they are most needed, viz., the construction of the statistical analyzer and those

system aspects where clarity and precision of specification were helpful. The use of the
formalisrns could be expanded or reduced as necesary.

*

The meta-method followed is that of the Coad-Yourdon technique; the forma1 methods
supplement the object-oriented met hod. The integration of the forma1 rnethods occurs a t
the level of a Coad-Yourdon procedural step (e.g., predicative refinement is used at the
irnptementation level of OOD) .
Reuse of code occurs. The Xdriver object described in Appendix B reuses severai methods from a library. Similarly, the Q uantizer object reuses several quantization routines
from existing systems. This does not affect the production of heterogeneous specifications, or the construction of the overall system. This is likety due to the encapsulation
and information hiding provided by the class and object concepts. Reuse in a setting
wit hout clearly-defined interfaces might not be as straightforward.

The heterogeneous specifications in this example differs greatly from that dernonstrated in the
previous example. Here, the notation combination (and integration of method steps) is at a
intra-procedural level. In the H-SA/SD example, the integration occurred a t the level of method
steps, viz., at an inter-procedural level. This suggests that the Coad-Yourdon integration can
provide for greater control over the use of invasive notations and procedures. Informally, this
seems reasonable, since the partial specifications produced in the integration have explicit and
distinct interfaces defined, and this can help isolate the use of new notations.

4.7

Summary

This chapter presented many of the key ideas of the dissertation. We have discussed the general
theme-formal

method integration via heterogeneous notations-in

detail, demonstrating a

technique for combining semiformal and formal methods, and describing how the combined
methods can be used in solving non-trivial problems.
We have presented a general meta-method for method integration based on heterogeneous
notations. This general approach was compared with that from [Kron93] in terms of prop
erties. The approach was instantiated with specific methods; i n particular, we considered an
integration of Struct ured Analysis and Struct ured Design and predicative programming, and
an integration of Coad-Yourdon OOA/D and 2. In both cases, we obtained restrictability of
the forma1 methods and were able to gradually integrate the formalisms into a development.

Further, we have obtained the capability to control the use of notation and method, through
the use of formalization and extraction.
Finally, the instantiated and integrated methods were used in soiving two modest-sized
exam ples. The heterogeneous SA/SD-based technique was used in specifying, designing, and
implementing a server simulation. The heterogeneous OOA/D-based technique was used in
specifying, designing, and implementing a graphical and textual analyzer. in both cases, the
integrated formal methods were u s e d restrictably.
The rneta-method in this chapter is used to generate al1 integrations in this dissertation. The
main differences between the approach and that described in [Kron93] are: our approach con-

centrates on integrations involving forma1 methods; the target process is fixed for our approach;
and the user has more control over the definition of the underlying mode1 in our approach. It
seems likely that aspects of the two approaches to integration can be used to supplement each
other. This is a direction for further research.

Chapter 5

Future Work and Extensions
We have been able to discuss only sorne of the material related to forrnal rnethod integration
and heterogeneous notations in this dissertation. Work on both theory and application remains
to be done. In this chapter, we briefly survey some future directions for research, and suggest
plans for carrying out this work.

5.1

Integration of Met hod Integration Techniques

In the MetaPhor project [Meta94], met hods for information system development are descri bed
at a meta-level in terms of a data model. The data model is used to carry out tool integration
(a primary goal of the project ) . I t can aIso be used to help carry out met hod integration at t h e

meta-level by defining relationships between individual models of to-be-integrated techniques.

In the work undertaken in this dissertation, forrnal method integration is the primary goal. It
is accomplished by notation combination, procedure generalization, and interleaving of method
steps; there is no explicit and formal model of procedure on which the integration is based.
It seems clear that the two approaches to method integration have some aspects in common.
Both techniques involve generalization of method procedures (though the method modelling
approach moves this generalization to the meta-level). Both approaches define relationships
between notations. Furthermore, both techniques have certain needs: the meta-modelling a p
proach could be extended with systematic notation integration and forma1 method combination
techniques; and the heterogeneous approach could be extended with procedure modelling. This
suggests the possibility of an integration of method integration methods. An integrated metamethod of this form would produce rnethod instances with a precise procedural mode1 and a
precise model for notation combinations. Such a technique might be described a s follows.

1.

Construct a heterogeneous basis, consisting o f the formai and semiformal notations t h a t are t o be used
in development. It may be neccssary to construct several bases if a particular semiformal notation will
need t o be interprettd i n different ways depending on its contoct.

2. Define the target process.

3. Select the specific methods t o be integrated.
4. Define the underlying model for the specification. This corresponds to fixing a particular basis notation
for the heterogeneous basis.

5. Mode1 the procedural steps of each method using a data model [Meta94]. or theories. Define precise
relationships between these models.

6. Construct guidance and examples for the user.

There appears t o be several reasons why combining method integration techniques might
prove to be useful and interesting.
0

Correctness of impiementution. It would seem to be possible to prove that an integrated

method is a correct instance of the meta-method produced by t h e above technique. That
is, by using the underlying forma1 d a t a mode1 provided to each instance of a n integrated
method, we can show t h a t this instance refines a generic method template produced by the
meta-method. Therefore, proof obligations for the correctness of a method instantiation
can be constructed, applied, and studied.
0

Tool integmtion. The combination of method integration approaches will impact o n the

process of tool integration. In particular, explicit procedural models may make tool inte-

gration easier to do, since a forma1 relationship between rnethod steps can be constructed
and can be used to precisely define relationships between tools. We discuss this in more
detail in Section 5.3.
0

Technique generalization. By explicitly modelling methods a t a rneta-IeveI, we have the
potential to broaden the scope of our integration technique to general method integration;
that is, involving not only forma1 methods for system specification and refinement. The
procedural mode1 could be corn bined wit h a heterogeneous notation-based approach to
alIow integrations of pureIy semiformal methods. We want to study such integrations and
compare them (in terms of flexibility and simplicity) with those derived through a purely
heterogeneous approach and a purely rnethod-modelling approach.

r, Process

integration. Modelling methods is a first step towards modelling processes. It

seems possible t hat process integration techniques could be constructed. We want to

examine process integration, and also evaluate the effect of method integration on process
models.

5.2

Approaches to Semantics

In the dissertation, we have taken what can be described as a "lightweightn, or "intersectionn
approach to giving a semantics to heterogeneous specifications. That is, for a given set of
languages, we have restricted language use to only those mutually expressible specifications.
With such an approach, we cannot Say more with a heterogeneous notation than we can with
any of the individual notations, but we find that the translations between notations become
very simple.
Future work should examine alternative approaches to semantics, specifically, "unionn a p
proaches [Zala93, ZaJa951. With these approaches, there will be no need to restrict language
use in a heterogeneous setting; furthermore, it may be possible to Say more with a heterogeneous notation than can be said with a single notation. It will be necessary to examine both
appropriate notations for use in giving a union semantics to heterogeneous specifications, and,
the effect of such a semantics on (particularly) formal method integration.

5.3

Tool Support

TooIs exist to support some of the methods we have described in this dissertation. Several
obvious questions arise after integrating methods that have tooi support.
0

Can we combine the tooIs associated with such methods? Cari tools be combined with
the use of a heterogeneous basis, or does there need to be a procedure model-i.e.,

as in

[Meta94]?
0

In general, how do we provide tool support to not only rnethods integrated through
heterogeneous notations, but also to heterogeneous notations as welI.

In the particular domain that we study in this dissertation-forma1

method integration-the

is-

sue of tool support raises some interesting questions. Forma1 methods are on occasion supported
by forma1 tools: for assistance with refinement [CHN94], for proofs [COR95], for depiction of
refinement trees and other layou ts [Backg 11, and so on. Semiformal techniques are supported
frequently by CASEIike tools [BCM94]. A direction of study is to examine the integration
of CASE tools and forma1 method tools through the use of heterogeneous notations. Further

research could consider the creation of new, stand-alone tools for the support of methods that
use heterogeneous notations. These could link the use of combinations of text-based and visual
notations.
It seems likely that by integrating forma1 methods with semiformal methods, and then by
expanding the scope of integration to include semiformal methods that are supported by tools,
we can examine how forma1 methods can be supplemented and augmented by semiformal tools.
This appears t o be a n important direction for research.

5.4

Basis Extension

The heterogeneous basis created in Chapters 2 and 3 can be extended to other forma1 and
semiformal notations, thus supporting further research communities, developers, and engineers.
Extension involves fixing an interpretation (for the semiforrnalisms) and providing a translation
into any of the notations currently in the basis; this suggests extension may be able to reuse
existing translations in the literature.
Future research in this line would see the addition of algebraic and functional formalisms,
e.g., CIP [Partgo], relational algebra [Dijk93], CSP [Hoar85] and other parallel or concurrent notations, evolving algebras [GuHu93], Object-Z [SBC92], the B notation [Abri96], etcetera. Semiformalisms to consider would include notations for SADT [MaMc881 and SSADM [HarJSO], object notations frorn methods like Booch [Booc94], Rumbaugh [RBP9 11, Shlaer-Mellor [ShMe92],
and real-time or reactive notations, li ke SDL [Fa0192], DARTS, the notations of Ward/Mellor
[WaMe86], statecharts, and so on. Addition of data-modelling notations could also be considered in the interests of creating heterogeneous data dictionaries and in supporting tool integration. Finally, the complete addition of existing programming languages, Iike Cl C++, Ada,
etcetera, might also be worthwhile to consider, especially for dealing with reuse and reengineering.

5.5

Diagram Refinement

A side-effect of method integration and the construction of a heterogeneous basis is the fixing of

an interpretation-and

the derivation of a formalization-for

semiformalisrns. A forma1 seman-

tics for a visual semiformalism now suggests that we can formalize notions of refinemen t that
are associated with the notations. For example, in SA/SD, data flow diagrams are constructed
in a. hierarchical fashion; a context-level diagram is refined to include more detailed processes,

and more detailed data flow. Since in a heterogeneous setting such data flow diagrarns have

a precise meaning, we can formatize this hierarchical notion of refinement. We can provide
precise rules to verify diagram refinement, and we can create a refinement calculus for diagram
notations. Such a notion is a first step towards providing a full formalization of semiformal
methods [Broygf] in terms of refinement calculi. This formalization could then be used to
provide a formal basis for tool integration, as in [Meta94].

5.6

Maintenance and Reuse

Maintenance is a very significant part of the software Iifecycle in terms of the overall cost of
a producing a system. An important aspect of further research into method integration and
heterogeneous notations is their effect on maintenance. We need to determine how to best
rnaintain heterogeneous specifications, especially considering that their use is not standard and
may be confusing or unattractive to some developers. We must also investigate the impact
of using integrated methods on maintenance, and in particular the use of integrated methods

in redevelopment of system components, i.e., the use of multiple methods in respecifying, redesigning, and reimplementing parts of existing systems. A heterogeneous-based approach to
rnethod integration may be helpful in such a situation, because it can offer restrictability for
the use of each method.

In the example of Appendix B, we reused parts of existing systerns. Because of the form of
the reused specifications (classes and objects), reuse was for the most part straightforward. Further research should examine wuse in other settings, e-g., where interfaces between components
specified using difFerent notations are not as clearly defined as they may be with object-oriented
code. We need to study reuse on a larger scale than what is done i n Appendix B, and also need
to further examine the (detrimental and positive) effects of heterogeneity on reuse.

5.7

Quantitative Evaluation

In this dissertation we have provided qualitative evidence t o support the idea t hat heterogeneous
notations can be used to accomplish formal method integration, and that integrated forma1

methods can be used to solve non-trivial problems. The next question we should ask is: can
the integrated methods be used effectively? This can be split up into two parts: investigating
case studies of al1 sizes (see Section 5.10); and, measuring t h e effect of using integrated methods

in a variety of settings, in terms of time for development, specification size, number of faults

detected in test phases, and other appropriate measures. Such statistical evidence will help t o
strengthen the case for or against the use of integrated rnethods and heterogeneous notations.

5.8

Method Support

.4n extension of t h e method integration approach used in this dissertation to new methods is an
important line of future study. We should consider how to deal with well-known, existing methods from the structured and object-oriented paradigms (e.g., Booch, SADT, SSADM, Rurnbaugh, as mentioned earlier), and from other kinds of approaches, so as to support more developers. This might include further forma1 methods (e.g., COLD-K, the B Method, CIP [Partgo],

RAISE [BrGe92], VDM [Jone90], etcetera), real-time methods (e.g., DARTS, Ward/Mellor,
Hatley and Pirbhai, etcetera), object-oriented methods (OMT, Shlaer-Mellor) , met hods for requirements engineering, and methods for the specification and development of concurrent and
parallel systems.

5.9

Hardware Specifications

Formal methods have had some success in the specification and verification of hardware. There
are numerous case studies of such applications, involving mode1 checking, proofs of satisfaction or properties, or verification of translation schemes. An interesting line of research in this
area would be to consider heterogeneous hardware specifications. There exist many notations
for modelling hardware a t a high-level, including VHDL, Verilog, variants of CSP, SDL, and
eyen imperative programs [Paig94]. The construction of a heterogeneous basis for hardware
description languages seems possible. A fundamental issue i n such a b a i s would be timingcompatibility woutd have to be defined in terms of timing disciplines. A link between a hardware
basis and software bases might be possible. The Iinked bases could then be used i n the construction of systems that invoive both hardware and software. A construction of a link between
programs and hardware was described in [Paig94], where a provably-correct translation scheme
from imperative programs to circuits was provided.

5.10

Metatools and Metasystems

An objective of method integration is to eventually use such techniques in carrying out tool
integration [Kron93]. In our setting for method integration, tool integration can be viewed as

composition of tools, where each tool is viewed as a method that has been generalized so as to
be able to deal with heterogeneous specifications. A heterogeneous specification may include

parts that the tool itself can manipulate (Le., parts in its native language), and parts that the
particular tool is unfamiliar with and must be generalized to hàndle.

A different view is associated with metatools or metasystems [Lamb96]. A metatool is a
framework that supports the use of several separate tooIs in cooperation. Each separate tool
supports a method, and the methods would be integrated by heterogeneous notations. The
metatool contains the definition of the heterogeneous basis, and can cope with the multiple
syntaxes associated with each language. When a metatool is invoked, it accepts a heterogeneous
specification as input and distributes the input across the tools, with each tool receiving a
specification part written in its natural notation. The rnetatool deals with the meaning of
the composition of each partial specification, and controls the cooperating tools. This can be
depicted as shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 3.1: Metatool approach
There are many issues associated with such an approach. In particular, we will have t o study
the encoding of a heterogeneous basis, and how to handle input partitioning over heterogeneous
specifications. We must also concern ourselves with the situations when there is no obvious
partitioning of a heterogeneous specification into a set of homogeneous parts. We may be able
to use sorne of the work on integrated software engineering environments here.

5.11

Case Studies

and Application

An obvious direction for future work on this topic is that of application. It is essential to explore
further case studies that make use of methods that have been integrated via heterogeneous
specifications. In particular, we need to study the following.

What kinds of applications are particularly amenable to this approach of method integration? What kinds of applications are particularly troublesome to handle?
0

What kinds of development contexts are amenable to this method integration approach?
What contexts are troublesorne to handle?
What are appropriate specification decomposition approaches? Can we make use of Jackson's work on problem frames [Jack951 to determine reasonable decompositions?

Are there particularly novel or useful method or notation combinations?
How closely (if at ail) does a heterogeneous-based approach to method integration mode1

how (ad-hoc) method engineering occurs in a n industriat setting?

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Summary
It is now widely beiieved that in order for large, complicated software systems to be successfully constructed, systernatic and precise techniques for developrnent need to be employed
[Broy97]. Engineering methods for software development has been and will continue to be a
widely-studied research topic. This dissertation attempts to contribute to the understanding
of software development methods, and i n particular to how such methods can be cornbined to
better meet specific constraints on development situations. The dissertation h a . focused on
rnethod integration, and more precisely on integrations involving formal methods. These kinds
of integrations may be of interest both to the format methods community and to the software
engineering community as a Iarger whole.
Formal rnethodologists will have techniques by which their precise rnethods can be put
into practice and gradually insinuated into an existing development situation. This will
help to further the propagation of forma1 methods-a

long-standing goal [BoHi94].

r Software engineers will be able to see how precise. rigorous methods can fit into their

current practice, in such a way so that the use of the forma1 techniques can be restricted

and t heir introduction can be carefully controlled and managed [Webe93].
We have accomplished several tasks in this dissertation. We have created a heterogeneous
basis that includes formal and semiformal notations, visual and textual notations, and different
language paradigms. The basis is constructed so that it is extendible, and can be used to
provide a semantics to heterogeneous specifications in a single forma! notation of choice. We
have used the heterogeneous basis to integrate methods used for system specification. design,
and implementation. We have combined forma1 refinement-based methods (e.g., predicative
programming and the refinement calculus), forma1 methods based on a specification style and

data refinement (e.g., Z), and techniques based on a specification style associated with the use

of software tools (Le., Larch). We have also integrated forma1 methods with existing semiformal
techniques, in particular, a structured method (SA/SD) and an object-oriented method (CoadYourdon OOA/D). The integrated methods were applied to a selection of small and mediumsized exam ples.
We have described a meta-method for method integration based on heterogeneous notations.

We considered two applications of the meta-method, in particular integrations involving SA/SD
and Coad-Yourdon OOA/D, which were used in the examples mentioned above.
Specific research contributions of the dissertation were as follows.
0

The construction of a heterogeneous basis consisting of formalisms. The basis can be
used to give a formal semantics to heterogeneous specifications in a single formal notation
of choice. It is piecewise extendible. It consists of predicative prograrnming, Morgan's
specification statement, weakest preconditions, Larch LCL and LSL, and 2. An intersection semantics was taken in using the notations in combination (though other kinds of
semantics can certainly be taken).
The formulation of a number of new notation translations (Chapter 2) that were used to
construct the heterogeneous basis. In particular, the mappings involving Larch, predicative prograrnming, and Z into specification statements are new. Existing mappings have
been reformulated to fit into the basis.

0

A number of examples of forma1 heterogeneous specifications (Chapter 2).
Construction of a rule-set that integrated several forma1 methods from the basis (Chap
ter 2). These rules described how to apply procedural refinement over heterogeneous
specifications. In particular, we noted that refinement (both data and procedural) was
not made any more difficult by generalizing it to a heterogeneous setting (with the particular semantics that we used).

r Extension of the notions of satisfiability and data transformation to the heterogeneous

domain. We also constructed a set of translations that might be used to assist in carrying
out these tasks (Chapter 2).
rn

Several examples of using integrated formai methods (Chapter 2).

0

Extension of the heterogeneous basis to include semiformal notations, in particular: data
flow diagrams, structure charts, process structure diagrams, pseudocode, subsets of pro-

gramming languages, and an assortment of object-oriented notations. These extensions
required us to fix interpretations for the serniformalisms, and to provide formalizations
for the semiformalisms (Chapter 3).

A number of examples of heterogeneous specifications with semiformal parts, that use the
interpretations and forrnalizations supplied earlier (Chapter 3).
a A general meta-method for formal method integration via heterogeneous notations (Chap

ter 4). The meta-method is briefly compared with one from [Kron93].
0

Applications of the meta-method. In particular, a method combining SA/SD and predicative programming is formed; and, a method combining Coad-Yourdon OOA/D and a
Z specification style (with data transformation) is constructed.

0

Analysis of the meta-method in terms of the properties it provides in the integrations it
produces. Brief discussion of the effect of method integration on reuse and maintenance
is provided.

a

Detailed examples of using the SA/SD-based and OOA/D-based techniques. We specify,
design, and implement a srnaII simulator using the SA/SD approach; and, we specify,
design, and implement a graphical textual analyzer using the OOA/D approach. These
examples are novel, in that they represent some of the first detailed applications in the
literature of using integrated forma1 methods! from the initial production of a specification,
to the construction of an implementation.

We are a t the preliminary stages of research into method integration and, in particular,
forma1 method integration via heterogeneous notations. There is much more work to be done-

as noted in Chapter 5-and

a key focus of this may be on fully and formally representing the

procedural aspects of methods. As well, further case studies are needed to fully analyze the
effect of multiple method use in an industrial setting. It is hoped that this will be the direction
of much careful examination in the near future.

Appendix A

Server Simulation
We present the detaits o f the server simulation example that was introduced in Section 4.6.1.

The problem is to be solved using the integrated method of Section 4.3, where SA/SD is
combined wit h predicative programming. The problem concerns the specification, design, and
implementation of a server simulation system. T h e detailed problem description is as follows.
Construct a system t o generate data and t o simulate either a first-come first-served (FCFS)
or a round-robin (RR) short-term scheduler. depending on the choice of the user. The systern will
have two parts: the first will generate a set o f data t o be loaded by the scheduler. The second
part will load data and simulate the operation o f a FCFS or RR scheduler on the data. The
system should be implemented in such a way so that the function of the generator is independent
frorn the simulator. A short-term scheduier consists of a ready queue. holding waiting processes,
and programs that accept arriving proceses and send processes t o the CPU for otecution at the
appropriate time.
The generator part o f the systern constructs data t o be loadtd by the scheduler. It generates
two NUMBER-Iength vectors of data, one holding random CPU burst lengths, and the other
holding random arrival times o f processes. The CPU bursts should be generated so that 80%
o f the burst lengths are uniformly distributed between 0.1 and 1.0, and the remaining 20% are
uniformly distributed between 1.0 and 10.0. The arrival tirnes o f the processes must have a
Poisson distribution. The tirne interval between two contiguous arrivals is given by

where x is a random variable uniformly distributed between O and 1. The parameter LAMBDA
is chosen so that the ready queue is steady, i.e., so that the rate o f arrivals t o the queue and the
rate o f dispatching proccsscs from the queue are approximately the same. The vectors o f data
should be stored in a file. Data, in order t o meet the indepcndence requirement.
The second part o f the system is the simulator. The vectors from data are loaded, and the
CPU bursts are partitioned into ten groups. Group O contains bursts ranging in length from 0.1
t o 1.0. Group 1 contains bursts from 1.0 t o 2.0,. . . and Group 9 contains bursts from 9.0 t o 10.
Average wait tirnes will be calculated for each group. The number o f processes in each group,
the total wait time, and the average wait time statistics should be output from the simulator.
Waiting proctsses will be stored in the ready queue.

.

For the most efficiency, the ready queue for the scheduler should be implemented by a circular
queue o f fixed constant length MQL. When the simulation begins (i.e.. at tirne = O), the first
CPU burst starts in the CPU. The next 20 bursts must already be in the rcady queue when this
starts. The scheduler adds processes to the ready queue according to the round-robin or first-

corne first-served algorithm. and processes are dequeued upon their completion of service. This
process continues until either the queue destabilizts, o r al1 t h e CPU bursts have b e n served.
We use the integrated met hod of Section 4.3, because:
O

it offers procedures and notations that can help u s analyze the requirements and formulate
system cornponents and their interactions;

m it features the use

of formal methods that can help in specifying the functionality of the

simulators and in refining these specifications to implementations.

A.1

Analyze the Problem

The first stage in the development is to construct a (heterogeneous) context-level diagram. The
diagram appears in Figure A.1.
NUMBER

INRIAL

SCREEN

Simulation
S ystem

LAMBDA

Figure A.1: Level O context diagram
This diagram is identical to one that could be produced under standard Structured Analysis.

A.2

Decomposition

We elucidate the DFD by splitting u p the context diagram into its two constituent parts: the
data generator, and the simulators. We specify the generator part using a DFD process written
as a rounded rectangle. This rectangle indicates that Iater the process will have a predicate

specification.
In the

DFD,we add the required file Data. We introduce this file so that later, once we have

reached code Ievel, it will be possible to separate the generator and sirnulator code portions.
The elucidation is shown in Figure A.2.
As was done in Chapter 3, we denote processes that will be given predicate PSPECs using
rounded rectangles. The predicate PSPEC generator is as follows.

LAMBDA

Figure A.2: Level 1 Heterogeneous DFD

genemtor

= awivals'O = O A
h

( b u r s t s ' ~= 0.9 x rnndom

+ 0.1 V bursts'0

= 9.0 x mndom + 1.0) A

V i : 1, ..NUMBER?m

(bursts'i = 0.9 x mndom f 0.1 v bursts'i = 9.0 x randorn + 1.0) A
amhds'i

- amivals'(i - 1) = -LAMBDA?

x log. mndom

We use the standard Z convention for annotating system inputs and outputs with ? and !

respectively. INITIAL? is the number of processes in the ready queue at the start of simulation.
mndom is a function generating a random real uniformly distributed between O and 1 (it satisfies

the constraint mndom : malt(O,..l)). We corne back to the deconiposition stage later, after
constructing (part of) a d a t a dictionary.

A.3

Data Dictionary Creation

In the predicate specification of the genemtor process of Figure A.2, we made use of several
d a t a objects. These must be added to our data dictionary (along with their forma1 types, where

known) and can be used in specifying other parts of the solution. First, we give several declared
constants and types garnered from the requirements, using the notation of [Hehn93].

ALGTYPE
MQL, INITIAL?, NUMBER?

::=
:

rr,fc/s
nat

LAMBDA?

:

mal

algorithrn?

:

A LGTYPE

MQL, NUMBER?, INITIAL?, and LAMBDA? are as defined in the requirements, previously
(we do not annotate MQL with a ? since it is a fixed system constant). algon'thm? repre-

sents the user's choice of simulator algorithm. The remaining data definitions are as follows.
First, bursts and amhak represent the generated burst and arrival times, respectively, and

boundary, head, tail, and length are used t o maintain the ready queue.
bursts, amvals

:

[NUMBER? * mal]

boundary, head, tuil, length : nat
The ready queue is a list of triples. Each element is a burst length, an arrival time, and the
group to which the burst belongs.

cell = "burstlength"

+ real

1 "am.ualtimen+ real
1 "group" + int
ready

A.4

:

[MQLt cell]

PSPEC Production and Furt her Decomposition

The next step is to elucidate t h e Simulate FCFS o r RR bu bble. We do this using a heterogeneous
data flowdiagram, as shown in Figure A.3 (note that Figure -4.3 shows only the refinement of
the relevant bubble, and not the entire Aow diagram).

The predicate simulate is a specification of the FCFS and RR simulators. Since it is often
reasonable to use operational specifications for simulations (because they typically have iterative
aspects), we make use of some program code. Recall that the ready queue is circular, and that
when the simulation begins there are already INITIAL? processes in the ready queue.
time := 0. arriving := INITIAL?.
current := bursts(0).boundary := am'uals(length).
while (O < length < MQL) do
if (algorithm? = fcfs) then FCFS else RR

Figure A.3: Refinement of Sirnulate FCFS or RR
The FCFS specification is described a s follows. The specification first updates the gathered
statistics, then determines the number of processes that can be added to the queue during the
simulation of the current process. These processes are then enqueued, and the current process
dequeued.
updatecount .
m a r r := M A X j : am'ving, ..NUMBER?m ( t i m e

+ boundary > a r r i v a l s ( j ) ) .

head $ (tail + marr - arriuing) mod MQL =+
V i : O , . . m a r r - am-ving a
ready' = ( ( t a i l + i) mod MQL; "burstlength") -+ bursts(am-ving+ i) 1
( ( t a i l + i ) mod MQL; "amvaltirne") -+ a m v a l s ( a m . v i n g + i ) - boundary
( ( t a i l + i ) mod MQL; "groupn)-+ [ b u r s t s ( i ) J( ready A
tail' = (toil m a n - a m u i n g ) rnod MQL A
length' = length + ( m a r r - a m v i n g ) .
am'vingl = rnarr A current' = fmnt.
dequeue

1

+

The RR (round-robin) specification is as follows. The current process is executed for one
tirne unit; if it is completed during this time unit, it is dequeued permanently. Otherwise, new
processes are added, and the current process is requeued with its burst length reduced by one.
if (current "burstlength" > 1 .O) then (
time' = time c 1 A enqueue(current "burstiength" - 1, current "arrivai", c u m n t "group''))
else updatecount .
marr := MAX j : arriving, ..NUMBER?a ( t i m e + boundary > a m . v a l s ( j ) ) .

head

# (tail + marr - akving) rnod MQL

V i : O! . . m a n - am.uing a
readyt = ((tail + i ) rnod MQL; "burstlengthn) + bursts(am-ving + i ) 1
(( tail + i) rnod MQL; "anivaltime") + am.uals(an+ving + i)
((tail + i) rnod MQL; "gmupn)+ [bursts(i)J 1 ready A
tail' = (tail + murr - a m . v i n g ) rnod MQL A
lengthl = length + ( m a r r - aniving)
am'uingl = marr A c u m n t ' = front.

- boundary

(

.

dequeue

In the specifications of sirnuiate, RR, and FCPS, the predicate updatecount updates the
statistics and time for the simulation (we do not worry about its specification here). The
functions fmnt, enqueue and dequeue can also be formaHy specified. The function enqueue is
defined as foliows.
enqueue

= X a , 6 : mal; g : int O (head # (tail + 1 rnod MQL?))
ready' = ( t a i l ; "burstlengthn) + a ( (tail; " a ~ v a l t i m e)"+ b [
( t a i l ; "groupn)+ g [ ready
tail' = (tail 1 ) rnod MQL? A lengthl = length

+

+1

Function dequeue is much simpler:
dequeue 2 (head

#

tail) => (head'

= (head + I )

rnod MQL? A lengtht

= fenglh - 1 ) ,

while parameterless function front is the simpIest of all:
front G teady(head).

A.5

Heterogeneous Structure Chart Creation

The next step in the integrated method of Section 4.3 is to construct a heterogeneous structure
chart. We construct this (by hand) h m the heterogeneous DFD and the data dictionary
information. A heterogeneous structure chart is shown in Figure A.4.

In Figure A.4, genemtor is the formal specification of the data generator; simulate is as in
the text above.

f

PIaœ

generciror
L

m~r r w

.

S tlact

simulofe

~lgorithm

Figure A.4: Heterogeneous structure chart
At this point in the development-after

the construction of a suitably low-level data Aow

diagram or a heterogeneous structure chart-there

are several paths we might choose to follow.

Continue with the H-SA/SD method of Section 4.3, where predicate parts are included in
composition wit h the structured notations. DeveIopment will continue from the structure
chart of Figure A.4.
Ext ract semiformal specifications frùm the predicate parts of eit her the heterogeneous
data Aow diagrams, or the heterogeneous structure charts, and proceed with a standard

SA/SD development.
Formalize the DFD (i.e., translate Figures A.3 and .4.4 into a forma1 notation) or the
structure chart, and proceed with a completely rigorous developrnent.

These method instances range from completely semiformal (2), to completely formal (3), with
a mixture of forma1 and semiformal development i n between (1). We will follow 1 in developing
a solution, and will continue this approach in Section A.8. In Sections A.6 and A.7, we briefly

explore aspects of options 2 and 3, for the sake of exploring some of the alternatives that other
developers may find preferable.

A.6

Extraction

If the integration of predicative programrning and SA/SD is proving to be inappropriate after
refining the DFD, or constructing the structure chart, we can switch to a purely semiformal
SA/SD-based development by extracting a semiformal specification from the heterogeneous

specification provided so far. Development rnay then proceed as is usual with SA/SD. The
heterogeneous specification can be used as extra documentation in a subsidiary support role.
Extracting semiformai specifications from the heterogeneous DFD of Figure A.3 is relatively
straightforward: we simply treat Figure A.3 as a standard (homogeneous) DFD, ignoring any
predicate PSPECs. In other words, rounded rectangles in Figure A.3 are treated as standard
DFD processes. Development may proceed using this standard DFD. However, in doing sol we
have lost a lot of the information that was present in the heterogeneous DFD with respect t o the
predicate PSPECs for genemtor and simulate. I t is possible to Save some of this information;
there are two obvious ways in which we might d o this.
Extract semiformal structure text from t h e predicate parts for genemtor and simufate,
and add this text to the (homogeneous) D F D as process specification parts (PSPECS).
For example, from Figure A.3 and the predicate for genemtor, we might gather the
following information for the genemtor part:
process genemtor
inputs: NUMBER?, LAMBDA?
outputs: bursts, arrivals

logic: Compute the

values o f arrays bursts and anivals a t index

random nurnbers, with 80% of the burst tirnes between 0.1 and

0 . Fill in the
I,

rest of the arrays with

uniformly distributed, and

20%

uniformly distributed between 1 and 10, and with the arrivais having a Poisson distribution.

Information is still lost in the extraction process, but the amount in question is much
smaller providing we add the above details as a process specification, either in English as
written, or as pseudocode.
r Attempt to capture (some of) the structure of the forma1 specification parts simufate and

generator as DFD process bubbles. The structure of such parts can be depicted visually

using standard DFD notations. Furthermore, we can also attempt to extract text parts

(as discussed above) to gather even more information semiformally. The degree to which
we extract PSPECs will depend on the degree to which we want to reduce the explicit
use of formality in the specifications.
An example of the results of such a process is depicted in Figure A.5; the dotted lines
encircle each recursively extracted partial specification. In this diagram we do not depict
any of the more algorithmic details that can be captured in process specifications as

described above. The extraction process does not have to be appIied only to DFDs;
extraction a t the structure c h a r t - o r PDL-Ievel

may occur as well.

A. 7 Formalization
We have the option of taking a rigorous, forma1 approach t o a development a t this stage-one

in which precise specifications are constructed and used, either in a subsidiary support or a
central construction role-to

develop a final implementation. This will not be possible in al1

developrnent situations, due to constraints such as time, availability of expertise, and cost. Even
so, there may be situations where a completely rigorous development is desirable or necessary,
and so we show how we may switch to one during a previously heterogeneous developrnent.
Such an approach is offered in methods like SA2

[PWM93] or the Yourdon variant used in

[SeA190].
The way that a transition t o a forma1 development from a heterogeneous development can
occur is by forrnaiizing the (heterogeneous) semiformal specification a t hand. In our example,

we are given a detailed semiformal specification as a heterogeneous data flow diagram with
predicate parts (Figure A.3). An expression as a formal specification might look Iike the follow-

ing. We use the names Simulate and Genemtor to indicate operation schema forrnalizations of
the simulate and genemtor processes.

ReadyQueue
ready : s e q M Qcell
~
head, tail, length : N
r Sim Results

Place [nit ial
A ReadyQueue

SehctAlgorithm
sirnulator, algorithm? : A LGTYPE
Outputstats
stats! : STATISTICS

IIVlTlA L? : N
numplaced : N
Genemtor
A Data

LAMBDA? :IR
NIIMBER? : N
PredToZ (generator)

Simula te

NUMBER? : N
ASim Results
A ReadyQueue
Pred ToZ (simulat e )

PredToZ is constructed by composing PredToSS and SSToZ. We must ensure that the predicate specifications simulate and genemtor are non-miraculous, i.e., t h a t they are satisfiable,
and can therefore be expressed in 2.
The decision as to which kind of development to use-formal,

semiformal, or niixed-may

occur at any time during an initially heterogeneous developrnent. For example, we could have
performed the extraction of the semiformal specification after the construction of a heterogeneous structure text. With a heterogencc:~~
approach to method integration, developers have
techniques with which to take into account changes in development constraints, in terms of
transforming the methods used to fit the current state of their work.

A.8

Refinement and Implementation Construction

In constructing an implementation of our solution, we develop heterogeneous C code, which
means that we carry out al1 the final refinernents of forma1 parts a t the text level. We write a

specification as follows. Recall that in terms of defining compositions, we treat the C code as
syntactic sugar for partial formal specifications. In the folIowing, let simulate and genemtor be
as described above, and let the definitions of the functions eriqueue, dequeue, and front be as

described earlier. We assume that valid vaIues for NUMBER, MQL, INITIAL, and LAMBDA are input
or defined before the declarations. In the specification, there is no semantic difference between
data items and names typeset with typeuriter font and italàc font.
#def ine GROUPS 10
double boundary , t M e , wait [CROUPS1 ,
bursts CNUIIBal, arrivals WMBERI;
int i, length, t a i l , head, asriving;
char simulator ;
long count [GROUPSI ;
struct ce11 current, ready CHQLf .

/*

Generate simulation data

genemtor

/*

*/

.

Initialize system state

*/

for(i=O; i<GROüPS; i++)(
count [il =O ;
wait [il = O . 0 ;
1

.
.

current burstlength=bursts [ O ] ;
current arrivaltime=arrivals [O] ;

/*

Place INITIAL in the queue

/*

Acquire simulator mode

*/

*/

~imulator=~\O~;
&8 (simulator!='2'))~
~hile((simulator!=~l~)
printf ("Scheduler to simulate? (1) FCFS . (2) RR. \nu);
simulator=getc() ;

>-

/*

Simulation */

simulate .

/*

*/

Output s t a t i s t i c s

p r i n t f ('AnGroup ") ;
for(i=O;i<GROUPS;i++) printf("%7d",i);
p r i n t f ("\nCount " ) ;
for(i=O; i<GROüPS;i++) p r i n t f ("%7dm,count Cil ) ;
p r i n t f ("\nVait ") ;
f or(i=O; i<GROüPS;i++) printf (" %6.if", wait [il ) ;

printf("\nAverageN);
for(i=O; icGROUPS;i++) printf ("%?. lf" ,(wait Ci] /count Cil ) ) ;

We consider this specification to be formal: we treat each C statement as syntax for
a predicate (even if we do not explicitly wnte down each of these predicate formulations).

For example, the statement boundary=arrivals[length] ils

a

synonym for the predicate

boundary := a ~ v a a [ s ( l e n g t hThe
) declaration double b u r s t s [NUMBER] is syntax for the pred-

icate declaration var bursts : [NUMBER + real]. And the ; operator is syntax for dependent
composition.

The next stage is to refine the specifications genemtor and simulate to code. We first

describe the refinement to genemtor. The guard on the loop implementing genemtor will be
i

# NUMBER?, the variant will be NUMBER? - i, and an invariant is
1

5 i < NCrMBER? A V j

: 1, ..i r a m ' v a f s ( j )- arriuals(j

- 1 ) = -LAMBD.4?

(bursts(j)= 0.9 x random

x log, mndom A

+ .f V bursts(j) = 9.0 x

mndom

+ 1)

An implementation of genemtor might be written as follows. We omit the details of the
refinement tree to Save space.
am~uals(0):= 0.0- n := mndom.
bursts(0) := if ( n 5 0.8) then 0.9 x mndom
1 := 1.

+ 0.1 else 9.0 x

mndom

+ 1.0.

while ( i # NUMBER?) do (
n := random.
bursts(i) := if (n 5 0.8) then 0.9 x mndom + 0.1 else 9.0 x mndom
amuals(i) := -LAMBDA? x log,(mndom) + a m i a l s ( i - 1 ) .
i

..-

2

+ 1)

+ I .O.

The final refinement to the simulator specification might look sornething like the following.
time := O . i := INITIAL?.
c u m n t := bursts(0). boundary := arn'uals(2ength).
while ( O < length < MQL) d o
if ( a l g o d h m ? = fcfs) then FCFS' else RR'

FCFS' is a refinement of the specification FCFS; it is as follows.
updotecount .

while ( ( t i m e -t- boundary > arriuals(i)) A ( i < NUMBER?) A (length # MQL)) do (
enqueue(bursts( i ) , amivals(i)

i := i

+ 1).

- boundary , [ b u r s t s ( i ) l ) .

current := front.
dequeue

(The above code is a transliteration of the recursive refinement structure obtained by refining

FCFS.) Similarly, the specification RR' is a refinement of RR. and is as follows.
if ( c u m n t "burstlength" > 1. O ) then (
time := tirne + 1.0.
enqueue(cumnt "burstlength" - 1 .O, c u m n t "arrival", curnont "gmup" ))
else updatecount .
while ( ( t i m e + boundary > amiuals(i)) A ( i < NUMBER?) A (length # MQL))d o (
enqueue(bursts(i),amivals(i) - boundary, [ b u r s t s ( i )1).
i := i + 1).
current := front.
dequeue

The refinements RR' and FCFS' have a specification part in common (the while Ioop). These
can be combined using the case-factoring law from [Hnhn93] (we do not show this here).
We can now transliterate these implementations into pure C code. In doing so, we can add
code around the generator, in order t o write the generated burst and arrival times t o a data file;
further code can be added to read generated data in to a d a t a file. It may be convenient t o leave
the writing of t his input/output related code until the impiernentation stages of development
are reached, when we can make use of irnplementation language [/Ofacilities.

Appendix B

Graphical Text ual Analyzer
Example
This appendix contains a detailed development for the problem that is described in Section 4.6.2.
The example applies the integrated method of Section 4.4, which combines Coad-Yourdon

OOA/D and a Z specification style. We further integrate predicative programming so a s to be
able t o carry out procedural refinement in a straightforward rnanner.
T h e problem was described briefly in Section 4.4. I t involves the analysis, specification,
design, and implementation of a graphical display subsystem combined with a text analysis
subsystem. The text analysis subsystem will produce statistics from inputted text documents.
In particuiar, the subsystem must generate the following statistics.
O

The number of words in the document.

O

The number of sentences in the document. A sentence ends in a period, exclamation
mark: quotation mark, or question mark.
The average word length for the document.

O

The average number of syllables per word for the document.

rn

The average sentence length for the document.

O

The average number of 'pause marks' per sentence. A pause mark is a comma, semicolon,
coton, or dash.

a

The number of words with a t least three syllables.
Given a list of English words, the number of times each word in the Iist is the first word
in a sentence.

Given a Iist of English words, the number of times each word in the list is the last word

in a sentence.
The Fleseh and Fog scores for the document. The Flesch and Fog scores are used to give
a measure of the readabiiity of a document; the higher the score, the more difficult the
document is to read. See [Fles49] for more details on these scores, and on how they have
been used to analyze authorship (they can be computed from the statistics above).
The system facilities to be offered by an implementation must include the following.
0

Compute the above-mentioned statistics for a specified text document.
Save any computed statistics to a file in an easy-to-read format.

a Load pre-computed statistics for plotting from a file.

Plot loaded statistics in a viewing volume (a three-dimensional space). Each document
will be represented as a t.riple, and user-specified clusters of documents will be represented
by a potygon of triples. x, y. and z axes will also be plot ted to provide a frame of reference.
0

Select a mapping of a computed statistic to each of the x' y , and z axes.

0

Rotate the plotted polygons around an axis within the viewing volume.

We structure the presentation of the development according the procedure steps in Section 4.4.

We do not provide al1 the details in the development. We concentrate on those aspects related
to heterogeneous specifications and method integration. We also note that we present only one
possible approach to specification, architecture, and design; many others are possible.

In terrns of font selection used in describing methods and attributes, we use italics for formal
specifications and typevriter font for pseudocode and

B.1

Cf+ code.

Identify Objects

The first step in the method of Section 4.4 is to identify objects. Through careful analysis of the
problem, we identify the following objects, beginning with several that deal with the graphical
representation aspects of the system.

GraphicsSystem object: coordinates the plotting of the axes, the plotting of the clusters
that represent sets of documents, applying transformations to the axes and clusters, and

constructing transformations to map from 'user' coordinates (which are just the gathered
statistics) to 'device' coordinates ( a normalized viewing area).

a Quantizer object: an object with procedures to manage the colour map, and routines to
render pixels.
a Xdriver object: the object holding the X Window routines. The object must handle

the opening of a n X window, plotting to an X window, and coping with X events (e.g.,
rnoving a window, iconifying, etcetera).
0

Clip object: handles the clipping of clusters and axes being plotted. The Clip object is
used to determine the parts of the axes and clusters that are within the dispiay area, and
cornputes the clipped coordinates (if necessary) .

The identification step captures further objects to represent the axes of the visual representation, and for representing (user-organized) clusters of statistics. Since such visual representations can be transformed (see the rotation requirement), we also need some way of modeling
transformations in our system. A matrix is a convenient way t o do this [FvFSO]. Further
descriptions of these objects are as follows.
O

Axes object: to represent the three axes of the coordinate system, their current coordi-

nates, and colours.
0

Clusters object: stores and manipulates the clusters of document statistics within the
graphics system.

m

Matrix object: a n object used to describe the transformations that can be applied to
plotted clusters and axes. hdatrices will also be used to construct the primitive rendering transformations that handle projections, mappings from user coordinates to device
coordinates, and so on. The system will contain multiple matrices.

Two utility objects can be identified from the basic requirements of the system. One object
will be used to represent and manipulate words, and the second object will represent the various
user-cont rollable options applicable to the systern .

Text object: t o represent words within the textual analysis sub-system. The object must
provide appropriate storage for words, and suitable manipulation methods, e.g., for testing

for equality, obtaining sub-words and word suffixes, counting the nurnber of syllables in
a word, etcetera. The system will contain multiple Text objects.
0

Options object: manages the user-controllable options in the system. It provides representations of the user options-e.g., type of projection to use, setting clipping to off o r
on, image resolution, etcetera-and

utilities to allow the user to configure the options.

Three more objects are evident from the requirements: an object to handle the gathering
and calculation of the statistics; a n object to represent vectors; and an object to handle t h e
lexical analysis of the documents. These entities are represented formally. 2 state schernas will
be used to specify the objects and their attributes; operation schemas wil1 be used to represent
the methods (though methods will be determined and described later, in Section 8.4). The two
kinds of schema will be associated through Convention 1 from Chapter 3.
A Calc object holds the raw d a t a for the textual analysis; its associated methods will be
used to calculate some of the statistics. There will be exactly one Calc object in the system.

r

wc, sentences! syllables, totalsyll : N
ws, letter, threeszjll : N
numletter, nurnpause : N
FWS, LWS : se% N
analyre-words :
seq CHA R
flesch, fog :R
id : CID

wc is t h e number of words in the document, and sentences the number of sentences. numpause
represents the number of pause marks in the document, and threesyll the number of words with
a t least three syllables. analyze-words is the list of words that is checked for occurrences a t the
beginning or end of a sentence; F WS and

LWS record the counts of these occurrences.

A Vector object represents a 3-vector and the operations thereupon. A Vector includes
one attribute, of type VECTOR

[ t,y, z : ta 1.

r

Vector
u : VECTOR
id : VID

Vectors can be used to define polygons. Polygons are a meta data structure that will be used
in plotting clusters and axes.
Polygon

[* Vector].

The final forma1 object specification we give is for the lexical analyzer, Lex. Tt includes
exactly three Text tokens: one for the current token being analyzed, one for the previous
token, and one to hold the title of the document. A filename and an index into the file are also
included. There will be exactly one lexical analyzer object in the system.
Lez
M e , token, p-token : Tezt
indez : N
filename : seq CHAR
id : LID
For each formally-specified object, we must also specify the collection of al1 instances of
these objects in t h e system. This is done using the DS convention from Chapter 3.
TeztualAnalyzer
D S Lez
D S Vector

D S Calc
For example, DS Calc is defined as

DS Calc
calc : F Calc
idCalc : CID

L.w

Calc

idCalc = { c : calc c.id c+ c )

This completes the identification of objects; methods wilI be defined later.

In implementing this system, we will apply refinement to the implementation of individual methods. We will irnplement the system mode1 and object interactions using the formal

specifications provided above-and

B.2

in the next sections-in

a su bsidiary support d e .

Identie and Define Structures

Structures among the specified objects can now be defined. We identify one of note, for the
graphical representation su bsystem. It can be depicted as an assembly relation. The semantics
of such relations can be specified in Z (see Chapter 3). We draw it in Figure B.I.
The notation is defined in Chapter 1 and formalized in Chapter 3. Informally, the diagram
indicates that the GraphicsSystem object is formed from one instance each of Quantizer,
Xdriver, Clip, Axes, and Clusters.

[ ~uantizer)( driver]

1

Clip

)

1

Axes

1 1 Clusters]

Figure B. 1: AssernbIy reiationship for graphicat representation s u bsystem

B .3 Define Attributes, Operations, and Instance Connections
The next phase involves defining operations and attributes; procedural details are added i n
design. We identify a number of operations for eoch object, emphasizing those that will be
specified in detail later. Other operations may have to be added during implementation or
detailed design. At the same time, we define the notable attributes of each object.
Grap hicssystem For coordinating the plotting of axes and clusters. Its methods will include:

[nit: initialize the camera position (where the 'eye' of the viewer is located) and the
viewing areas for the visuai representation.
0

Make Transfomzs: determine the linear transformations necessary to map entities
frorn the user coordinates to the device coordinates.

0

Plot: plot atl axes and clusters represented in the system.

0

Tmnsfom: apply a transformation to the axes and clusters in the system.

0

RenderPolygon: a generic method to render a polygon (an axis or a cluster).

Its attributes will include:
0

camem: a description of the camera position and orientation of the viewer.

uiewwindow and viewport: descriptions of the world coordinate viewing volume, and
the two-dimensional device coordinate viewing area where al1 plotting will be per-

formed.

O

trnnsforms: represents the necessary transformations from world coordinates t o de-

vice coordinats.

I t is shown in Figure B.2.
Quantizer For determining device colour representations of a pixel, and for representing the
colour rnap. Its methods include:
0

Init: initialize the object.

0

Setrgbmap: determine the RGB colour map for rendering.
SetPointsr determine the operation to use for plotting of pixets.

O

GetBackground: return the value of the current background colours.

Its attributes include:
O

pcmap and lastcolour: for representing the colourmap to be used in drawing the

clusters and axes.
O

errors: errors in the mapping of user colours t o device coIours that arise during

quantization.
The object is depicted in Figure B.2.

Xdriver The object holding the X Windows routines. Its methods include, among others:
i

EventHandler: process X events, e.g., move the system window, iconify the window.
SetColmap: set the defauh X l l colour map according to the user coIour selection.

0

XOpen: open a new

X window, or adjust

a window when a size change occurs.

The attributes of the Xdriver object include:
i

rnainscreen. dGplay, window: used for representing a screen and its colours, for
describing the details of the X server, and for representing a window.

O

height, width: the dimensions of the X window in which plotting occurs.

color, cmap: used for representing the colours to be used in the X window plot.
It is shown in Figure B.2.

Clip Handles the clipping of polygons against a view volume. Its methods are:

a

Init: initialize the clipping view volumes. There will be a view volume for use with
a perspective transform, and a view voiume for use with a n orthographic transform.

a

ClipAgainstPlane: cIip a polygon against a given plane of a view volume.

a ClipAgainst VV: clip a polygon against t h e user-selected view volume.

Clip has two attributes:
a ppiped, frusturn: the parallelipiped or frustum view volumes used in projecting from

user coordinates t o camera coordinates.
The object is shown in Figure B.2.

Setrg Emap
SetPoints
Get8ackground

Figure B.2: Representation of some graphics subsysteni objects

The objects for handling matrices, clusters and axes are now elucidated to indude methods
and attributes.

Matrix Represents the transformations applied during graphical display. The methods include:
a Copy: copy a matrix into storage.

Rotate: create a rotation matrix based on a provided angle and axis.

Pn'nt: print a matrix to standard output.
Mult: multiply two matrices.
The object's sole attribute is an array matrix. The object is shown in Figure B.3.
Axes Handles the representation, transformation, and plotting of t h e

x, y, and

z axes of the

coordinate system. Methods are:
a Init: initialize the axes according ta the preset dimensions of the viewing volume.

0

Plot: plot the x, y, and z axes on the screen.

a

Transfonn: apply a linear transformation to the z, y, and r axes.
Select: select the statistics to use for the z, y, and o coordinates of the plot.

The attributes of the object are three polygons, zaxis, yaxis, and zazis, which hold the
end-points of each axis. The object is also shown in Figure B.3.

Clusters Represents the clusters within the system, and handles their plotting, transformation,
and storage. .Methods are:
0

ïnit: initialize the clusters from a provided file.

O

Plot: plot al1 clusters currently in the system.

0

Select: select the statistics to use for each axis of the coordinate system.

Tmnsfonn: apply a transformation to the clusters in the system, and then replot
the transformed clusters.
Attributes of the object include:

clusterlist: a list of clusters, each element of which is a list of 3-vectors representing
some gathered statistics.
O

t X , t Y, tZ: natural-number values that are used to map gathered statistics ont0 axes.

The object is shown in Figure B.3.
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Figure B.3: Representation of Matrix, Axes, Clusters objects
The Text and Options objects next have their methods and attributes defined.

Text Represents a word in the textual analyzer. Methods include:

0

CountSyllables: count the number of syllables in the word represented by the text

object.
rn substr: return

a specified substring from the represented word.

a length: return the length of the represented word.
rn theiast: return the last letter in the word (used in CountSyllables).

a neztlast: return the next-tdast letter in the word.

The attributes of the object are a string string, a natural len, and

a position pos used for

indexing into stt-ing. The object is shown in Figure B-4.

Options Represents the user-controlled options for the system. The methods are Optionlnit,
which initializes the options to default values, and Optionset, which allows the user to
change these default values. The attributes of this class are all placeholder d a t a and flags
(and we do not describe them here). It is also shown in Figure B.4.
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Figure B.4: Depiction of Text and Options objects
The final objects for which we must define operations are those that were formally specified
in Section B.1. We provide operation schemas for these entities in the design stages; we name
the operations here. Convention 1 of Chapter 3 will be used to associate rnethods with a
particular object.
Caic Gathers the relevant analysis statistics and cornputes scores. Methods include:

Init: initialize the statistics.
0

CountSyllables: count the number of syllables in the current token gathered by in

t h e Iexan.

r

Report: compute Fog and Flesch scores and other non-gathered statistics, and prepare a report for the user.

SaveStatistics: Save the statistics produced by Report.

Vector O bjects representing bvectors. Methods include:
Add: add two 3-vectors.

Length: return the L2-norm of the represented 3-vector.
0

CmssProduct: determine the cross product of two 3-vectors.

0

Normalize: no rmalize the represen ted vector.
Perspective: perform a perspective transformation on the represented vector.

Lex The lexical anatyzer. It partitions the input text file into words separated by white space.
It also forces the computation by invoking the statistics gathering operations on each
word. Operations include:

Init: initialize the lexan with a filename.

GetToken: get the next token from the specified file and invoke the statistical analyzer upon it.

We now describe how objects in the system interact; we use an instance diagram to do this.
-4 heterogeneous instance diagram is shown in Figure B.5 (in the figure, we do not specify al1

a t tributes and methods for each object) . Objects are represented using Coad-Yourdon notation

and using Z state schemas according to how they were described in the previous sections. RecaIl
that the instance relationships between objects (or Z schemas) are formally specified as relations
on object identities. Instance diagrams were formally expressed in Chapter 3 .

The analysis phases of the integrated method are now complete. We move on to design:
rnodelling subclasses and message characterizations (if necessary), specifying data structures
and procedural details, and eventually constructing an implementation. This corresponds to
descri bing met hod details (using structured English, pseudo-code, Z operation schernas, and
code) for the procedures t h a t were identified in anaiysis.
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Figure B.5: An instance diagram for the example

B .4

Data Representation and Procedural Design

We design examples of the attributes and methods for each object. It wilI be here that the
heterogeneous nature of the specifications will be most evident: we use several notations for
method specification, and several notations for data description. We commence by specifying
the methods for the forrnally-specified objects, since they already have rnuch of their data
described.
The Cdc object is used to represent the gathered statistics, and has methods for computing
these values- We now specify and properly name several operations for Calc. The initialization

Calc object simply sets al1 the given statistics to their zero values.
Calclnit
A Calc

= sentences' = syllables' = totalsyil' = O
= letter' = threesyll' = O
numletter' = numpause' = O
V i : 0 . . 2 9 0 F W S fi = L W S t i = O
V i : 0..29 l analyze-words' i = ( )
Jlesch' = fog' = 0.0
WC'

ws'

The effect of the ïnit method on the systern is specified using the CalclnitSystem operation
schema.

calc' = calc
lez' = lez
uector' = uector
idLez' = idLex
id Vector' = id VectoridCalc' = idCalc $ { i d ct BCalc')

Before continuing, we specify the set of vowels.

VOWEL = { a , e , i, 0,u , y)
The procedure to count the number of syllables in a word is two-step: there is a general ruleofthumt that is first applied, and then a number of corrections are made to deal with special-case

Englkh words. The general rule is that, in a n English word, a syllabie occurs whenever a vowel
is folIowed by a non-vowel.

-CalcCountSyllables

carc

A
FmmeSyllables
t? : Text
id' = id
numletter' = #t?.stnng
syllables' = mox(1, # { i : O..t?.len - 1 1 t?.string(i) E VOWEL A
t?.string(i 1) $! VO WEL))

+

(The Text t? is an input in a message from the Lez object. Note that

even

though we do

not formally specify Text objects, we a s s u m e that they have a forma1 definition when using a
semiforrnally-specified object (or met hod) in a formally-specified met hod .)

The included schema, FmmeSyllables, is used t o define a frame of unchanged variable values
for the CountSyllables operation.
FrameSyl la bles
cacc

FA

= WC A sentences' = sentences A totalsyll' = totalsyll
ws' = ws letter' = letter A threesyll' = threesyll
numpause' = numpause A LWS' = LWS A FWS' = FWS
analyze-wonls' = analyze,words
fiesch' = fiesch A fog' = fog
WC'

The efTect of CountSyllables on t h e s y s t e m is specified using the CalcCountSyllabfesSysteni
operat ion schema.

talc' = calc
lez' = lez
vector' = vector
idLez ' = idLex
id Vector' = id Vector
idCa1c1 = idCalc $ { i d c, 8 Calc'}
To Save space, we do not specify the effect of operations on the system for further operations.
Convention 1 describes how to specify system effects in detail.

The operation to count the number of syllables in a word is a sequential composition of

CalcCountSyllables and the schema CalcSpeeialCases, the latter of which is a schema wit h
an invariant that relationaily composes a number of predicative programming specifications.

Each predicate readjusts the syllable count to deal with a special word fragment. We use the
predicate notation so that we can refine each special case specification to code.

CalcSpecial Cases
A Calc
FrarneSyllables
t? : Tezt

id' = id
t?.len > 2 A syllables' = TextCoufitSyllables(t?.id, syikrbles)
v
t?.len

< 2 A syllables' = 1

The TextCountSyllables operation in the invariant of the above schema is a method associated
with the object Text (and in particular the object t? passed to Calc from the Lez object).
We provide the precise details of TeztCountSyllables shortly. The entire operation to cou n t
syllables is now a schema composition.

CalcMakeSyllables 2 CalcCountSyllables 9 CalcSpecialCases

The operation to update al1 statistics is now specifiable. We describe it as a sequence of the
CalcMakeSyllables operation, with a new operation to change the ot her statistics.

Calc Update 2 CalcMakeSyllables ;CalcCompute

The CalcCompute operation is a schema that performs some straightforward statistic updates.
The input variables eos? and sos? are true if and only if the token t? occurs at the end of a
sentence or the beginning of a sentence, respectively. (We show how to determine the value of
these variables later in the Lex object's specification.)

CalcCompute
A Calc
t? : Tezt
eos?, sos? : B

,

id' = id
sentences' = sentences A syllables' = syllables A ws' = ws
numletter' = numletter A numpause' = numpause A jiesch' = flesch
log' = fog A analyze-wonis' = analyze-words
WC' = W C
1
totalsyll' = totalsyll + syllables
letter' = letter + numletter
if syllables 2 3 then threesyll' = threesyll+ 1 else threesyll' = threesyll
3 i : 0..29 (t?.string = analyze-words[i] A eos? A LWSt[i] = LWS[i] 1)
3 i : 0..29 a (t?.stRng = analyze-words[i] A SOS?h FWSt[i]= FWS[I] 1 )

+

+
+

We now specify methods for Vector. There will be multiple Vector objects i n the system.
Operations on Vectors will affect the system. Operations on Vectors include addition, subtraction, normalization, copying, etcetera. We provide a few sample forma1 specifications. The

Add operation adds a vector w? to the vector represented by the object.

r

VectorAdd
A Vector
w? : VECTOR

id' = id
u'.x = u.x + w?.z A ut.y = u.y

+ w?.y A d.2 = v . i + w ? . ~

The length of a vector is specified using the standard L2 norm. The resuit of the Length
operation is stored in the output variable ul!.

r

VectorLength
.A Vector
vl! : iR
id' = id
vl!* = v.z2

+ u.TJ2 + v.z2

The cross product of two vectors can be taken, giving a vector perpendicular to the original
two vectors. It is used in constructing the transformations that map from user coordinates to
device coordinates. We specify this as a determinant within a Z schema.

VectorCrossProduct
A Vector
id' = id

Normalization, which transforms a vector into one with the same direction as the original
but with unit length, is used in constructing transformations.

id' = id
let uZ2 == v . x 2 + v . + ~v . z 2~* (
(ul < 0.000001) vt.x = v'.y = v f . z = O
( d > 0.000001) a v'.x = v . x / v i A ut.y = v . y / v [ A ut.z = v . z / d

*

The final Vector operation we specify is one to carry out a perspective division, given a
distance and a point on the z-axis.

r

VectorPerspec tive
A Vector
z?, distance? : Hg

id' = id

vt.x = u.x/ (-?/distance?)
ut.y = u . y / (z?/ distance?)
ut.; = v.r/(z?/distance?)

Finally, we provide operation schemas for the Lex object. T h e initialization of the lexer
sets the tokens t o the null sequence and checks for a titte in the text file.

id' = id
filename' = fn?
indez' = O
p-tokenf.string = token'string = ( )
Check Title

The predicate specifying t h e CheckTitle operation determines if there is a string of characters
a t the very beginning of the file that is pre- and post-appended with periods (e.g., ".BIeak
House."); this string is then used as the title, otherwise the nul1 string is used.

CheckTitle

frarne title

if (fn?[O] = '.) then (
title'. s E [* CHA R]
ensure (fn? = p.]

1

.

+ tit1e.s + p.] +fn?[#title.s + 2; ..#ln?]

<#Mes

A

5 80))

else titlef.s = ( )
We specify the method for acquiring a token (a word) from a given text file. First, for a text
document (a sequence of words), the lexicon is the set of full words appearing in the document.

1

lezicon :seq CHAR + P word
sp :punct WSpace 1 sd = ( s p ) * d ( s p ) .
word; spi, spr : punct WSpace 1 (spi) " w * (spz)in sd

w}

The set punct WSpace contains al1 punctuation characters and white space characters. The
w o d type is defined as

won[

== seq, (CHAR - punct WSpace).

Next, we define the wordSeq of a document, the sequence of al1 words in the document; this
is based on the lezicon.

1

tuordSeq : seq CHA R
-

+ seq word

-

Q d : seq CHAR; s :seq worda
(wonlSeq d = s ) o ((d 1 punct WSpace = ^/ s) A (ran s = lexicon d))

(1 is the anti-filter

function defined in [BSC94]. d

1 punct WSpace is a sequence containing those

characters of d that are not in the set punct WSpace.)

The operation

to

obtain a token from a text file f? can be specified using these functions.

Note that the token will contain only letters and numbers.

LezGet Token

ici' = id
p-token' = token
token' = wordSeq (f?) [indez]
index' = index 1

+

A number of utility functions can be defined that will simplify the construction of the
interface between L e x and Calc. First, we describe the neos of a document, which is the
number of sentences in a document. The given set, [ EOS], is the set of al1 end-of-sentence
punctuation (e.g., period, exclamation point).
neos

X d : [*CHAR] -+si :O, ..#d - ( d i E EOS)

A lowercase function maps a11 capital alphabetic characters into lower-case atphabetic characters. First, let

[ U P P E R ] be the set of al1 upper-case alphabetic characters.

lowercase : seq CHAR + seq CHAR

V L : seq CHAR: a : ( C H A R - UPPER).
lowercase( ) = ( )
lowercase ( A ) L = ( a ) lowercase L
lowercase (2) L = ( 2 ) lowercase L
lowercase ( a )* L = {a) iowercase L

The function endofsentence returns true if the token it is passed occurs at the end of a
sentence. This is used to generate a value for the input variable eos? in the CalcCornpute
operation.

1

endofsentence : seq C H A R x N

-+ B

V s : seq CHAR; i : 80

endofsentence s i = true o ( l e t t = tokenSeq(s)[il œt[# t ] E

EOS)

The function tokenSeq is identical to wonlSeq with one exception: the set punct WSpace i n
wonlSeq is replaced with the set WSpace-al1 white space characters-in

tokenseq.

Similarly, we con define a function starto/sentence, which returns true if the token it is
passed occurs a t the start of a sentence. I t is used to generate a value for the input variable
SOS?in the CalcCompute operation.

l-

startofsentence :seq C'HA R x N -+ B

V s : seq CHAR; i :Z o
startofsentence s i = true e
(let t = tokenSeq(s)[il t[O] E UPPER v t[O] E LQ UOTE)

(LQUOTE is t h e set of a11 Ieft quotation marks.)
Further functions may need to be added when we move to the implementation phase: we

do not concern ourseives with these details for now.
A Text object has a number of utility methods, e.g., for indexing distinct characters of a
text string, for corn paring texts, etcetera. We begin its specification wit h its attributes.

A Text object contains three attributes, as follows:
string : [*char], Zen : nat,

pos : O , ..len

The example method specifications we for Text are as follows.
Met hod: Teztsubstr

Inputs: int start, length
Results:
if (length > O A start 2 O h start
stringfstarl; ..start
else e m r

i

+ length < len) then

+ length]

Method: Tezt==(equality)
Inputs: Text t
Results: return (string = tustring")

Recalt that the main syllable-counting routine is the method CalcMakeSyllabCes, which has
t h e following definition.

CalcMakeSyllables 3 CalcCountSyllables g CalcSpecialCases
where CalcSpecialCases is a schema with invariant that includes a ca11 t o the TextCountSyllables
method. TextCavntSyllables is as follows. (TID is the set of identities of Text objects, and

idText is the function t h a t maps Text identities t o state.)
TeztCountSyllubles -2 X t : T I D ; sy : N

(

var W : [+char];s : N o (

W ,s := idTezt(t)"string", sy

.

SE. IO. LE. YI.IA. IE. UE. II. Ur. ED. ES
result s ) )
(where . is dependent composition of predicates.)

Each of the specifications in the above

sequence is a predicate that readjusts the syllable count when a certain word fragment is
detected. There is a specification to deal with words t h a t include 'ue' fragments, words that
end in a silent 'e', words that include 'ia' fragments, etcetera. We specify several special cases
here, in no particular order (note that more than one case can apply for a word).
Recall t h a t the general algorithrn has been applied to the word in question. We must readjust
s (which contains the syllable count obtained by the general algorithm) to accommodate the

special cases.

For words containing a silent 'e', we decrement t h e syllable count if the word ends in 'e' and
t h e next-to-last letter is a consonant.

SE

fiames.
sr=s-#§j:#W-1.

W j = ' e ~W ( j - l ) $

VOWEL

Now we specify the handting for the 'ua' fragments. For each 'ua' fragment in the word, we
increment the syllable count providing that the 'ua' fragment is not preceded by the Ietter 's'.

UA

frame s o
sr=s++$j:O,..#W-l.(Wi='uA

W ( j f L ) = ' a h ( j > O ~W ( j - l ) # ' a ) )

For 'yi' fragments (e.g., lying), or 'ya' fragments (e.g., yawing), the syllabIe count is incremented if the respective fragment is detected, except at the start of a word. This lets u s treat
'y' as a consonant.

YI 2 frame s
sr=s+

# § j: 1,..#W

- 10(Wj='y

h ( W ( j + 1) =

'iv W ( j +

1) = 'a))

'ia' fragments are handled similarly: if a word contains an 'ia' fragment that is not immediately prefixed by the ietters 's', 't', or 'c', the syllable count should be incrernented.

IA S frame s l
st=s++$j:

l,..#W-

la((Wj='iA W(j+l)='a)h-W(j-

1) : ' s , * t , ' c )

Words that end in 'ii' (e.g., radii) can be handled by t h e following simple specification.

Words with an 50' fragment will have their syllable count incremented if the 'io' is a t the
beginning of the word, or if the 'io' is immediately preceded by a hard sound.

IO

frame s a
s J = s + # $ j : I , . . # W - l a ( W j = ' i A W ( j + l )= ' o h

W ( j - 1) : ' g , 'm,'n,'s, ' t , 'x,' z ) + if W[O;..2] = ['i;

'O]

then 1 else O

The 'ie' word fragment requires us to increment the syllable count if the fragment is followed
by a rolling sound.

Words with 'ui' fragments can be handled simply by incrementing the syllable count when
the 'ui' is followed by a 't'.
01 -' frame s a
s r = s + t $ j : O,..#W -3.

( W j = ' U A W ( j + 1) = ' i A W ( j + 2 ) = ' t )

The case for 'ed' endings on words is a bit tricky; words that end in 'ed' where the 'ed' is
not prefixed by 'd' or 't' should have their syllable count decremented.

ED

frame s e
s'= s

- tsj: # W

-3.

(-Wj : 'd,'tA W ( j + 1) = ' e ~W ( j + 2 ) = ' d )

Words ending in 'es' are also tricky: for an 'es' ending that is not prefixed by a 'hard' sound
(one of the letters c, g, h, s, x, z) after a vowel, we decrement the count of syllables by one.

ES 2 frame s a
s ' = s - # G : # ~ - 4 . ( ~ ( j + 2 ) = ' e h W(j+3)

-

='SA

W (j+ 1) : 'c, 'g, 'hl 's, 'x, ' z A ( W ( j + 1) = '1 V Wj : VO W E L ) )

For 'le' end-of-word fragments, the sylfable count must be incrernented by one if the immediate prefix of the 'le' ending is aot a vowel or a hard sound.

Another common case is that for 'ue' fragments (e.g., in the words sue or due). In this
case, the syllable count is increased for each occurrence of 'ue'; 's7 and 'd' endings are handled

separately, by ES and ED.

UE

G

frame s a
s'=

s - # § j : O,..# W - 1 o ( W j = 'u

A

W ( j + 1) = 'e)

There are other special cases? and their specifications wilI have similar formulations to those
shown above. We do not discuss them here in the interests of conserving space.
We now design the methods and attributes for the remaining objects. The details will be
provided in pseudocode, predicates, and C++ code.
The Axes object (and there is only one such object in the system) contains the methods
and attributes associated with describing and piotting the t hree axes of the visualization. Each
axis is represented as a polygon, and each is rooted a t the origin. The data definitions are as

follows.

The Plot method for this object is specified as pseudocode.
Method: AxesPlot
Inputs: none
Results:

for axis = xaxis, yaxis, zaxis do
transform axis from world coordinates to camera coordinates;
compute clipping outcodes for the transformed a x i s ;
GraphicsSystemRenderPolpgon(aris)
od

('Camera' coordinates is an intermediate coordinate system that normalizes coordinates
according to the position of the viewer.)
Another important Axes operation is that to apply a transformation to the three axes.

This operation is specified as follows.

Met hod: AxesTmnsform
Inputs: Matrix Il2
Result s:
for axis = xaxis, y a x i s , zaxis do
apply !l to axis by matrix left multiplication against each
coordinate of the a i s ;
store the results of the application in the coordinates for axis.

The remaining Axes operations are straightforward to describe.
The Clusters object encapsulates the met hods and att ri bu tes associated wit h the clusters

of document statistics. (The user of the system is responsible for organizing sets of statistics
into relevant clusters, and for deciding the mapping of statistic to axis.) its attributes include

a clusterlist , defined as follows:
cluster

2

"el" -+ [*[4* mal]] 1 "noc" -t nit

clusterlist

:

[+cluster]

The Plot method for the Clusters object is also specified as pseudocode. I t iterates through
the list of clusters and transforms each cluster to camera coordinates, cornputes the outcodes
for each vertex of the cluster, transforms the cluster into a polygon, then renders this polygon.

M e t hod: ClustersPlot
Inputs: none
Results:
for each cluster in clusterlist do
for each vertex in the cluster do
transform the vertex into camera coordinates;
compute the clipping outcodes for the transformed vert;ex;
od;

determine a plotting colour for the cluster;
transform the cluster i n t o a polygon p;
GraphicsSystemRenderPolygon(p)

Both AxesPlot and ClustersPlot use the method GmphicsSystem RenderPolygon to draw on
the screen; this will be described when we detail the GraphicsSystem object.
The other significant Clusters operation is the transform. This method can be specified as
follows:

Met hod: Clusters T m n sforrn
Inputs: Matrix M

Results:
for each cluster in clusterlist do
left-multiply each vector in the cluster by U;
store the results in the original cluster storage.
od

The Xdriver object implements the X Window routines for the system. This object will
reuse standard Xlib functions and data structures in its construction. For this reason, we
design the object and its methods directly a t the level of code (in this case, C++). This makes
i t easy to directly reuse the Xlib library for data structures and for existing X code. This

approach is feasible for our problem since Xdriver is defined so that it is highly cohesive. A
concrete and code-Ievel description is t herefore possible. We declare several attributes and two
rnethods here. The attributes have their types declared in Xlib.
The display dpy of the object encapsulates the information needed t o control the X server,
and to interface with clients. it is standard practice to declare it a s a pointer.
Display *dpy;

The vis attribute describes the common features of the display hardware, including the
type of screen on which the system will be doing the plotting.

Finally, the colour map for the X window is managed and allocated through the color
attribute.
Xcolor *color;

We now describe a design for two examples of Xdriver methods. The XdriuerSetcolmap
method allocates coIours if a pseudo-colour screen is used.

M e t hod: XdriverSetcolmap
Inputs: none
Res ults:
int i ;
suit ch( vis->c,class )C
case StaticGray:
case GrayScale:
break;
case PseudoColor:
cmap=XCreateColormap( dpy, DefaultRootWindow(dpy), vis, AllocNone 1 ;
for(i=O;i<256;i++)(
color.red=i*257;
color.green=i*257;
color.blue=i*267;
if(XAllocColor(dpy,cmap,&coloL)-0)
printf("Fai1ure to allocate %d\nU,i);

>

>

break;

The functions XAllocColor and XCreateColormap are defined in X l i b .

The event handler for the Xdriver object manages X events, e.g., resizing the window,
uncovering the window, etcetera. It waits for the next X event, then deals with it in the
appropriate rnanner.

M e t hod: XdriverEventHandler
Inputs: none
Results:
XEvent report ;

uhile(XPending(dpy)){
XNextEvent (dpy , &report) ;
s u i t c h ( report.type ) {

// The displap window is exposed.
case Expose:
ahile(XCheckTypedEvent( dpy , Expose, &report ) ) ;
XPutImage(dpy,nin,gc8mainscreen,O8O8o8~8~idt~,h~~~h~~;
break ;

// The uindon resolution is aïcered.
case ConfigureNotify:

option.resolution.x=report.xconfigure.uih;

option.resolution.y-report.~tconfigare.height;
break ;

3
3

The other Xdriver rnethods are described in a similar fashion in terms of Xlib functions.
The GraphicsSystem object features methods to initialize the plotting routines (by d e
terrnining the primitive transformations from world coordinates to device coordinates), and to
carry o u t the ôctual plotting when requested by the system user. Its attributes include the

following. The camera represents the position and orientation of the viewer.

camem

-+

: U l ~ k U p n Vector

(

"lookAtn + Vector

1

"lookFmnn + Vector

The viewport describes the two-dimensional rectangle of the screen in which an image (the
collection of clusters and axes) will finally be rendered.

viewport

: "minX"

(

+ real

"minYW-+ real

+ real
1 "rnazYw + mal
1

"maxX"

The viewwindow describes the representation of the viewing volume in the user's coordinate
system. Part of the job of the GraphicsSystem is to provide methods that map from the
user's coordinates to the device coordinates using proportion-preserving transformations.

viewwindow

: "width"

+ real

1

"height" + mal

(

"distancef73 mal

(

"hither" -+ real

1

L'yon" + mal

The Plot routine for GraphicsSystem is easy to describe; it plots al1 the entities about which
it knows.

Met hod: GmphicsSystemPlot
Inputs: none

Results: AzesPlot. CZustersPlot
The user of the system may want to rotate the displayed image on screen, so as to examine
the collection of clusterç and axes from a different angle. A specification of this method is as

follows.

Met hod: GruphicsSystemTransfonn
Inputs: real rotationangle, char azis

Results:
var M : Matriz

if ( O 5 rotationangle 5 360) then
MRotate ( rotationangle, axis).

AzesTmns/om(hf).
ClustersTmnsform(M).
GmphicsSyst ernPlo t
else error

The RenderPolygon method of GraphicsSystem is a generic renderer. It takes a polygon

as an argument, calls the clipper on the polygon, then renders the clipped polygon using a
DrawPolygon routine (described when we get to implementation in Section B.5).

Inputs: Polygon p
Results:
ClipClipPolyAgainstVV(p)
i f t h e clipped polygon i s not t r i v i a l l y empty
map the polygon from camera t o device coordinates;
DrauPolygon(p)
endif

The method ClipPolyAgainstW is a part of the Clip class.

The Clip object clips polygons t o fit the viewing volume. A polygon will be clipped if
its dimensions place some (or all) of it outside of the viewing area that is defined by the

GraphicsSystem attribute viermoindow. The Clip object is used t o check if a polygon needs
to be clipped, and if it does, performs the clipping by calculating new polygon dimensions. It

has two a t t r i b u t s . fkstum and ppiped are used t o represent the viewing volumes in which al1
clusters and axes will be plotted (the first view volume is used with perspective projections,
the second wit h orthographie projections).

frustum, ppiped : [6 * PLANE],
where a PLANE is a Ctuple.

PLANE

"x" -t mal 1 "y"

+ real

A key method of Clip is OutCodes, which calculates the outcodes for a given vertex. An
outcode for a polygon vertex is a n integer that represents whether the vertex is within or
without of a view volume. T h e pseudocode for this procedure is a s follows.

Met hod: ClipOut Codes
Inputs: Vector v
Results:
select the vieaing volume according to the value of option.projection;
for each plane in the viewing volume do
calculate the distance irom v to the plane;
if the distance is negative, the point is without the plane, and
this is recorded in the outcode for v.
od

Other Clip routines include a method to clip an entire polygon (by successively calling
ClipOutCodes on each vertex), and a method to initialize the viewing volumes according to the
viewwindow d a t a structure.
The Quantizer object implements methods for quantization, and provides the operations
to determine colours of pixels to be rendered in a n X window.

The class's attributes include pcmap, an array that holds values for colour representation;
and mrr, gerr and berr, which hold t h e errors that arise in colour representation when dithering
must occur.
pcmap

rem, berr'gerr

: [256 t ('Lred" + int
: int

1 "green"

-t

int 1 'blue"

+ int)]

We describe two methods of this object: Setrgbmap and RGBtoPalletedither.
The method Setrgbmap allocates values for colour representation into the pcmap; it is used
by the other methods of the object when representing points on an X display.

Method: Quantizersetqbmap

Inputs: none
Results:
i := O;
for b:=O to 3 do
for g:=O t o 7 do
for r:=O to 7 do
pcmap [il .red := r*36 ;
pcmap c i l green := g*36 ;
pcmap Ci] .b l u e := b*85 ;
i := i+l
od od od

.

The method RGBtoPalletedither determines the colours to be used in plotting a given (x,y)
coordinate, and calls an appropriate X Window function to plot the pixel.

Met hod: QuantizerRGBtoPalletedither
Inputs: int x, y, int r, g , b
Results:
c a ï c u l a t e colour c of pixel from quantization a r r a y pcmap;
update cumulative quantization errors ;
cal1 X window plot function on (x,y) aith colour c

The final object to be designed is Matrix, which features a number of methods: for constructing rotation or scale transformations, for performing multiplications, etcetera. We specify
a few methods here. The object has one attribute, matriz:

One Matrix method carries out multiplication; this is used in constructing transformations
from world coordinates to device coordinates. We specify the method in the obvious way ( x is
the overloaded matrix mu tiplication operator).

Met hod: MatrixMult
Inputs: array(4x4) m, int side

Res ults :

if (side = RIGHT) then matrlzl = m a t n z x m
else if (side = L E F T ) then matriz' = m x mat+

else e m r
Another Matrix method is Rotate, which constructs a rotation transformation matrix. Its
inputs are an angIe and a desired rotation axis.

M e t hod: MatrixRotate
Inputs: real angle, char azis

Result s:
sin := sine (angle).cos := cosine (angle).

if (azis = 'x) then

O

O

O

cos

sin

O

-sin

cos

O

O

y 1

matrïx' =

Lo

else if (axis = 'y) t hen

1

cos

O -sin
O

matrix' =

1 0

O

O

else if (axis = '2)then

matrixl =

cos

sin O

-sin

cos O

O

O

1

Finally, we describe the matrix inversion method. ( 1 is the 4x4 identity matrix in the
folIowing.)

Met hod: MatrizInvert

Inputs: none

Results: nzatrix' x matriz = I
T h e Options object represents and controls the user-set table options for the graphics system. It contains only simple data (e.g., choice of projection to appiy, background colour to
use, camera position, etcetera), and its two methods initialize and set this d a t a to reasonable
values. We d o not present the details of this object here.

B .5

System Integration and Implementation

We have specified a t t r i b u t s and methods for (some of) the objects in the system; we have left
some details undescribed in order to conserve space. What remains for us to do is t o implement
the rnethods and attributes of each object, provide a suitable user-interface, and integrate the
subsystems. In more detail, this involves (in no particular order) the following steps.
The writing of program (Cf+) code for the user-interface.
Constructing code for those methods that are semiformally specified as pseudocode.
Refinement of forma1 specifications to programs (this could also be included in the design
stages).
Construction of supplementary functions (e.g., "render a polygon" , "draw a line") not
encom passed in the previous steps.
Transliteration and translation of forrnally-derived programs (e.g., in Dijkstra's guarded
command language) to C++.
Construction of C++ data structures for the forrnally and semiformally specified attributes and d a t a structures.
Integration of system components, and relating forrnally-specified systern effects to implementation effects on specific o bjects.
We do not describe t h e implementation of a user-interface here since it is beyond our interests.
We present only a small portion of the implementation and integration details in order to conserve space. We first describe some Cf+ d a t a structures for the global types of polygons, lists
of vertices, and generic t v e c t o r s (these are only a sample of those that must be constructed).

A WCTOR is a direct implementation of the VECTOR type.

typedef struct ( double x , y , z; ) VECTOR;

There is still the (significant) problem of making a transition from t h e data structures used

in the forma1 specification to implementation (i-e., machine) level data structures [HiBo95]. We
do not concern ourselves with this here; i t is a problem for future work.

A VertexInf O data structure coliects outcodes, world-coordinate vertices, and vertices that
have been clipped and mapped into device coordinates.
typedef struct (
i n t out code ;
VECTOR vertex;
VECTOR NDCvertex;
) VertexInfa;

// storage f o r clipped vertex

Finally, a Polygon irnplements a Polygon as a list of VertexInfo's, along with colour
information for each vertex.
typedef s t n i c t (
int vertexcount;
// # of v e r t i c e s i n polygon
Vertexfnfo *vertexinfo;
ColourRGB rgb ;
)

Polygon;

The ColourRCB type is a record holding the red, green, and blue components of the cotour
re~resentationof the vertex.

With these data structures in mind, we can now describe the generic function to render a
polygon. We do this using C++ code. The functionality is split up into a method ( GmphicsSys-

temRenderPolygon, described earlier), and two C++ functions, one called DrawPolygon, which
iterates over the edges of the polygon, rendering each edge, and the other called DrawLine,

which draws a line between two vertices.

DrawPolygon is passed a clipped polygon (via a pointer, for efficiency), and i terates through
the vertices in t h e polygon, connecting the points in order. The first and last vertex in the
polygon are connected as welI.

// Get colour information for each v e r t e x .

// Co through the vertex list.
if (vlPolygon!=NüLL)(
for (i=0;i<vlPolygon->vertexcount-1 ;i ~ € )
vl=vlPolygon->vertexinfO [il .NDCvertex ;

v2=vl~olygon->vertexinfoCi+l].NDCvertex;
DrawLine((int) (xres*vl.x) ,(int ) (yres*vl. y) ,(int) (rres*v2. XI,
(int) (yres*v2.y) ,r,g,b);

1
// Connect first and last vertices.

>

v2=vlPolygon->oertexinfo CO] .NDCvertex ;
v i = v l ~ o l y g o n - > v e ~ e x i ~ o [ v l P o l y g o n - > v e r e x ;
DrawLine((int)(xres*vl.x)~(~t)(yres*vl.y)~
(int)(xres*v2.x),(int)(~es*v2.y),r,g,b);

The DrawLine procedure draws a Iine between two points, using the colours specified by

r , g , and b, and Bresenham's Iine-drawing algorithm. A forma1 derivation of Bresenham's
line-drawing algorithm is given in [JoKiSO], so we do not present it here.

We next consider the (partial) irnplementation of several objects. We describe designs of
examples of methods and attributes. We commence with a Text object. It has three attributes:
string, len, and pos, which can be implemented as folIows:
char *string;
int len, pos;

The substr method is then as follows. Recall that in the specification we did not prefix this
method narne with an object name since there are rnany such Text objects in the system. We
now prefix the method narne with a class name, since we have moved to an implementation

level and C++ requires such a convention to resolve names.
char* Text::substr( int start, int len ) {
char *sub=new char [len+il;
strncpy (sub,s+start ,len) ;
*(sub+len)='\OP;
return( sub 1;

1
The other Text operations can be implemented similarly.

The Clusters object has several attributes, the most significant being the clusterïist, which
we irnplement as a linked Iist.

typedef double cluster C41;
typedef struct CLstruct (
c l u s t e r *cl ;
int noc ;
struct CLstruct *next;
3 CL;

In the cluster plotting engine, each cluster is mapped into camera coordinats, has its

clipping outcodes determined, then is passed to the generic rendering function for plotting on
the screen. This is described as follows.
void ~lusters::Plot( matrix m
Polygon p;
Vector PolyNormal
VertexInfo vl ;
int i, cc;
CL *cltemp;

)i

cc=O ;
cltemp=(CL*)GetXem(NULL, (size,t) (sizeof (CL)1) ;
cltemp=c;
ahile(cltemp!=NULL){
p.vertexcount=cltemp->nec;

p.vertexinio=(~ertexInio*)~etHem(NUU,
(size-t)(cltemp->noc*sizeof(Vertex~nfo)));

// Copy Vertex information into temporary storage
vl. vertex. x=(cltemp->cl Ci] ) [tx] ;
vl .vertex. y=(cltemp->cl Ci] ) [tyl ;
vï .vertex .z=(cltemp->cl [il ) Ctzl ;

// Transform the vertex into camera coordinates
PolyNonnal.Copy( vl-vertex 1;
PolyNormal.Transform( tr.m 1;
PolyNormal .Transform( m ) ;
vl.vertex=PolyNormal.v;

// Compute outcodes for the vertex.

// Store the vertex in the c u r e n t polygon.

p. vertexinfo [il .vertex=vl.vertex;
p. vertexinf O [il .out code=vl .out code ;

1

p. rgb .red=cc* ((int ) (2SS/number) ) ;
p.rgb.blue=cc*((int)(255/number));
p. rgb.green=cc*( ( i n t ) (265/number)) ;

The Axes object contains three axes, implemented as polygons:
Polygon xaxis, y a r i s , zaxis;

A sample of the implementation of the AzesPlot method (showing the workings only for the
z axis) is as follows.
void Axes: :Plot ( matrix m ) {

Vector PolyNormal;
VertexInf O vl ;
Polygori x ;
i n t i;
for( i=O; i<2; i++) {
PolyNormal .Copy( x a x i s .vertexinf oCil .vertex ) ;
PolpNormal.Transform( tr.m ) ;
PolyNonnal .Transf orm( m ) ;

vl.vertex=PolyNormal.v;
HakeOutCodes ( &vl ) ;
x . vertexinf O Cil .vertex*
vertex;
x . vertexinf O C i ] outcode=vl .outcode;
l p p p p p p p p p p p x .vert excount=S ;

.

The Clip object contains the two view volumes over which dipping applies. These can be
defined as follows:
typedef struct(
double x , y , z, d;
)

PLANE;

typedef PLANE ~ieuvolume

;

Viewvolume ppiped, frustum;

The method to clip a polygon against a plane of the view volume is implemented as follows.

int C l i p : :ClipPoly~gainstPlane( Polygon *clipped, Polygon *p, Plane p l m e )(
VertexInfo *v, *vi;
int i, N, n, prevPt;
double currptdist , prevptdist , t ;

n=p->vertexcount ;
v=p->verterid O ;
N=-1;
vi=clipped->vertexinfa;
prevPt=n-1 ;
prevPtdist=PtToPlane( v CprevPt] .vertex, plane ) ;

/ / Vary i over the vertices in the polygon

elsd

t=prevPtdist/(prevPtdist-currPtdist) ;

N++ ;
vi [NI .vertex.x=Lerp(t ,v CpreoPtl .vertex.x, vCiJ .vertex.x) ;
vi[N] .vertex.y=Lerp(t ,v[prevPt] .vertex.y, v[il .vertex.y ) ;
vi [NI .vertex .z=Lerp(t ,v [prevPtl .vertex.2, v Ci] .vertex. z);

1

3
else {
if (currPtdist>=O. O)(
t=prevPtdist/(prevPtdist-currPtdist);

Nt+;
vi[N] .vertex.r=~erp(t,v[prevPt] .vertex.x v[i] .vertex.x);

vi [NJ .vertex.y=Lerp(t ,v CprevPtl .vertex.y, v Ci] .verter. y ) ;
vi LN] .vertex .z=Lerp(t ,vCprevPt] .vertex.z , v[il . v e r t e x . z ) ;
Nu;
vi LN] =v Ci] ;

>

1

prevPt=i ;
prevPtdist=currPtdist;

3

>

cl ipped->vert excount=N+ 1 ;
return (N+1) ;

Finaily, the GraphicsSystem method RenderPolygon is implemented. First, if clipping is
enabied, the polygon is checked for being trivially outside of the view volume; if it is partially
(or completely) within the volume, it is clipped, converted t o device coordinates, and then

drawn in the viewing area. The polygon is passed as a pointer for efficiency.

void CraphicsSystem: :RenderPolygon( Polygon *viPolygon ) C
int i , o c l , oc2;

for (i=0;i<vlPolygon->vertexcount;++i)

<

o c 1 I = vl~olygon->vertexinfo[i].outcode;
oc2 &= vlPolygon->vertexinmi] .out code ;

3

>

if (oc2 !=O) return;
if (oci!=O)
i f ( c l i p p e r - > ~ l i p P o l y ~ g a i n s t ~ i e ~ o l u m e ( v l ~ o l y greturn;
onO)

// Transform polygon to device coordinates and draw it.

We next show the refinement of several of the forma1 method specifications, starting with
the operations that calcutate the number of syllables in a word. For example, we show the
refinement of the operation SE (part of TextCountSyllables) using the rule Refinernent by Cases.

The refinement of a more cornpticated special-case operationo Say UA, might proceed as
shown here. In the refinement tree, define the predicate P as follows:

The refinement can then proceed. In the first step, we apply the substitution rule [Hehn93].

We refine the new specification using a tail recursive construction. The second predicate in the
dependent composition can be refined by cases as follows.

c if i = # W

- 1 thenokelse

i##W-l+st=s+#$j:i,..#W-

1mP

The else branch can be refined to the following selection ( P [ i / j ]reads "substitute i for j in

P), by applying

cases and multiple substitutions.
G

if P [ i / j ] then s := s + 1 else ok.
i:=i+l.st=s+CG:i,..#W-

lof

The LE case is straightforward to refine (recall that we can assume due to the guard in the
CalcSpecialCases schema, that

# W 2 3). We

use refinement by cases, twice.

As a final example, we refine 10 using a tail-recursive approach. First, define P as follows.

P

( Wj = 'i A W ( j

+ 1) =

'O

A

W ( j - 1) : 'gr'm, 'n, 's, ' t , 'x,

'2).

The refinement proceeds as follows.

The predicate A handles the case where t h e word W starts with the fragment io.
A

if (WO= ' i CVl
~ = ' O ) then s := s + 1 elseok.

Having added a loop index, the rernaining specification is refined in the obvious way, introducing
a check for end-of-loop, and the loop body.

if i = # W - 1 thenokelse
i##W-

l+st=s+~$j:i,..#W-1.P

The else branch can be refined to the following selection.
t

if P [ i / j ]then s := s + 1 else ok. i := i + 1.
s'=s+#$j:

i,..#W-

Io

P

The refinement of the general syllable counter method CalcCountSyll can proceed as follows
(we refine only the method, and not the schema that specifies the effect of the method on the

entire system. This latter effect is implemented when we make the transition to Cf+ code).
First we define a predicate Q:

& S (t?.str+nq(j) E VU WEL A t?.string(j + 1 ) 4 VQ WEL).
We refine the Z schema using weakest-precondition refinement. A loop is introduced using the
checklist from [Morg94], and a following assignment is used to increase the loop counter (and
decrease the variant) .
CalcCountSyll C syllables, j := 0,O;

d o ( j # t?.len

- 1) +

syllables : [ ( O $ j < t?.len - i A 1, 1'1;

Q

where an invariant I is

I Z syllables = # { i : O -t j ( Q )
and a bound function for the loop is t?,len

- 1 - j.

The interior specification statement (marked rvith a

4)

is refined by using Law 4.1 of

[Morg94], to introduce a guarded aiternation.

C if Q

+ syllables := syllables + 1

[1 -Q

-t

skip

fi
The methods of Vector are straightforward to refine. For example. the rnethod Vector.4dd
can be refined as follows.

The cross product method is perhaps the trickiest to implement, and we refine it by expanding
the determinant and applying the multiple assignment law of the refinement calculus.
VectorCrossProduct

E u.x, u.y,
(v.y

x

(V.Z

x

u.z :=

- (v.z x
w ? . x ) - (U.Z x
ut?.,.)

( v . x x w?. y)

w?.y),

w?.z),

- (o.y x w?.x)

A Lex object irnplementation can be constructed by using the forma1 specification in a subsidiary support rôle. This is a straightforward procesç, and can rnake use of standard lexical
analysis techniques.

We now must integrate the objects as specified in the instance diagram of Figure B.5,
and according to the system effects specified with objects Calc, Vector, and Lez. A system
integration can (in this particular situation) be described at the teveI of a small procedural
specification. This denotes the instantiation of objects, the invocation of initialization, and the
operational behaviour of the system. The effect of operations o n the system is implemented
by instantiation of objects, and by directly specifying (at the code level) the object to which
a method applies. In our implementation language, C++, this is done by prefixing a method
invocation with an object name. We only sketch integration details here. First, we declare
several objects that will be pervasive throughout an execution (we declare several objects as
pointers for efficiency).
Lex *scanner;
Calc *statistics;
GraphicsSystem *gs;
Options option;

(Note that the GraphicsSystem is assembled from instances of Clusters, Axes, Clip,

Quantizer, and Xdriver objects.)
The effect of methods on the system is simple to implement in the cases of methods for

Axes, Clusters, Clip, Quantizer, Xdriver, GraphicsSystem, Calc, Lex, and Options;
there is precisely one instance of each object in the system. For the methods of Text,Matrix,
and Vector, we must be careful-at

the C++ level-to

directly specify with each method the

object instance to which the usage applies.
After the system initializes t h e objects, it starts the user interface so that a user can cornmence a textua1 analysis or piotting session.

// Start t h e user interface.

The final Cf+ implementation of the system is approximately 4000 lines of code, containing 1 1 objects and classes (with a cumulative 116 attributes and 147 methods), 1 1 auxiliary
structures (objects where al1 att ributes are pu blicly visible), and 20 global functions.

Appendix C

Glossary of Notation
z

C.l
O

P A : power set of set A

0

4:anti-restriction of relation

O

+: partial
H+:

r

function

partid injection

S Y T: schema disjunction of S and T. The resutting schema merges the declarations of

S and T, and disjoins the invariants of S and T.
m

0

S A T:schema conjunction of S and T. The resulting schema. rnerges the declarations of
S and T ,and conjoins t h e invariants of S and T.
( ): the empty sequence

a (s):

0

s

fi

sequence s
t: catenation of sequences s and t

AS: delta-schema of S. A S G SA Sf. Delta-schernas are used to indicate change of state.
m { a 1 inv mb): set cornprehension.

The invariant inv constrains the allowable values in

b is the constructing term.
OS: bindings of values of variables in schema S.
O

ES: unchanged

state.

ZS

[S; Sf 1 BS = OSf]

a f @ {a ct b}: function overriding of f , such that a maps to b using / @ {a ct b } .

a;

#S: cardinality of set S
0 4: restriction

of relation

id S: identity relation on set S
0

r+: transitive closuce of relation r

4

r": relational inverse of r

inv S: the invariant of a schema S
seq, T: n-Iength sequence of type T
s in t: holds if u
0

s

v = t, i.e., if s is a contiguous subsequence of t

s 1f : the anti-filter of s from f: a sequence consisting of those characters of s not in the
set /. Order is retained over anti-filtering.

Predicative Programming

C.2
0 m:

separator of specification from frame or domain of quantifier

a,a': pre- and poststate

5:

bunch (or number) quantifier

+ + bunch

cardinality

0

[i; ..j]: the list containing elements from i up to but not including j

0

P. Q: relational (dependent) composition of predicates P and Q

+ T:

"true", the weakest specification in the lattice. Represents completely arbitrary be-

haviour.

+ 1:"false", the strongest specification
0

frame w : delimits a bunch of state

+ ( A : B): .4
0

ui

in the lattice
that may be changed by a following predicate

is a subbunch of B.

MAX i : B 0 P: maximum quantifier over range i : B with predicate P.

O

[* Tl:arbitrary-length list with elements of type T.

O

P r Q: predicate P is refined by ("implied by") predicate Q

C.3

Specacation Statements
A C B: refinement of specification A by specification B.

O

set: set constructor

O

a

+ P: guarded command, with

boolean guard a and specification P. The command is

miraculous if the guard is false.

e:if-and-onIy-if
O

P [ a / b ] :substitute a for b in P.

0

havoc: terrninating but otherwise arbitrary behaviour

0

magic: terminating and establishing the impossible false (i.e., miraculous behaviour)

a

abort: arbitrary behaviour

C.4

Larch

m a-: value of a in prestate of specification
O

a' : value of a in poststate of specification
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